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THE

EDITOR-S CORNER

-r

WMAR.GAR.ET ANDERSON. "Happinesa and Order" is a
chaptet' from A Life for a Li/e, to be
published next fall in Chicago by
){ark Reimberg, In this boOk Miss
Anderson continues her autobiography begun in 1930 with Jry Thirty
Years' IVar. The sequel tells of her
experiencesa£ter her retirement from
acth..e literary work.
Miss Anderson founded The Little Review in Chicago in 1914 and
brought it to a d05e in 1919. these
fifteen )UI'S her periodical gained
among the literati a prestige comp;trable to the Poetry of Harriet Monroe
or The Criterion of T. S. E1ioL It
introduced to America some of the
best pages of Yeats. James Joyce's
Ulysses•. Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg. Ohio, apd the early writings of
many now prominent literary figures. At the "anguard of letteo. Miss
Anderson discovered values with
critical and historical sense. and defended them with fen'or. Sylvia
Beach in an article. "Los suscriptores de Ulises" (Sur; February. 1950).
telJs of those militant da}"S of the
"new art" in Paris. and of the central
role played by the friends of The Little Review. l\fark Reinsberg announces for early publication A Little Review Anthology.
In "Happiness and Order" Miss
Anderson weaves her ideas on life into a pattern of reminiscences of her
friendship with Georgette Leblanc

In

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss2/1

(a86g-I!K1), fortwenty,earl Maeterlinck's inspi,.tnce. Mme. Leblanc
was an opera linger. aetresl, 1CUlptrell. poet, renowned beauty, and author of several boob. three of which
were translated into English and
published in the United States. Her
Souven;r,: Aly Lile with Afaeterlinck
(Dutton, 1931), was extraordinarily
well rem,"e<!. In 1!K7 appeared La
~ra~hine a Courage, with preface by
Jean Caetau. Stin unpUblished are
poems and profiles of Mallarm~,
Sarah Bernhardt,Duse. D'Annunzio.
<hear \Vilde, Isadora Duncan. Helen
Keller, and others.
Miss Anderson plans to go bad to
France thh June to settle there permanently. The Quanerly expresses
to her ..nd to Mr. Reimbcrg appredation for thh "6rst," and for the interesting letter and pictures offered
by the author.
~ GUEST ARTIST, VI.
Born in Riga, Latvia. in 1900. ADJA
YUNltEJlS came to the United States
in 1947, and has taught an at the
New School of Social Research and
for two summer sessions at the UNM.
The Southwest appealed to him so
much that he has made his home at
Corrales. a village near Albuquer·
que.
Before coming to this country Yunkers had an active and successful career in Europe, with one-man shows
at Berlin. Hamburg, raris, Stockholm. Copenhagen, Oslo. \Vorts of
his arc in the Stadt Museum, Hamburg. Alben and Victoria Museum.
London, National Gallery, Stockholm. and National Gallery. Oslo. In
continued on page 259
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MAI.GARET ANDERSON

Of (Quae I have always been told that if all people.were like

me the world wouldn't progress. I found this as misleading as .
everytbingelse I was told.. First because they aren't like me, second because they wouldn't like to be. They are interested in the
problems and prescriptions of the status-quo world. They would
be utterly bored to be like me. And shall I say that they are wrong?
But aJ;en't they, since they are always worried and at 'war?
Next,l was told that I would discover life to be different from
what I imagined it to be. I never made this discovery. Life for me
bas been exactly what I dlOUght it would be-a cake, which I have
eaten and had too. I was bot:Il a happy person in the shelter of an
easy "fate:' Until a few years ago' I never looked straight at any
fact· except my capacity to make a happy life a happier one; and
I have always been able to draw my friends into this dispensation.
Happiness to me meant: appreciation of what you have; anticipation of what you plan to have, whether you ever have it; gratitude
that you are not in competition for what others have, or want to
have; the capacity to ignore what you don't like, or to tum it into·
what you do like; and the surpassing reward of finding that you
can really believe in what you hoped you could believe in.
Naturally I have had hardships, hut I thought they were illusions. They must have been, since I can't even remember them.
rm sure I never had a real hardship. I have never been wounded
in war or put into a concentration camp.' I have never had to
sleep under a bridge or stand in a bread Ii,ne. I have never been
too hungry or too tired, too ill or too cold, too ugly or too wrong,
too crowded or too alone: I have never been bored or disabled,
really depressed or really discouraged. I have never had to live
in friction or misunderstanding; when they arrived I departed.
I have never felt youth diminishing or age approaching. I have
never been too hurt. I have been too bereaved, but what I lost
was a love too permanent to die. Therefore I knew from the beginning that though death taketh all away, this he cannot take.
~
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HAPPINESS AND ORDER.
MY BASI C. bappine~ w~s

founded on this fact-this unmatcha..
blefact:that one sotnetimcsfinds. ahumari being with wbomone

i

t

I

'

can have a tntcandlimitless human cotnDUinication•.The 'Words
for this blessmgaTe Ulovetu·or '~nder$tanding:'ortheexactword
the Frencbhave for it~anentente.
This is the first of two'real eventsin my life: findingsomc one
about whom i felt at once~$ if a prophecy were bemg t;nadc'to .
me-uThere is something perfect in her soul:"
For twenty-one years l,neversaw Georgette Leblanc do any..
thing. never heard her say anything, that did not sprbtgfrom this
perfection. It is a qu~ty.l think, that arises in the arti$t m~d ..
Putting my trust in this quality l£elt that. whatever I tnightbeithe hestof me (or ~ven the worst) would never be misunderstood
by Georg~tte. Ithever was. She always made'me feel -that there
was something'perfect in me. I could never getoverthisdistinc..
tion. Since she said it, it must be so. As long as she lived 1 felt
~at I was al-ways smiling.
I often tried to steady my breathless and conscious bappiness
over this entente by trying to name those perfections in Georgette
which made a friendship with her a story never to be forgotten. 1
would wonder in what order to name them-wbichone took precedence in her golden-ruled ·IUe: goodness, wisdom. understand.. ,
ing, courage, humanity, in~el1igence, aspiration•••• Combined
with secondary characteristics like tact, grace, charm, courtesy, ardor, humor, imagination. justice, reasonableness. freedom•••• 1
realize that I am describing her as a paragon. But shew~ a paragon-even her "faults" underlined the. fact. She had many vanities, but no amour-propre; -she was self·ab~rbed, butnever-selfish;
she was naive, but not childish-she was child-like; she had an
anxiety<omplex. but with a manner"that redeemed· it; she had
the electricity of~per, butshe used it abstractly, not personally:
she often lacked Judgment. but always constructively; and she
had an ego that never behaved egotistically. Perhaps I could cata-'

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950
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MAJlGAltET ANDERSON

. Iogue ht:r qUalities under one major tendency: personal distinc·
don, aristocracy of nature-in other words, that ,greatest, tome,
of all human attributes: an unspoiled psyche; in clearer words, a
psyche that bas none of the poisons that most psyches accumulate
. dur~g their lifetime of self-vindication. As a consequence she
had many enemies-just as ~Iaeterlinck became her enemy: she
was too good to be true. But Georgette was no one's enemy. '
Most lives lived under the same roof intrude, impose,·infringe,
impinge upon each other. Georgette would never have impinged
upon a bird, certainly not upon a fellow creature. The space she
lived in made her assume that you too wanted space; she ncver
commented upon your behavior since that would .TCStriet your
space. She objected even to mild comment-the kind that Tumes
or surprises or disperses. The kind most people indulge in-thc
comment that disturbs, distresses, baffles, irritates, depresses, angers, wounds-filled her with horror. As to temper, she was far too
tempered to understand its need or use as an involuntary explo~
sion. It would have been as impossible for her to speak to anyone
"in a tempertt as it would have been for her to shoot him, swiftly
and unreasonably, in the temple" A display of temper between
twO friends secmcd to her a vulgarity so harsh and final as to leave
them forever estranged, tbeir relationship reduced to the illogicality of that between a man and a wild beast. To Georgette there
was no human conflict, between friends, which couldn't be resolved by a glance between understanding eyes.
Even the milder human idiosyncracies seemed to hcr to be
rooted in vulgarity. No one could ever imagine her making a disagreeable remark, or expressing any of the other cliches of daily
living-that seem acceptable to most people. In all the years I never
heard her say anything like, "\\'hat's the matter with you?" She
never felt free to say to anyone, "I know wbat's the matt~r," "You
must be nervous," "Aren't you being disagreeable?," "There's no
use talking:' "I wouldn"t say it if it weren't true, . . . " etc., etc.,
etc.• etc. To Georgette these attacks on another person"s inner

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss2/1
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world (Quld be made 'only in anauter world of which she knew
nothing. I once made a list of sixty~fiveremarksof this type which .
I never beard her make. lVhen anyone said, "But it's natural for
people to talk like that to.one another," she said it seemed as antinatural to her as the freaks ina circus.
She might say, til-was a little worried beca,use'you'rc latc";she
would never say, -'You worry me by being late:' U'Vhy do you
worry me by being late?:' "Why are you late?;~ uYousbouldntt
be late.·· --I hate it that }-ou~re late," uCan't l'on be on time?" Her
comments were never criticism;i£ she had criticism. to make she
made it 'with style, as in a written essay. Her comments were not
grievance, habit. compensation, involuntary expression. automatic monitorship. unconscious pleasure, or a means of communication. They were not based on the assumption that any human being is answerable to another, that any human being ever really
understands another. She didn't comment, she created.
The kinds of things she did say were simple things. but source
things. They 'Were the tllingS said by a person who bas made mucb
life. They always made me feel that I was being informed, inspired, soothed or saved.-She once described sonieon~'s life by
saying, ecC'est nne vie qui parle avec des gens:' Of our lives she
said, ecC'est toujourscomme si quelque chose arrivait." Defining
a special grace she felt in some one's presence, she said, UC'est
comme si toute nne vie harmonieuse venait vers moi"; defining
the two-dimensional quality of another person·s life-un me semble que je prends Ie the avec un chien··; desCribing the slo,~ess
of another person's i-esponses-uElIe semble attendre au bout
d'un corridor·'; analyzing some one's egotism-UVanlte-pire es-pece: celle qui affiche son humilite." Once she went to call upon
some one ,vhose apartment faced a cemetery-~~Ahln she said.
c<quelle joiet tous ces gens qui -ne parlent pas.n Once she described a friend as'-having uadorabilitc·d'etr_e:·But "ado~bility
of being" should be her own description, because her mind and
heart 1vere of gentle birth.
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This was the entente in which I lived and breathed; this was
the harmonic scale in which I felt that all things of life and art
and mind were understood. Take everything else from me~ I used
to say. but leave me thi$ one communion and I will have a total
life. I always wanted itmore than anythingelse. I found it, I never
found a Haw in it. I never stopped being grateful for it. I remember being grateful every day. moment after moment during the
days,. during the years, as if I must express gratitude aI.oud to myself. I would find myself sa}ing at almost any moment: to live
without Georgette's delicacy would be to find the world an alien
place; I should miss too much her "being at home with everything
but the normal"; I should miss too much her ,vay of laughing;
perhaps I should miss more than anything else the ~y she said
"C'est abominable"; I should not know where to tum for the
comfort of her stupefaction over human buffoonery, her blasting
and warming and inclusive indictment of the stupidities of the
human species. But most of all I knew I should miss the way she
said HC'est trOp beau."
S(.)metimes I tried to decide which story about her would best
illustrate her nature. Perhaps tbis one:
.
Once when she was ill we spent the winter in a mountain village where the air was pure. One day she was sitting in bed beside
her Christmas tree, already a month old. It was snowing and the
windows were open. A little bird Bew in-a winter sparrow. It
circled the room and settled on a branch of the Christmas tree. It
looked at her and she looked at it...Longtemps'" she said afterward, describing their entente, nous sommes restes ainsi."
It was in this vi~lage, Vernet-Ies-Bains, that we spent some of
our ~ost iridescent days. Our peasant house had a little livingroom papered in midnight blue, where we gathered on winter
afternoons before the hottest stove I have ever known, while
snowBakes rushed at the mountains. And there was a low, dark
dining room papered in fruits and Bowers where Georgette drew
cartoons that kept us bughing all winter. I love'to lapgh all kinds
'.

0

I

U
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oflaughter, buttheteisone.kindtbatple~me moretbanothel'$.
It ~the helplcssxind: not as l·ou.laugh atwit but a -you lallghat
comedy. I have more funwitltfunniness than with wittin~~mof~
pleasure in humor thaninepigritrns.ju~t as Xhave more inter~ "
in personalteportthan in erudition. These cartoons were per.
sonal reports of Ceo~ttets fun with two world$-Ourselvcsand
upeople.u lVe were still explaining the difference between out·

.

at

.selves and those
with whom we never felt home.
- others
. .
' . lVe
talked a l~t about these distincti<?nsin Vernet,a5 the days en..
closed us in a valley and our molehills became mountains. One

-

day Georgette formulated what she considered the difference be- .
tween us and intellectuals. lVe live for etn~tion$, she sai~~they
live for eventS"' In our relations with people we wait upon the de..
velopment of personalaunosphere:they don't wait, they-crouch.
This crouthing embarrasses our intenigence;th~ erouchersar.e
like cats before a-mousehole. ··'Vhy donlt they just sit down ina
chair and exist?" she said. "They aren~t content to do this, they
have an avidity, they don't want to talk to people in order to know
them, but only to learn something from thetn;Theybecome cri~- .
iC~. Nothing ever happens in the presence oftheiittletritic. A
person of genius may be.boring-:he has his jokes and stories; but
.all ~is is compensated for by the flavor of his presence, which
sooner or later penetrates the situation. ~Vithpeople it's::the sante
as with poetry-bulk is necessary. I like people who are like good
fruits-much juice. 1 couldn't live in an atmosphere uncharged
with personal existence. \Vrlterscan't write in the midst()f everyday life; I can't exist in the midst of everyday vibra~ions:'
After our conversations 1 would go walking in the evening, past
the muted fountain and the lighted church; through the silent
hills. Sometimes the village people told me it would snow in the
high mountains that night; often we could feel the snow waiting
to fall.. Then .we would din~ surrounded by fruits and flowers on
peasant lvalls, we would open the windows toward the distanf
snowt the vaIley~ were full of lights like stars. When 1 went up..
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stair$~r.gettewould be singing Honneger's flAdieu:'

with the

heartbreaking words by Apollinaire:

j'ai cueilli ce brio de bruyere
L'automne est morte. souviens-t'en
Nous ne nous verrons plus sur terre
Odeur du temps. brio de bruyere
Et souviens-toi que je t'attends.

I stood in the door to listen and said goodnight as after an event.

I'
~. -...

. <

r-

r

At midnight I wakened and tumed on the radio. \\TaItles fro.m
Frankfurt. I looked out the window-a mountain. a cloud. a star.
a waltz on earth•.••
This was my daily life in those years. No one has ever told me
of living in an equal uninterrupted felicity. Perhaps no one else
would enjoy it. I don't understand why not. I always hoped for it
and I found it. This was the blue skies and white douds of all my
days.

for my ubiquitous happiness was my vanity. To begin with. I liked myself-liked the way I behaved. the
way I thought and felt, the way I looked-except for certain obvious defects which with intelligence, labor and discomfort I
could disguise. I disliked certain characteristics-for one, my way
of Ih,ing in italics. 1 had too much to say and used too many words
to say it; I wished I had the dignity to say nothing or the poise to.
say something focused and clear. But. in all seriousness of vanity.
I liked myself because as a human statement I could give myself
an almost unqualified approval. I was glad never to have' !elt underhanded. never to have needed double motives or to have advanced behind defense mechanisms (I thought); glad to know
that never in my life had I said anything to anyone in anger that
I couldn't later repeat and find to be coherent. apro~s. measured.

AN 0 THE R REA SON
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just. These virtues Dot only pleased me.theygaveme-atuling attitude-with divine rights and privileges.
. All thi$mad~me'a dictator. 1 could win all atgUlDents bec~use
I could prove that the artistalways wins over theintelleauabon
the other hand.l could prove that the intensities of ternpetam.ent
(which I loved) must be subjected to the mindtsdbttiminations
(which I loved more); I could convince the religionist.thatluf
must incorporate science) and the scientist that be mustcompre..
" hend superscience; I could demonstrate that.knowledgemust always bow to understanding; I couldforceeveryonetotespect the'
exaltations; I could even give form to that formless thing. roman..
tic love;" I could arrange all elements into the "PTQperpiclures, I _
could produce f:omposition on all sides; I could edit life as. "I
would a manuscript, tC?e)tttact the quintessence of its yield.
Such a person lives. on the convictibn()fal~ys beitlgrigh~· I
thought 1knew the difference between right and wrong, good and "
bad, that I had an infallible judgment of what was umo$tft moving "
or beautiful or interesting. Many people ha.ted me formis but 1
couldn't see why. If I said that Art had been present itithe cinema .
on only four or five occasions-in '4Caligari/' in liThe Beggars·
Operau (German) in Olivier's Shakespeare,in Disneyl"$#Old
Mill:' in one moment of ·'Odd Man OutH-mystatetne~tmight
be true, why was itantagonist1c? If someone said it was~'t true I "
wasn't antagonized, I was excited, I wanted to "hear hi~ p!oof, .1
would withdraw mine if his could carry me a'yay.. I didn't under·
stand why people wanted to strike
because I said such things.
It would be more logical for me to go about striking people be...
cause they didn't say them-because they said less intete$ting
things. But many people have no standards of interest. I had· always considered such standards to be Cl$' definite as standard&of
time in music. Butyears ago-the strain of the memory is.with me
still-I went to a concert with someone who saidff\Vhat a lovely
waltz movement" when the
orchestra was playing a movement in
,
I

-?

,

me
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4/4·time.l said, teIt's not a waltt, it's 4/4." She said, t'No, 3/4."
I said, u 4/4-beat it out and you'll see:' She beat a few measures
\llguely. I took her hand and made it beat precisely. She said, fiNo,
it's 8/4.... I said, "I will go mad if you can't hear it right." It was
4/4-1showed her the score afterward.

'·l

,r

\
l

f':

.

?
,;

.

l

I always felt that I knew the score. From morning till night I
lived like an orchestra conductor. ~fy bed always faced the light
so that I felt in command of my room.. ~fy first sensation when I
. woke was of reaching for a baton. Breakfast was already on my
bedtable. I lighted the alcohol lamp and while the coffee heated
I looked about-first at nature, to judge the day and decide what
plan
imposed by sun, rain, wind or snow; then at
personal
world to decide which plight took precedence over others. Almost no events took place but everything that did take place was
an event to me. And I wanted my events planned. There was
something so attractive to me in plans mat I applied them even
to moods. I used to say, UNow let's be interesting" or "Now let's
be amusing." This usually had a dampening effect on everyone
except Jane Heap who also loved plans and was never so amusing
as by design. Plans offer arrangement and I had discovered that
arrangement was the elixir above all others that stimulat~ my'
glands; organization-of objects, situations, places, people, pleasure, work, ideas.
Order is. life to me. I could, if necessary, live in din but never
in disorder. A place for everything and everything in its placethis is only the beginning of it. IVhat places? Not arrangement in
any or aU ways, but arrangement in certain ways. Everything
bears a relation to everything else, the eye travels from left to
right, order may be defined as "objects vibrating in harmony,"
dIe laws are important and must be kept. Georgette, who revered
disorder, said that to live as I did would make her feel she was
living the life of a doll. "Curious," I said, "instead of a doll I feel
like Bach. He said, 'The order which rules music is the same order
that controls the.. placing of the stars and the feathers in a bird·s

was
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,wing-it. is essential andeternal. Nothing wasevercr~tedin
. order-the chaotic and unfiniShed ·are ~gainst thelaw$()f the "
. spirit. I liketo f~l myself in theJI1iddteo~hannony.)
Fonntiving-tbisis whatI want~ I like t()e1it~tinatetonfusJon"
frollllife as I do from bouse.. SOrneti!Jle& Ireauce my room to
chaos, until my musdesache to begin its rt(onstritetion, pIan it
all out again, setlt in order. turn it into fonn~ At the end 1 feel
that I· have cttateda world. lVhy not? Aplanneduniver$ej a
planned room-platl$ begin at; home, My plans have "made me
aware 'of rhythm" in all things, kept me £tom feelirig like a 6tat
wandering from its course, preserved me, fromlifefs most dire
J)

a

,
I

"

formlessness-domesUcity. "
The laws of order ate Unalterable, 'perhaps this is why they
are the only delightful laws. There are no two sides to the que$.
don. there is confusion or order, chaos ot-achoice, cit distinction.,
" a proof, a crusade. There is a phrase I dislike-tflJ,wandordet." I
never use itt to me it has no sense; it should 'be cltangedto~~the"
laws of order:' You can't talk· about l~w withoutan:tagoni~ing
me. Human laws are 'fuUoE holes-what is 'gQOd.oil:e day, in one
place, is bad in another. I like my laws ,airtight. Lik.e seven days
in a week, or the cart behind the hone.
If I were to compose ten definitions of order I $hould do it like
this: 1. A plan for everything and everything in its plan. t. A plan
t'ecognized by other planners~8. One good plan.. leadingto,another. 4. Astudy in conception. 5•. The org;tnization ofrelations.
6.' The conditions of creation.,. Arrangement aprofJos._8~ The
octayt.9. Dancing. 10. Churcharchitecture fOf weekdays.
And I have another mania about order which nQ one.seems to
respect as I do. I am always disturbed wheJisomeone- .catches me
on the wing and asks me if I don't want to dO'~m~ing.I want
to answer: HI never want to do anything, at any time, except to
continue what I am already doing until I have finished it." "
I H A V Eo

never lived in a room that wasn't a still-life-I couldn't.
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slithered through the room quick as a centi. . pede, setting the prisms a~uiver and marking every corner
witlra glancing orb of color, and ~fiss Blossom, feeling
it, quivered slightly herself and turned to see if the moving curtains had blown against the curios. But the cunains were not moving. Limp and sheer they hung, letting in·a little light, creating a
little shadow. And all the lustrous cherry wood of table, chairs,
, and settee shown like warm fruit in the sun. Miss Blossom pattered across to the mirror. \Vhite curls heaped high and tied with
a velvet ~ibbon; her skin smoothly crinkled like worn tissue
paper; 'two brown velvet eyes. She was pleased with herself, the
only person she had ever known to have remained unchanged for
forty years. Exactly the same, she thought, and then her chin
trembled. The stallion on the mantle grinned. He was china,
purple china, with a rearing head and prancing paws, and a row
of fine white china teeth which were now grinning horribly. "Oh
nor" cried l\fiss Blossom. "Oh no!"
But the little stallion reared and showed his teeth in a grim
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laugh ~d offthemantlebe pranced. Whippin.g\lpauchtQnfusion '
the pmnujangle4 and ~U l~eicicles. and Miss. BlossoJn held t6
, themantlein'tttrot' before the beatinghooves.$he .ttuckoutatid
,,heard the click. ofherdiamondsagaitl$tbis'1inn iideand tbenthc
crash as he fell to the hearth. .rOh dear.usighcd 1\fin BIOS8Qtn.
"The pretty. little horse. 'Lucy must sWeep. up the pietesrHtr
hean was painful in it$ throbbing as she left .the room, '
It was a 10vc1ymoming to walk. The $ttett
1ittered'Wi~
petal$ as though ,a' parade had passed with ,thronp,of people. "
"'throwing white confetti.. hliss BloSSOlll1\"ore
veilaJtd now and
'then a falling pew adhered to' it and she brushed it away with a
glOVed hand. Somehow it l!lade her feel u though she had been
crying~ thehalf-blindn$ produced-by a bl()bofwtlitepeta1.Th~t
pleasant feeling after a long night,o(tears when the eyes are halfopened. the lids swol~enand the thrOat fevere'a. 'butthetheek$'
dry after the salty flow. Unless she could bUy something; ?diu
~lossom sa\\' no pOint in walkingso she stopped at'the m:arket and
bought a grapefruit. On her 'way,out she took a thin bunch of
daffodils which she paid for, and one, lemon '\Vbicltsh~didn':t.
Ahead of her she saW-that 'Brooks, the milkman, had left his
horse ~nd wagon by the curb,. so she dallied a little,. tIl\lrmuring
inane words to a dusty'cat that was walking alo_ng a window :sill.
Then she paused to examine a tom envelope lying in the gutter.
Brooks was slow. There was no further excuse"ro'delays<> Miss'

was

her

Blossom tightly clasped her bag and walked forward, but the
horse saw her. He turned his headslighdy,. drew back his lips tee
vealing the long white teeth as be smiled. He put his two forefeet,
on the curb haUturning the wagon as hedid so. ~fiS5131ossom ~.
gan to run but he was too fast for her. Sliding free:: from ,his. reins, ,

lie thundered behind her and crashed against the door, his great
hooves pounding, mumed ~n the carpet nowftecked withfoarn
from his jaws. He reared, haH touching the ceiling, and l\fiss
Blossom fell into her chair. "Ob no:' she whispered. uOh no/'He
was coming, rearing, balancing wonderfully well on his hiitd legs

r
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like a dancing circus horteandshe could smell his strong manure
smell and ·feel the beat from his mouth. There was a crash and
~liss BlossOm opened her.ey~ and saw Brooks turning the horse
back into the $treet. shoving and kicking at him. and a basket of
bottles was on the sidewalk. one broken and the white milk stain·
ingthe concrete.
Twilight was long and stUI. silent despite the cheeping of sparrows as they bedded down in the eaves. Twilight.was too long,
for be)'Ond it was the menace of night. dark and endless when the
world was alone. Better the blinding sun and then quick darkness,
the obliteration of a sudden death.'However. most of thewyear
tbere was the long torture. A dimness. then a rosy afterglow, perhaps even a shaft of sunlight, tormenting, teasing, promising, and
them breaking its promise. for the night always came.
Aiiss Blossom played with her cup and spoon. She half whisded
a titde tune jauntily. as though her maid Lucy would not be out
this night. As though Lucy in her alcove under the eaves were of
use any time. "Good night, l\fiss Blossom," said Lucy. "Good
nigbt," Miss Blossom replied.
\Vhen the doorbell rang Lucy had been gone an hour but l\liss
Blossom had not moved. Her eyes bad adjusted with the light
and she could see the shadows of the leaves, the gray light of night
not )'et come. nle sound of the bell was jangling in every bone,
urgent. imperative. l\fiss Blossom untied her fingers and moved
quietly tQ the door and opened it. He had come at last, her lover.
Forty years and now he had come. He smiled. The dark violet
ligbt on a face brown and dark with time. and the grinning row
of white china teeth hot breath pouring out upon her" The ex·
tended hands, paws, rearing, hot and big, and he had found her.
"Ob no," whispered l\fis5 Blossom and she toppled to the floor
stone dead.
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NE D,OES NO"T Ordina,rilY think 0,fNew"Af"eX,ic,o,as!U1
iron-producing state. The mineral production of the
.,
State is now, as in many -years past. dominated by such
commodities as copper, potash. or tine. It unot .generally ~nown
that New ?\fexico has produced,iron,Ol'e every year for-the past
sixty years with the exception of four years from 1982 to 1985.
The total production amounts to nearly seven million long tons .
with a value estimated at nearly $15,000,000. Of course. this is not
much when comPared to the great production of ~finnesOta,'Viscomin, or ~{ichigan. the leading producers of ironoiein tile
United States. It assumes greater ,importance, however. when
compared with production from other western states. There ha,-e
been periods in the past wben the western iron and steel industry
depended rather strongly upon the New ~fexican production.
N~w hfexico is predominantly a producer.of raw materials and
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is likely to remain in that category for a long 'time. Nevertheless,
industry is coming increuingly to New 1\fexico, and it is not impossible that a small iron and steel plant will someday be established in the State provid¢.. among other things. that water supplies are adequate. Regardless of whether a fabricating industry
is established it appears certain that a western iron and steel industry will continue' to rely in varying degrees upon New Mexican iron resources.
Knowledge of our natural resources is important to future
planning and development of the State. \Vhereas many are unaware of the New )fexico iron-mining industry, it is also true that
others haveoverestimated the iron reserves of the State. In order .to determine the iron·ore resources of New Mexico I made a survey of dIe State dlrough interrupted periods from 1942-1947. The
detailed results of dlis survey have been made available recently
in a University of New )fexico bulletin. In this article the nature,
extent, and past production of iron ore from New ~fexico are
briefly described.

Iron Deposits
The important iron-ore minerals are for the
most part ordinary and generally recognizable to most laymen by
dleir red and brown colors. The common iron-ore" minerals of
New Mexico are as follows:
Afineral
Composition
Percent Iron
l\fagnetite
FeFe20.
72·4
Hematite
Fel,10s
69·9
Goethite
HFeO:;l
62·9
Limonite
FeO (OH) ·nH2 0
59-63

MIN ERA LOG Y.

•

Afagtletite is an iron·black mineral which is attracted by an
ordinary magnet. A variety known as lodestone has polarity like
a magnet and is capable of "picking up" other iron objects. It is
black in powdered form.
Hematite is a red-brown mineral which may be fine grained
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anddense" ftaky,or fibrous. It isreadilyidentifiedby it$ted..brown
color in powdered form.
Goethite, is a yellow-brown tQdark...brown fibtou$ mineral less
common tl!an the others.It occun in nod\\larand pendant forms

and isyellow.brown in powderedform.
Limo'nite is a yellow ochre, yeUow..brown~ orllark..b:r:oW1l min·
eral that is amorphous and lu5terI~.The powder· is yellow,
brown.
~fagnetite and hematite are the most abundant oftheseminer·also Many ~onoo()re depOsits contain some ofall these minerals, but

.

in the usual ~se deposits 'are predominantly or almost -entirely
composed of one mineral. Although- most of the past production
had been classified·as magnetite in the statistical repOrts of tile
Federal Bureau of Mines.. it has commonly contained considera..
ble hematite. In view of the large low--grade sedimentaryhematite deposits it is quite possible that hematite is equal inabundance to magnetite in the State.
Although the percentage and kind of iron minerals are of
prime importance in determining the grade ofa deposit, the a~
dated gangue, or worthless minerals, and impurities are of ut-,
most importance in detennining ·the value or exploitabiliq',of a'
deposit. Calcite ("lime") and manganese illcrease thedesitability
of an iron ore, but quartz, sulfur, and pnosphorus decrease the
desirability. New ~Iexico iron ores contain.differing amounts of
impurities o£gangueminerals.
Some oIthe ores are, non-commercial bttausethesulfur -or
phosphorus is only a fraction· of one percent too high.. On the
other hand, the ores of Boston Hill 'near Silver City contain only
about 85 percent iron, yet their value is greater than .usual be..
cause of the desirable manganese which is present in atUounts'Up
to about 15 percent. Other things being equal,.a high-grade, 60
percent iron-ore deposit containing 20r 8 percent sulfur and no
lime would constitute a much poorer reserve than one-averaging
45 percent iron, no sulfur, and 15 percent lime. It is' perhaps of
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intetestthat some New '-Iexican iron ores have contained minor
amounts of gold. silver,and tungsten, and that small tonnages
have been mined and sold because of these metals rather than the
iron.
'\
A list of the gangue minerals found with the iron-ore minerals
is too long to be included here. The principal ones, however, are
listed below in approximately the order of their abundance.
AfitJef'al
1.

2.

3.
4.
56.
7.

Composition

Calcite
Quartz
Gamet
Serpentine
Tremolite
Mica
Epidote

CaCoa
Si02
(Ca,Fe) aAl2 (SiO.) IS
H.l\fgaSi20 D
(CaFe) :;,l\fg1i (OH) ~ (Si.Oll ) 2
Kl\fgs (OH) ~Si3010
Ca:J (AIFe) 2 (AIOH) (SiO.) a

•

Grade refers to the quantity of a particular metal in an
ore. The iron content of New l\fexico ores theoretically might
. . contain as much as 724 percent iron, which is the iron content
of pure magnetite, the ricnest form of naturally occurring iron.
Actually however, ore bodies of minable size contain other than
iron minerals in varying proportions and the content of iron in
mineral bodies ranges from 0 to 724 percent.
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation, the chief purchaser,
generally specifies a minimum iron content in contracts with
shippers. For small mines this is generally 53 percent iron. For
large operations or places where the ore contains desirable constituents such as lime or manganese the minimum iron content
might be as low as 48 percent. However, lower grade ores are
more. difficult to handle in the blast furnaces, and their mining
and shipment are discouraged.
Inasmqch as the price of iron ore is only about seven cents for
each one percent of iron in the are, the operator can afford to
mine only the high-grade parts of an iron ore body. The average
eRA D Eo
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. grade oforethathu been shipped from New ~lexitoi$55pereent
iron" At the present time ore of tbis grade would be\\~rth·· (55
percent X 71) $S.85 per·tonandouteftbisthecostofminingand
height to Putlblo. Colorado. must be paid before a profit ~can- be
realized. IndividUal small shipment$ have been a5 high as 64:' petcent iron. l\fany of the ore bodies that have been mined in New
~fexico have not averaged .overall more tl1an45 to 50~ent,
iron, yet by careful selection in mining it has been- 'possible' to
ship a better than 50 percent product.
. Ore is a mineral deposit front which a metal, or metals, may
be extracted at/.a profit.- According to~is definition many iron
deposits in Ne", ?\fexic:o could not be ore. strictly speaking. Under present adverse conditions of the high ,co.stof labor. 'materials.
and transportation it is quite likely that· an iron deposit would
have to be better than 55 percent iron.

...

Nearly all the iron ore of New Mexico is in
the southern half of the State. Shipments have b~en made from
about fifty different deposits in fourteen districts. Grant, Lincoln, Socorro, Sierra, Otero, Dona Ana, Colfax, Taos, Rio Arriba,
and Santa Fe Counties contain deposits of iron, but anI}' those of
Grant, Sierra, Socorro, and Lincoln are likely to produce much:
ore in tlte future.
On a strictly scientific basis tbe iron ores of New~fexicomay
be classified into at least six or seven categories. Tbereare, however, only three important genetic types in the State, as follows:
(1) those formed by hot fluids in limestone neat granitic bodies
(contlUt deposits); (2) those formed by the oxidizing and concen..
trating action of air and rain water near the surface of the earth
(supergene deposits); ·(8) those fQrmed by sedimentary deposi.
tion as bc-ds on the bottoms ~f ancient seas (syngenetic sedimen-

.

OCCURRENCES.
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tary deposits) .
The contact deposits are most numerous in Nelv!\fexicoand
are found in districts where copper, zinc, and goldbave been pros-
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peeled or mined. They occur in large pods or roughly tabular
bodies up to several tens of feet wide and several thousand feet
long. The ore mineral is dominantly magnetite and it commonly
contains a gangue of gamet, serpentine, tremolite, epidote, or

..

mica.

.

1. ~
'.

, }'fany small contact deposits occur in Lincoln County near
Capitan, 'Vbite Oaks, and Corona. Larger deposits of this type
have been mined in the Orogrande district, Otero County, and
large deposits are present in the rather remote Iron l\fountain
district near lVinston, Sierra County. The largest and most productive deposits are in the vicinity of Hanover and Fierro, Grant
County. These deposits yielded iron ores almost without interruption from 1889 to 1931. In the vicinity of Fierro great open
cuts, glory holes, and railroad benches mark the hillsides as a
result of the long-term mining operations. Several tens of thousands of feet of underground tunnels and dark-walled mining
rooms run through the deposits that lie beneath the hills. These
deposits would be included among the four or five largest in the .
'Vest.
The supergene deposits are dominated by the manganiferous
iron ores of Boston Hill just west pf Silver City, Grant County.
The iron (35+ percent) and manganese (15+ percent) of these
deposits were formerly deposited in lesser amounts ofcarbonates
by hot fluids similar to the contact deposits. The present blanketlike bodies of ore were concentrated by the chemical action of air
and rain water during the erosion of Boston Hill.. The deposits
were first prospected and mined for small amounts of silver contained in the ores. Later the manganiferous iron ores were mined
in underground workings, but during tbe past decade tb~y have
been mined on a larger scale in open pits. They are the only deposits that have been mined since 1944. The operations are those
of a miniature ~Iasabi. The ore is loaded into trucks by steam
shovels operating in open cuts along the low hillsides.
The .ry7igenetic sedimentary deposits occur as original hema-
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tite beds near the bottom of the oldest ~imentaryformation in
New ~fexico. This formation is known as the Bliss sandstone
from its occurrence near Fon Bliss, Texas. The·(iron·t bed. is a
mass of tiny spheres about tbe size offish eggs known asoolitbst
and the ore is described as oolitic hematite. There are great tonnages of thiS low-grade' ore in localized beds up to twelve feet
thick in the San Andre5~ Caballos, Black, hfimbres, ~n4 Silver
City ranges in the vidnity of latitude SGo North.
Ores of this general type, however, form the basis of large iron
and steel industries in other parts of -Ule ,vorld•. Notable among
these are the Birmingham, Alabama, deposits, lvhich· are seven to
twelve feet thick and average about 81 percent iron, 7.1 percent
silica, and 19 percent lime. The iron and steel industry of France
is based on ores of this kind·in Lorraine which are three to fifteen
feet thick and average about· 35 percent iron, 18 percent sUica,
and 10 percent lime. Si~ilar ores averaging only 22 percent iron
are used in England at the pr~nt time. .
The Caballos Range deposits of New ~Iexico are six to twelve
feet thick and average 33 percent ir~n, 34 percent silica, and 4
percent lime. The silica would have to be removed before use in
a blast furnace.

Production
ranks third in total iron ore output up to 1945.
The peak of production came in 1927 when 306,695 long tons
were shipped to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation at
Pueblo~ Colorado. Aboutg2,ooo long tons of this production was
manganiferous iron ore from Boston Hill near Silver City. The,
remainder came from the Fierro district. The peak production of
.regular iron are from the Fierro district came in 1920 'when the
U. S. Smelting, Refining, and ~Iining Company shipped 233,' 19
long tons. During the war year of 1918 production from five dis..
triets yielded gOl,125 long tons. During 1942 seven districts pro~
duced 168,937 long tons-about balf from BOston Hill.

,
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Reserves
refers to the quantity of are estimated to
be available by mining. Ore may be well exposed at the surface
and hence that part is highly certain of existence. Its existence beloW' the surface at greater and greater depths becomcs. however,
increasingly a matter of~logic speculation. From the point of
view of certainty, are reserves may be divided into two categories:
(1) probable and (2) possible. Furthermore, reserves may be
separated into grade categories. The current inventory of Ne~v
l\texico reserves of iron ore is as follows:
RESEkVE OF OR.E

1. Probable ore:
Plus 35 percent iron
l\finus 35 percent iron
2. Possible ore:
Plus -35 percent iron
Minus 35 percent iron
Total:

25,000,000 long tons
2,000,000 long tons
47,000,000 long tons
68,000.000 long tons
142,000,000

long tons

Thus there are 72.000.000 long tons of plus 35 percent iron ore
and 70.000.000 tons of minus 35 percent iron ore of probable and
possible categories currently estimated for New l\fexico. The estimates are generally conservative and further exploration or mining is likely to increase the resen'es.

\Vestern Iron and Steel Industry
iron and steel industry began in 1881 with the
completion of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company's plant at
Pueblo. Colorado. At first Colorado ores from the Orient district
were the chief source of iron. However. most of the history of iron
mining in the 'Vest has been dominated by the Sunshine mines of
the Hartville district. 'Vyoming. which supplied the Pueblo furTHE W EST ERN
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naceswith mostoE their orcs'from -1904 to 1M3.
Duringthisinter..
.
.
val New 1tfexi~o oreswere the chief secondary supply until abo.ut
191 7 when Utah ~e the secondsollrce. Since 1945 the large
Iron 1tlountain deposits of southwestern Utah have dom.inated
the western production picture with \Vyoming and Califomia
second and third. The decline in New ~Iexico output is due to
cessation of mining by the U. S. Smelting, ~R.efining, and hfining
Company.

FIG. 1.

Production of iron ote in '''estern States and the United States

(1880-1945)

In addition to the Colorado plant which supplied iron rails,

steel plate, etc. in the \Vest for many decades, blast furnaces were
built at Ironton. Utah, in 1924 and at Geneva. Utah, and Font1lna,
California, in 194i.
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Recendy iron and steel plants have been built in Texas. Also
there are two iron and steel plants in northeastern l\texico, one in
Coahuila at l\fonclova and the other in Nuevo Leon at l\fonterrey.
Open hearths and rolling mills working on scrap iron have been
in operation on the Pacific Coast for several decades. The warbuilt plants at Geneva and Fontana appear to have given a large
impetus to the western industry. As of January 1, 1946, the annual blast furnace capacity of the \Vest as a whole was 2,836.000
net~ns.

! •

The conti~ued existence or growth of this industry depends
largely upon the nature of the competition from eastern plants
and the economic conditions in the \Vest during the period of
firmly establishing the new plants. \Vith proper financial backing.
good management. and fair freight rates which would enable
markets to be held from the more distant eastern sources, the
western industry should thrive and grow.
The blast furnaces of Utah and Colorado were located on the
basis of proximity to deposits of iron and coal. The'Fontana blast
fu~ace and steel plant on the other hand is not situated according to the long established principle of location between ore and
coal. It is'located at great distance (810 miles) from Utah coking
coal but close to iron ore, scrap iron, seaboard, and ship-building
industry. Normally a blast furnace is more economically situated
closer to coal than iron ore because of the lower freight rates on
the latter.
The best coking coal areas are the Book Cliff field 120 miles
southeast of Geneva, Utah, and the Raton field of New l\fexico
and Colorado. Iron·ore deposits are widely scattered in the \Vest,
but most of them are too small to support a blast furnace long
enough to amortize its cost. The largest reserves are in the Iron
l\fountain district of Utah. The four largest districts and their
resen'es are as follows:
100,000.000 long tons
Iron l\fountain. Utah
Fierro. New l\fexico
5°.000.000 long tons
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Eagle :&fountain; Califomia' 43.000.000 long tons
Hartville, 'Vyoming
10.000..0 00 long tons
It nlay be seen &om Figure 2 that from the point of view of the,
principal raw materials central New Mexico occupies as,favorabte
a position as Utah and Colorado for an iron and steel plant. The
h.fiddleRio Grande VaI1ey lies between ore in the southern part .
of the State and coking coal in the northern part. The distances
of iron ore and coking coal from Albuquerque as compared to
those of the three existingblastfumaces of the ,\Vestern Statesare:

. Total
Iron Ore . Colting Coal"
Geneva, U t a h 2 4 0 miles
95 miles
Fontana, Calif.
145"
810
Pueblo, Colo.
860-820 u
92 u
Albuquerque, N.M.
300 "
240
to

II

Distance
S35 miles
955 .,
452-gU~

540

u
tJ

Apprq~matelytwo

tons of ore, one and six-tenths tons ofcok·
ing coal, and nearly one-half ton of limestone Bux are needed to
produce one ton of pig iron. Therefore, about fOUf tons of raw
materials must be assembled to produce one ton of pig iron. Additional Bux and ferro-alloys are necessary to convert pig into steel.
Large supplies of water are also necessary. New wIexico occupies
a very favorable position among the 'Vestern Stat~swith regard
to supplies of fluxes and natural sources of ferro-alloy· metals such
as manganese, molybdenum, vanadium,. and tungsten.
Factors deterrent to the establishment of a New Mexico iron
and steel.industry are as follows: (I) lack of a state or local mar..
ket of sufficient size, {2) existence of competitive industries in
Colorado,. Utah, and California, (3). lack of scrap iron, (4) discriminatory freight rates in favor of eastern industry. and (5) uncertainty of ample watet supplies.
Probably the most important consideration in-connection with
the feasibility of establishing a New AIexico iron and steel indus~
try is whether sufficient market exists in the area. Of course, the

a
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industry could not compete in the hea\'Y steel and iron market
which lies principally in the East or along the coasts. The possible
.or potential market includes only light-weight steel products such
as tubing, re-enforcement steel and sheet metal. An economic survey should be made to determine the boundaries of the market
area and its nature and size. The boundaries are determined by
transportation costs and the competitive situation compared with
the industries in Colorado, Utab, California, Mexico and Texico.
Such a sun"ey would not only determine the sufficiency of a market, but it would also serve to determine the most efficient size
of plants to serve the market.
In California where scrap iron has been plentiful for a con..

cellftnllt--- -

•••---·---·--............
.t -----.
e.~

UlIltH

Distribution of blast furnaces, coal, coking coal, and iron ore
in the \Vestem States

FIG. 2.
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siderable time. steel plantS have been fuund;ed onthi$ $Outceof

-

"

material alone. It is doubtful whether scrap will accumulate in
New ~fexico in a usable manner for a longtime to tome. How..,.
ever, the establishmentof an iron and sted industry based'on iron,
ores probably would result sooner or later in scrap supplies which
couldaugm,ent the iron supplies.
There is little doubt that New ~fexicoas weU asllluchofthe
'Vest has been subjected to discriminatory freight rate5j es~ly
on its raw materials. Themove is under way now to determine the
present situation, and it does Dot appear that complete and un·
biased information on the subject can do harm ·to New Mexico
future development. But whether'tbe freight rates can be ·ad·
justed to the betterment of New ~fexico's econonUcwdfareor.
not, as long as the raw materials are ship~d hundreds orthousands of miles out of th~ State, to be fabricated and then shipped ,
back, the freight bill will be more than double lvhat it might ~
if the iron and steel industry could be in the State.
The uncertainty of ample water supplies for industry along
the Rio Grande Valley is closely linked to population increase,
especially in the larger towns, and to agricultural nee.ds. 'Vhat
water exists on the surface and below the surface must be divided
between the urban, industrial, and agricultural needs. If the total
of these need$ exceeds the supply, then the growth or substantial
existence of one
all of the three activities' must be altered.
Through the natural population expansion and the additions to
populations made by location of government military and re.search groups in the area, the urban needs are expanding rapidly"
This results in expansion of both the agricultural and industrial
needs for water. Furthermore, the efforts to bring various large
manufacturing industries to the Valley, in order to create a more
,stable foundation for the population, are on the increase. Thus,
for a large water-consuming industry such as iron and steel manu·
facturing, it is of considerable importance to examine the water
suppliesof the Valley from the overall point of view ~s well as that

or
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of the industry.. Conservation of water in the Valley and importation of water from outside of the Valley can help alleviate the uneenaintyof the water supplies.
In addition, it is necessary that the site of a proposed iron and
steel industry have a supply of labor and good transportation
facilities. It is estimated tbat for every man employed in the pro-'
. duction of raw materials from iron ore through the steel ingots,
four or five are employed by manufacturing plants which use the
steel.
Tberailroads in the 'Vest were built in the early days without
markets. The marketscame as a result of the railroads. The Kaiser
Plant. California,' and Geneva Plant, Utah, were built as the result of a war emergency. not because of existing normal markets.
Yet they appear to be capable of survival and markets develop
around them.
Long tunnels are driven in order to drain water from ore bodies
and make them minable; ditches are dug to reclaim farm land;
and rivers are damned to make power and furnish water-all at
pUblic expense. Perhaps then it is just as reasonable to build a ,
blast furnace at public expense to "reclaim" or make available a
neglected iron ore reserve and to develop local industry. A blast
(urnace located in New l\fexico long ago would have saved about
one dollar a ton in freight on 7,000,000 tons of iron ore already
mined. An associated light-weig~t steel fabricating plant would
have saved a tremendous freight bill on steel products shipped
from the East.
At present in order to establish aNew l\lexico industry it would
probably be necessary to obtain considerable public support. If
supported until markets were developed and secured, its success
and expansion might be assured. In the meantime, as the ores of
presently producing \Vestern States are depleted, the economic
position of New l\fexico's ores is perhaps improved.
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G

shook the morning paper'back
into shape. He folded it evenly to take downstai1'S# incase
his daughter-in-Iaw-had time for a glance atit. Sbe proba..
bly 'Wouldn't, though. She 'Would be driving herself all the mor~
severely after that clash with Paul atbr~k~t. The boy had do~e.
nothing really bad. He had only tipped his spoonful of oatmeal.
while talking and gesturi.ng, and let it dribble on the tablecloth.
But Ruby hadn't scolded him just for that. Sbe was exasperated by
his forgetfulness of time and the ten long blocks between him and
the junior high school. \Vhile he had beeit telling his grand·
father about the shack be and Peter were building, Paurs' entire concern was with where they could get any more old orange
crates.
"Your spoon, Paul," Ruby had cried, too late.
Then she had dashed around the table to dab at the spilt
cream with her napkin, going on more and more -severe}ytasking Paul would he ever learn to pay attention to what he was
doing and didn't he know he'd be.late if he didn't hurry, and
then branching into a many itemed lament over his faulu his
RA M P A BANCROFT
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incurable" unendurable indifference and irresponsibility and
his just plain sloppiness and laziness. Paul had murmured he
was sorry" and lowering his head had spooned up Iris oatmeal

as if

\!
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doing strenuous penance. Ruby had gained too much
momentum, though; in a rising voice she elaborated her critical review of his conduct-the mud he tracked into the house.
th~ me~ his desk was in, and wily hadn't be taken back his
library books that were overdue, and when his father came
home from Chicago tomorrow what would be say about the
rust on tile good saw Paul had taken into the yard and left
there overnightl and why was he wearing that dirty shirt when
she'd laid out a clean one for him, and had he washed his face
or combed his hair, and did he want to look like a pig?
"No"m," Paul had said meekly. "excuse me," and he had run
upstairs to brush his teeth, which he didn't always remember
to do without being told.
Coming up a minute later with the morning paper. Grampa
Bancroft had stoppe~ at the open door of the bathroom long
enough to tell Paul that perhaps he could find some empty
crates in the alley behind dIe A. &: P., or he might even ask
inside whether they had any, and if so, he and Peter could take
their wagons and maybe bring back a good l~t. Paul had turned
his spattered face sideways, grinning.
"Gee, Grampa, thanks," he had said. "That's a swell idea."
"'Vell,.you can try it, anyhow,"' Grampa Bancroft had told
him.
The old man had not stayed to hear the dilatory boy harried
out of the house. He had gone on into his own place, the big
sitting room at the far end of the second Hoor, and dlere he
had closed the door behind him. The house belonged to him,
but only this room, with its connected bedroom and bath,
seemed really his now that he had given over the test of it.
Those mondts alone after his wife died had been such a monotony of inaction and sad silence that when his son had gone into
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the army. Grampa Bancroft had invited Ruby and.·litt.le Paul
to corne stay with him, for their common" comfort. lVhen·john
had returned after the war 'and cotildn~t find ·asuitable hou~
for his family, it~emed best to continue the existing arrangement. It had been more than convenient for the old man, in
fact. He acknowledged a godsend. This child whoha-d.christened .
him Grampa had drawn him back toward life, had somewhat
revivM the colors of a world his wife's death had-left bleached.
cold, hardly more habitable than a barren" moon-landscape.
In the war years and since. he had seen hisgrailchongo from
kindergarten to seventh grade; "he had read to him repeatedly
of \Vinnie-the-Pooh. had promoted bim to JVind in the Willo'l»$~
and had lately presented him with Treasure Islllnd and Huckleberry Finn at what· seemed the first right entrancing moment.
Little Paul had played wi~ blocks and cars -on the Boor while
his grandfather reread Conrad and Tl'OlIope;growing Paul had
requested checker games on rainy days and hild kept a habit of
coming in with excited reports of affairs-be and his comrade
Peter were projecting. Increasingly Gtampa, Bancroft had centered his lonely mind upon the child. He had been careful,
though, to make no claims. He had tried also to avoid indulging
Paul; he had counseled him to speak politely; to take reasonable
care of his toys and books, and to be patient in whatever he
attempted. Their relations; he liked to think,' had remained
q
spontaneous and easy. He hoped he. had been of some help to
Paul, though he knew that could never compare with the con·
solation and the joy Paul bad brought him.
Grampa Bancroft and Ruby had got along fairly well, .too,
but that was different, a matter of. necessity and the product
of calculation and tact. He had told her at once that she was
to run the house as she saw fit; he would find what privacy he wanted in his own rooms, and she 1vas to feel that the rest -of
the place was hers. The wholesome and tasty diet she conscientiously prepared for Paul at e~ery meal pleased Grampa Ban-

,.
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croft too, so they made each other no ttouble about that. He
helped her in many little ways, to give himself some manual
tasks when he tired of reading. He chopped kindling and kept
wood ready-laid in the living room fireplace because he saw
Ruby liked to ha'"e a cup of coffee there when her friends
dropped in. He emptied wastebaskets daily. He always made
bis bed and dusted his rooms. He washed dishes too, frequently,
but not quite regularly, not with any sense between them that
be was committed to do so. And he had almost always been
there in the house when Paul came in from school or if Ruby
,wanted to go out at night. which was no burden on him but a
great convenience to her, he knew.

J E •
Things were going somewhat better. too. now that John was
there at least part of the time. Ruby had relaxed a little from
the tenseness of a long and fear-ridden separation. John was
traveling a great deal these days. trying to get a sales force reorganized, and his departures and arrivals still echoed a poignancy from wartime, holding the family in a familiar mood.
After being gone a week he would arrive with little presents for
them all, and Ruby would have a special dinner. john would
listen genially- to Paul for five minutes at a time and would
attempt some mild conversation with his father on the news.
Husband and wife would look at each other intently in the
candlelight at table, everyone would help with the dishes, and
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then they·d sit eating $Omeof tbe fine <:andy Joh~ bad.brought
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I

and hear about his trip and tell bimwlia~ had happened "at
home and aU get to bed rather early,;

To the old man his ~n Jabn·s strong ·attachment °to Othis·
strange woman was incomprehensible. Grampa~ancroft admitted that Ruby seemed strange to bim only as all those wltom
one does not love remain strangers, ,yb.ate\~er one s3cquain..
tance and contact with them.. He bad realized too tbat bis doing
chores about the house was not only for diversion but $() that
Y

he should owe Ruby nothing, and less than nothing. since a
debt toone he could not love would be disquieting. He ac·'
knowledged further dlat a deep mutual affection was not proba..
hIe in this most accidental of associations, the housingtogetlier
of in·laws. It ,vas, well enough if they lived in peace.. Ruby was
consistently kind to him, of course, in Iter -thorough. hurried.
,~xiOus way; and she ,vas often telling her friends that she

didn'tknow how 'she'd get along without Grampa Bantroftespecially she couldn't have got along without him dUring the'
war-and he was wonderful to PauL But it was still a strangerhowever familiar in her inimaculate housedress and perfect
- coiffure, however predictal>le in her methodst .nevertheless, a
sttanger-whomGrampa Bancroft heard now rinsing-and stack..
ing the breakfast dishes in the' kitchen. "a sttailgerm,'deference
to whose proclaimed implacable tastes he was refolding the
paper before taking it downstairs, on his way to 'washing those
dishes for her.
Entering the kitchen. he' opened a drawer and lookout his
own apron. Ruby said what she always Said. that he ne-edn't
help, and he replied as usual, that it would givebim something
to do. He realized more strongly than before how staying away
this morning might have seemed too pointedly disapproving of
what had happened at breakfast. She closed the drain·' in ~he
sink, and as she sprinkled soap powder she sneezed delicately,
but this time she" omitted her ToutiDe jest about housemaid's
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snuJfjundoubtedly she was still depr~ from ~t tiff. He ran
hot water into tbe sink, she came with the drying rack and dish
towel, and they were off like two robots. First· the glasses, th~
the flat silver; that was Ruby's method. 'Vhenever he had
wa~hed dishes for his wife on the maid's day out, he would grab
things in any order, and in their talking often they'd forget
pans still on the stove, which they'd laugh at, he remembered,
and leave until after the next meal if they felt so· inclined.
Ruby's domestic procedures, however, were inVariable and uncompromising. For the laundress there was a typed list of
instructions, tacked up over the washing machine in the basement; the cleaning wo~an had a similar slleet of general orders
mounted inside the door of the broom closet. In principle it was
to be admired, he knew, but he wondered whether system had
to come at the high price of anxious strain it seemed to cost
Ruby. Or to go one step further, what relation was there between these fixed procedures and Ruby's disproportionate concern over one spilled spoonful of oatmeal, between those typed
rules and the list of reserved grievances against her son which
Ruby had uttered that morning so fluently and with such ready
wrath? Not that he could mention anything so purely theoretical to Ruby; she avoided talk about abstractions. Perhaps she
never even admitted into her consciousness any general reflections about her own motives and conduct; she looked to him
like an Eliza on the ice, leaping from one floating detail to another, sighting each foothold just ahead and avoiding with instinctive fear any glance at the deep moving current that bore
them all up, and her with them. \Vhen Ruby was troubled
at heart it seemed she never examined her total situation; she
was much more likely to houseclean a closet or declare particularly what some one else at fault had done or left undone.
Grampa Bancroft had finished the silver and still Ruby hadn't·
spoken. He started on the cups and saucers, according to decree.
"\'Vas there anything in the paper about that murder trial?"

,/
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R.uby inquired suddenly. '~ou know, that woman who b~ld
her hand over the, babt$ mouth toktep· 'it 'ftom.g?'· ,
,cYa/' he 'told her,'ushe·sbeenacquitted.dedared innocent. '
JUry brought in· the verdict at ~ven ,o'dock 1ut night. They
were instruct~ totetum one of tltt~ findin~~~ocent.
by reason of insanity. or innocent.1)
"Which was it," Ruby asked intently, ·:innocent betauseof
insanity 01' just innocent?'"
"Just innocent:· said Grampa ,Bancroft.
"I mQuld think it would have been because of insanity:'
Ruby murmured.
"No," he told her, "a jury has to keep the evidence in mind,
. and the expelUhad testified she was sane."
UAfaybe she was sane when they examined her," .said Ruby,
"but she mUst bave been insane when she did it. AWing like
that, to hold your hand over a little baby'$tI1outh. ;. .- ."
She left off and turned to thecupboardwitlta stack of dried
dishes. Grampa Bancroft was remembering how much more
complitatedit was than that-more complicated than he tould
say, or than Ruby would recognue, perhaps-no cleat'~ut -case
of temporary insanity, not even involuntary manslaughter, or
babe-slaughter. "I felt as if 1 wanted to hurt hUn, but I didn't,"
the woman had said, according to the new$paper~ And a jury
had beencuked to distinguish between 'feeling as,ifonewanteCl
to yet n-p~ wan~ng to; a jury had been required to give one of
three explicit names to that complexity. So it had pronounced
her innocent. But thejury had not saic:I what innocence is. Ate
'We all innocent then, thought Grampa Bancroft, or are we all
guilty, and most guilty in our grand connivances ~o declare

each other innocent?
The way this murder case bad stirred the wbole town pointed",
he felt, to a common confusion. Had it set tip perturbing echoes,
untranslatable, from unacknowledged depths in many minds?
The woman, it had seemed to Grampa Bancroft, was parenthood
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on trial. She had testified that her nerves had been riled some-thing terrible by the baby's crying, and she had held ber hand
over the baby's moutll only to sort of keep him quiet. Her
husband had said it seemed as though the baby was too much
for her to handle; she hadn't known just how to goat it, that
had been tbe big trouble; but after he would get home from
work she would feel better. TIley had wanted a baby for a long
time; she was happy it was a boy and healthy. UI tried to take
care of it as well as I could," she had said in court. U~fy mother
told me that; she used to say how well I took care of it. The
baby was fuMy at times and then again he was pretty nice:' She had admitted too the persistence of deeper anxieties-uI
dreamed the night before that I didn't know how to take care
of the baby and nobody-it seemed as though I asked for help
and nobody would help me:' Then tbere had been that one
terribly incisive question~ as if out of a great book in a most
searching judgment-"Did the child antagonize you?"-and she
had confessed that it did. So. feeling that she wanted to hurt
him and yet not wanting to, she had put her hand over his
mouth to sort of keep him quiet. And a jury had found her
innocent. A jury of her peers,' presumably. As Grampa Bancroft saw it, no one had been ready to cast the first stone.
He and Ruby had just about finished the dishes. During
their silence she had been thinking too, it seemed.
"I'm going to make a banana cream pie for lunch," she announced briskly. "That's Paul's favorite."
C'It's certainly a very good pie, the way you make it," he told
her. "And Paul always licks it up:'
"He loves it," she said. "And I'm.going to make him a nice
one. It's good for him, too. Thanks for helping me, Grampa."
He told her she was welcome and started back to his room.
As he plodded.,up the stairs, he thought of offerings, burnt offerings and the bleeding of lambs on remote stone altars, the
pouring out of wine upon insatiable ground. the proffer of a
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pipe in a circle of the reconciled,-the ceremonious exchange~f· precioUs -gifts among men everywhere.. And now apropitiat!llYbanana tteatnpie? Could it be that easy for Ruby, or was she
- moving with continued unrest mtoanother tepetitious una"ail..
ing phase of her fated circle? GrampaBan~oft satd()~n tOo
read a new,magazine, but he couldn't keep his -utind on it.. He
couldn't'dismiss the thought of drlldten, innocent ardent chil..
dren. at the mercy.of their elders' pardatand· tired wisdom,- or
victims of their elders' obscure des~1t As.in t~t()ther awful .
newspaper story, just a few-days_ago, of the man wllo }lad made
bis two-year"'Old son stand holdin~ toatableedge and bad re:peatedly beaten him widl ,{l leather belt until he had fallen to
the floor, to cure him of wetting his cIQthes
t o make a
man .of him:' It bad so sickened and enraged Grampa Bancroft
that be had wondered why there was no apparent fire leftover
from Sodom and Gomorrah for such a case and hadmunered to.
himself of tar and feathers..Then he was forc;ed to .ask ~hatthe
supposedly righteous would be tatringand feathering, :an ut..

and·.. .

terly abnormal brutality or merely an extravagant instance.·of .,
a widespread human weakness, which only the burning up of
whole cities coulderawcate. Gratttpa Bancroft had never muck
his own son, neither to sartof keep bim quiet nor to make a
man of him-never.. In dealing with the boy John be bad held
that the larger and stronga- should not treat the defenseless
smaller one with violence, and that never is politeness more
requisite ~n from an adult to a child, to acknowledge the
grace of the child's status as a desired gue~t in the human
family, and to secure to' the child his rightful personal dignity
all the more scrupulollsly while he was still a dependent. Grampa Bancroft as a father had honestly tried. n~t to be overbearing,
.and believed he could claim -never to have indulged the mean
.vice of taking satisfaction in authority. But while he had never
raised his hand against his son, he bad given the boy a tongue- .
lashing-more than once, and sometimes out of sheer impatience
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and exasperation-sometimes, like the woman with the· crying
!Jaby, because momentarily it had been too much' for him. He
bad som.etimes spoken angrily, in a tone in which he would
not pmnit his child to reply, in which the child would not
have dared to answer; and he thought now how a parent can
use a manner quite as well as a hand over the mouth to sort of
keep a child quiet. His wife too, gentle and good-natured as
she was. sometimes had scolded the boy not simply as discipline
but .in uncontrolled irritation. They hadn't descended to it
often, but often enough so that afterwards they had first ruefully confessed a lapse but then had dismissed itfataiistically,
even with a wry smile, acknowledging that all parents yell at
their children now and then.
But now that he was old and exempt from the struggles of
distractingly busy middle life, he no longer needed to brace
himself with the mentioJl of other men·s like passions. Indeed,
he admitted, he no longer could lay any such unction to his
conscience. In his present detachment he perceived as mankind·s chief solidarity a coincidence of blind misdemeanor,
cloaked under similar self-deceptions. The more extreme certain men's folly and guile might be, the more clear.!y it seemed
to illustrate a common shame. As for instance too that fanatic
of the benighted religious cult, who had kept his grown daughter chained to her bed, to save her soul. In the newspaper
photographs that father had stared as if out of incillcu1able
dark ages-his face heavily bearded under dle broad-brimmed
hat of obsolete style that sect had prescribed, his long nose
giving him a horse-like look of confirmed obstin~cy,· his large,
deep-set but stupid eyes. resentful and lugubrious, seeming on
the verge of self-righteous tears under troublings by the allegedungodly. He had come into court in the sanctified plain black
clothing of his religion. carrying his Bible ostentatiously
against his breast. perhaps feeling himself another Abraham
as he declared his unshakable conviction that to save his daugh-
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ter ~om the·snare4 of the devil ,who walked abroad it had been
needful and in acc-ordante with God'$ will that he keep hel'.t '
home, in her bedroom.. ·The, WODWl, ;lC'(Otding to .the .~ew.
papers, was emaciated and acutely depi'es$ed,. and herman~etes.

had worn the flesh raw. \-Vondering wbatanalyat could strip
off the disguiseS from that, father's pen·el1ed ndnd~ Gmnpa
Bancroft thought too of other chains, $Cal'Cely 16$ga1ling at·
though invisible, with ,which Diany .an. unaccused parent. held
a growing or a grown child to a supposed salvatio~ that nicely ;- ~
linked a $acre<! command and the par~nt·s. convenience..
All falUng short, then, we escaped our consciences by fixing .
hatred upon the misdoings of others"Gra':Opa Bancroft <:on.·--eluded, or we dispossessed conscience' ~y .declaring·'everyone ---guiltle5$. \Vhich meant. that we forgot what innocence was, bade
been. Innocence is not perfection, he reftected;childr~n ate not
perfect, no# but they are innocent, as long as they remain simple, .:. .
natural, not having learned self-q~estio~g and frantic selfjustification. So innocence becomes more hal:1nting than perfection•. for a perfection a~pired to can stilrbe approached, .but
innocence can only be lost, irretrievably, and' by the time' we
Icarn its name, it has already been left behind. Then we counterfeit its echo through pronouncements in court or temple, and
by insistiDg that we had meant 'well, and bad.done the best we
could, and were no worse than anyone else. So when we cannot
confront some others' worst behavior$ that Is SO strangelya'Wful
and yet so terrifyingly like our own, we sometimes condemn
and punish harshly, even with tar .and feathe~ . . but more often
we say lve pity, and with that alone for testimony we fabricate
a verdict of innocence, not so much to spare another as to shield
ourselves. Not that he now could declare Ruby innocent, nor
ever love so cramped and' obscurely deceptive a spirit" But he
did pity her, with recollection of his own sorrow over lost innocence and bis former connivances at self-exoneration. He
could pity Ruby now as he need not yet pity Paul, he t?ld him..
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self.. He filled and lit a pipe and began to read his magazine.
A little later Ruby came upstairs to tell him that the banana
cream pie had turned out well. To him she seemed more than
ever lost to herself and those around her, buried in isolated
good works, coveting and scheming after a formal justification.
So ~e even tried to cheer her, telling her that if she said a pie
was good, it must be perfect.
uIt's aU right:' she admitted, and paused, and then added, uI
hope Paul will like it:'
uOf course he will:' said Grampa Bancroft. "'Vhy shouldn't
be?"
Ruby went back downstairs without answering, without thereby coming closer to admitting that this was not the real question. So here they were, thought Grampa Bancroft, both awaiting a tweh'e-year-old's return with co~cealed anxiety, depending on a child, by virtue of his innocence, to set things straight
again. They waited with diffetent expectations, though. She
wanted a verdict of innocence, but still she did not want it
pronounced, for that would imply she had been indicted, so
she said she hoped he'd like the pie. All that Grampa Bancroft
wanted. he thought. was that Paul. with a child's divine unconcern and invincibly recurrent good-spirits, should have come
out from whatever shadow might have touched him that morning. If Ruby could be relieved. that was an added but only a
minor benefit. Children first, while they were innocent.
Grampa Bancroft read again in his magazine and then looked
at his watch. It was now nearly time for lunch, and Ruby liked
to serve right on the dot. as she liked to say. He washed his
hands and went downstairs. The table was neatly set; a casserole
stood covered. hot and ready, and beside it tbe bowl of crisp
salad. The fresh-baked pie had fonvarded into the dining room
a heavily sweet. a tropical odor. Ruby came and looked out the
window, parting the curtains with her finger, bending slightly
in an Jn~ent posture. Paul was late. Her moming's work and
j
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her mood that had grown with it hung upon his-entrance. and
now he was going to be' tardy.. Grampa Bancroft 'stoodwaiting to see whicb way the weather wC?ultl_shift.,Itsee~edRuby-was
going to tty hard to be patient. Something must have kepthimct
she said evenly. he was usually home by this-time. Sberelurned
to the kitchen. GtaIllpa Bancroft sat down on a.chair in the
comer of the dining room. He felt ashamed ·to be spying upon
RUby's contortions. Yet he could not look away. as with the
physical eye. 'Vhile he was here he must be aware. and the
weight and weariness of age would be always uponeverytbing
that enteredbis mind.
Soon he heard Paul come in the back door. -Seven minutes
behind schedule, by -Grampa Bancroft's watch. He beard the
still childish treble voice say "Hi, ~{omU cheerfully. Itsoundc.d
free and easy, with the undemonstrative inti~acy of boyhood
that takes long-tennalignments for granted and does not brood
over interruptions after they are past. Apparently Paul would no more hold a grudge against his mother than against his
pal Peter. Paul was innocent still" no one bad made a man of
him _yet~ or saved his soul. much less set him to saving others
by' a reserved wrath, nor had he yet learned to excuse himself
by pitying others. And Ruby was calling him dear and telling
him brightly to wash his hands in a hurry, she had a good lunch'
for him and he was a little late. \Vith his attention called to
the matter of food, he cried out "Oh boy; what is it~ Banana
cream pie, isn't it. Oh boy, l\foml u Grampa Bancroft beard
Ruby's laughter, gratified, and it seemed as of one reprieved.
hfotherand son came smiling into_the room.
"Hi, Gramp~," said the boy, as they took their places. UI
stopped at the store on the, way home, and then I had to wait
a minute to see the manager, and he had a whole stack of cr~tes
in the back room he-said we could have after school.. Boy. we'll
have a bigger shack than any of the other kids:'
His mother was looking at him intendy,waitl.ng pointedly.

-
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Paul folded his hands~ lowered his head, and voiced rapidly the
set pra}'er that his food should be blessed to their use and they
made ever mindful of the needs of others. Ruby lifted the casserole cover and began to spoon out the steaming food.
"That-s good you got the crates," Grampa Bancroft told Paul
as they spread their napkins. "But you shouldn-t forget to be
on time for lunch; your mother needs to have you here
promptly:'
"Uh huh," Paul replied, so agreeably as to carry no conviction
except that he might already be fonning the human habit of
vast absolute commitments which must inevitably damn him
to failure.
Lunch went off well. Between mouthfuls Paul gave a concrete but unintelligible description o~ their plans for the shack.
He asked his mother whether he might have that old rag rug
in the basement to put on the ground, the floor of the shack,
and Ruby said she would see, and he should eat his salad too.
The pie was a great success, in itself and in the sense of friendly
feasting it created. Ruby promised to give Paul and Peter the
rest of it after 5Chool, if Paul would drink a glass of milk with
it then. Paul was so content tbat he began to dally over his pie,
cutting it into little squares and triangles and then shoving the
pieces back together, like bits in a picture puzzle.
"Paul," said Ruby warningly, "you-n be late if you dawdle.
Just eat the pie_ don't play with it:"Yes"m:" said Paul_ and went steadily to work.
So they got through lunch, and this time Ruby didn-t find
it necessary to tell Paul that he spoiled everything, nor to enumerate all his other recent malefactions which made playing'
with his pie the last straw. They rose from the table in peace
and all carried their dishes out to the kitchen. There Ruby
gave Paul a brief hug. to which he submitted plac:idly.
As before in such moments of truce and kindliness, when
the boy seemed to breathe as freely as a young tree on a still

.
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moming with hb

pro\tid~nt inoth~r beaming

upon him.. like
that he bad ,been tood~.

a mild spring _$un~ the old .man felt
manding oflif~. felt that Ruby ~d Paul did fairly well tQgether.
undentood each other to a. ptactleable degree. and knocked
:along throngh cbangingweather wholeso~nielyenough).even
almost happily. And I,thought Grampa-Bancroft;am just ,an
. old man adrifttwithth~t disenchantment which. if not the
greate$t sin of all. is the worldliest stain upon manhood. th~
mark of a fatal decline. And my only means to a mer~ly nega·
tive virtue is to stay out of others' way. others still moving in
thesttenuous world where verdicts of innocence are to be
had not only from courts but in the devious minds ofmoralizers, .
who can stomach the doy~g honey.of self-jUstification out of
the carcass of their unackn<;lwledged guilt. Ashe heard RUby
and Paul saying good·bye the back door with more than or...
dinary liveliness and·affection, Grampa -Bancroft' started up the
stairs toward his room with a slower step than ever~

at
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LawrerzeeOlson

is all ages and all places he can recall. He sum. mons them up to be as valid as daylight, now. Lawrence
Olson's South, his birthplace, has become a condition of
his language: a certain rich tang of dietion in the bare coil of his
sentences. China, where he has never been, is another condition
like his South. It is overrun with birth-and-death struggles which
he feels belong to him now: a heritage and a question at which
our time gazes and sees something maggot)', bloody, vegetable, a
monstrously threatening keepsake. The dragon, the road machine. the gardens and the horses are irrepressible. They arrive,
they are gone, and they are still here. \Vhy do they move us?
(They may be eternal.) \Vhy do they grate on our memory?
(They are the last parts of us which will surface, our skeletons.)
After writing for fifteen or twenty years. a poet may be known,
if his work is good and he is lucky, by the few uninfluential editors who ha\'e published his work in the magazines. A small volume of fifty poems appears and a few dozen readers loosen their
collars to breathe again, a few reviewers coin adjectives to show
that they hear the ponderous echoes of a famous poet's work in
the unknown poel's tinkle. Even the best poets go unread. Then
somebody discovers that the solidest work of tfte time is being
written by a fifty- or sixty-year-old salesman, dentist, or doctor
with five children. \Ve are very serious, very cautious, afraid of
HE POE T
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being caught oft'guard. 'Ve read all the"labels on anned goods
and hope not to be poisoned. sOtrtebody. D a1wa~ 'being ~nled
holding a lighted match to the wrong vent. Th~ poet reminds usthat such things were happening Hlast night while China,'·blew
apart:'
In 1947 Lawr~nceOlson'sbo.okofpoems" Tll~C"4tJesonDying
Rive", was published ~y "Decker. You don't have to know that
work to sense his aceomplishm~ntin these pages.. but you could
understand his world (and your own) better if yon read the book. . . .
-E.H.

THE SOUTHERNERS
The past fell on ourChildhoodlike~erain,
Reiterative emblem of idiot sadne$Sl
\Vet-rot of the will; what spring achieved.
Explosive ftowersin the yard. ~ $Ong
Proposing love. we did not understand;'
\Ve grew up quickly in the~unlight,all
Notoriously passionate and tall.
And listless in the brutal sun we felt
But did not understand the sun, never knew
The law of tides, ~e principle in flight,
Reasons for speech; although the voices rolled
Over us, and the tides disturbed us, and
We wished continually for release of words
To celebrate the small, essential birds.
Someti,mes in the mornings when we awoke
\Ve planhed escape, we were violent, we swore;
And sometimes merely went to sleep again,
. And so put off tbe need to know how far
The tides may reaCh, and understand the birds,
And turn the landscape inside out t9 find
A new elucidation in the mind.

.
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'VHEN FATHER RODE
A HOR.SE NAl\fED GRACE
'Vhen Father rode a horse named Grace
I lived in a tall, tumbling bouse;
Sister struck the piano hard,
And brother blew on a bought bird.

Ii:

'I'·1

1

I

In school I learned that trees were trite,

l

Landscapes but the gauds of thought;
A bill of gold. a hill of blood.
Could be the same hill in time's wood.,

1

Grandmothers cousins uncles aunts
Bewared me of a world 9f wants;
The whole town cried, and called me man.
'Vhen I put my ambition on.
The river rode its banks away.
And a whirlwind bailed the sky.

r
t·

H

"•

T'ANG
\Vhy did you give us this T'ang horse
\Vhose eyes are chutes through which we fall
~fore than a thousand years? The field,
Held for a time in place, had grown
In partial order, and the hospital tower
Gray stone puncturing gray sky.
All summer, visiting the greenhouse,
\Ve had turned ourselves into plants, and grown
Symbols of growth. but symbol-less.
Dumb as blooms, waiting for plunderers.
'.
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A snake slept in themailbox,
Undisturbed bytheuuckson the road;
And we, for once, out of progress.
Holding our shapes, unextended.
Had there to be this explosion

Crouched on the mantel, cbarging
Down every.nerve?
o had the field to grow insubordinate,
And the gray tower with meaning weaken,
The garden go drunk with design?
I can only say what I feel has happened:
lVe are forced bad, and are falling .
Through the stone wells of his eyes.
I HEARD THE VINE

GRO\V UP THE\YALL
I heard the vine grow up -the wall
Last night while China blewapart,
And flies with their Egyptian Wings
Flocked over Asia's murmurings.
I

1

#

Through dollars deep as green bouquets
The bleeding mob ran down the hill,
lVhile we were loving by the tall.
Hemorrhage of the waterfall.
And when the last plane out had gone,
The temples cold, the fields afire,
lYe locked the windows on ourselves,
And hurt each other, wild as wolves.

f
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E~fBASSY

CARP

The carp at tbe Embassy garden
Are planing in their pool;
The nursemaid squeals on the terrace,
The prince puts his spurs in the roan,
And the navy is planning manoeuvers
Somewhere, in a secret room.
The clerks hurl down their confetti
Like fire from the fingers of gods;
The boys are imp.oring their tutor
To interpret the mind of Cezanne,
\Vhile the carp dive, septic as Asia,
Through their intricate grottoes, alone.
The admirals curse their approval,
The charts fall down on their folds.
_The prince is immobile with roses,
The boys with their tutor have gone,
The prince he is marbled with roses,
The boys with their tutor have gone.

THE ROAD MACHINE
Ridiculous that its yellow parasol,
All split and faded, sheltering such a wreck
Of graceless rust abandoned in a field,
Should make me think of NeuiUy, the cafe,
And the man waiting. waiting behind his beard.
\Vithout a sign, not even lifting his glass,
\Vhile from the avenue the girl an:ived,
In taffeta sheathed, articulate as a leaf,
And simpering by in front of him, collapsed
Her yellow parasol.
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TO hfY PUPILS AT VASSAR.
CO~LEGE

The beroes in the stories that we:read
\Vete broken frOIll the start; against the cliff
Of circumstance' they shouldered: deeds_likt stones.
In Africa, at the perverted riverheads,
Ot on the gangrenous plateaux they were found
By characters of slight signifieance,
Horatios of low intensity,
The carriers of bodies from the stage.
Thechalkdust rose around us like a drug,
And they went under in the brassca:fes,
For reasons that our reason could not speak
Though schools were courts; before we had setout
Their limbs were reassembled under trains.
The fuse burned toward the roar and silence of
death
In sbipsand cities where their fall resounds
To rock our monuments. 0 let the dark
Induceus to OUT. own calamity"
If we shall sit with those tom magistrates,
Compact of vision that appals us alII

THE CATERPILLAR AND
T HE F A E R I E QUE ENE
Like the dragon in a Chinatown parade
Careening up the avenues of grass,
Or like a liquid ship, a miracle
Coherent to the wave it rides upon,
He came, tracking silence through' the garden.
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Stabbing at monsters on a steaming plain
To please $Omc girl, I was six ccnturie$
Away when )OoU called: towers. castles fell.
l\loats licked at heroes; but we cornered him
Together, 0 with valor and with pride.
\Vhile dwarfs infected virgins in a wood,
He lay before the book, inert and dumb.
His rear outflanked by knights in chromium,
.'His only exit death, escaPe through Time;
But as I poisedabove to smother bim,
He lifted up his horrible round eye,
And stared at us with all his stupid soul.
Then I fell back before his withering breath,
And saw my faultless armor fall away
Like wax, while in my naked flesh his eye
Shot hissing spears; the garden turned to sand,
The trees stood up like javelins of stone,
Through which I fled pursued by fire and claws,
\Vhole families of lions, eagles, wolves,
A sorcerer, myself, a sorceress, you.
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A.dja r unkers
By John Palmer Leeper
impressive sing~ quality of Adja Yunkers
" is his abso}utematurity as an at.tist. Each pr~nt is a com·
plete, fecund statement. The nnpaet of hIS woodcuts.
,
which I first saw unpacked and spread about the Print Room of
the Fogg ~fuseum~ was deep and ·satisfying-a recognition of the
poised and powerful statement which places h~m in the tradition .
of modem expressionism: Gauguin, Nolde, Heckel.
Knowing Yunkers himself, following thecons~ntlyex.tending
horizons of his art have in no way lessened appreciation of his ·full..
ness and potency. In part these qualities may have grown from
the assimilation with thought and high wit of rich, heterogeneous .
experience. He was born in Riga, t~ined in Leningrad, Berlin,
Paris and London, and later travelled through Central and South

1]
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Americaf reaching the lVest Indies as a stowaway. then stoker. on
a Danish freighter. Yunkers eventually returned to Scandinavia
to choose a workshop in Stockholm. focus of intellectual life in
northern Europe, and his Tole there became an important one.
He founded and published the Ars-Art portfolios. constantly calling attention to new. and to established Scandinavian creative
~ists. In addition to the fruitful work of editing and writing.
~ese fears were filled with steady production and new exploitation of the woodcut medium. Increasingly his prints were seen
in European exhibitions. and one-man shows were held in Berlin.
Hamburg" Copenbagen and Oslo. A few American collectors
learned of his work, but no comprehensive collection of Yunkers'
prints reached this side of the Atlantic.
The sudden. ~finerv~ appearance of a strong. mature artist
in our midst dates from the arrival of his wife. Kerstin. in New
York in 1946. bearing a portfolio of the large woodcuts that now
are in the most distinguished print collections in tllis country:
In 1947 a fire destroyed his European studio. tools. and the
blocks and prints produced during the preceding ten years. Nothing was salvaged beyond the handful of prints fortunately on a
continental tour at the moment. Immediately thereafter Adja
and Kerstin Yunkers moved to tl)e United States, bringing with
them only that nucleus of prints. America is thus generally unacquainted with Yunkers' formative work, and his extraordinary
reputation rests entirely on tbe work of the last three .years. Per~
haps knowing only a segment of his work is partly responsible for
the impression of astonishing unity and finality, but only in part
can it be so explained.
Yunkers' American career began with a teaching position at
the New School for Social Research in New York, while summers
were spent teaching at the University of New l\fexico. He formed
a passion for New York as for the incandescent New l\fexican
countryside. Even dle endless trips by bus between New York
and New l\fexico became enormous adventures, and he lived for
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bread" sandwiches. met everyone~and found

everyone rewarding.
.
, At the end two years Yunkers' \yoodcuts were to be found in
the Print Rooms of the ~Iuseum 'of ~fodern ATtttheMuseum of
Fine Arts. Boston. the Chicago
Institutetthe,'~{etropoU~
~fuseum of Art-in a wor~, in every key collection. Such ernmcnt
private purchasers as Lessing J. Rosenwald. Frank Crowinshie~.
John D.Rockefeller, Jr., and innumerable,othe(sadded his 'Work.
to their cabinets. He was nameda Guggenheimfellowfor 1949-50.

of

An

artists the expressionists, particularly the Gerntan
expressionists. were marked by their penchantfor woodcut. which
they freed from its role of reproductive agent and used-as a direct
medium. The cut became free and powerful as it had not been
since the fifteenth centurY. In addition they were constant ex"
perimenters, utilizing the graphic media vigorously and imagina...
tively.
Yunkers_may be studied as a continuation of both these im..
pulses. Like his predecessors he customarily works on the plank.
using its surface grain to supply basic te~tures, and on this he
builds, baving developed a procedure of printing akin to that of
the Ukiyo-e artists who employed blocks ~y the score, even printing certain of them blind for particular effects.
Over the' texture and toneS<> established, Yunkers prin:t:s: his
key block, a powerful carving giving tbe basic elements of the de.. .
sign. One at a time ~be various blocks are printed, their number
depending on the complexity of the printand the effectsintended.
This procedure has nothing of the mechanical in it, no confining
limitation of accurate register~ and is in itself a creative action,
the print literally growing under his hand. The key block is the
final as well as the first used, re-establishing and strengthening the
design..
AS G RAP HIe
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The paper employed naturally varies, depending upon the
nature of the print, but there is a recurring use of dark papers of
tissue weight, a fragility making large editions impoS$ible. His
inks bear resemblance to enamel, for their surfaces are glossy and
opaque. as rich in texture as brush-worked areas.
, The double factor of complexity in procedure, and of the creative act in the printing process. accounts for the singularly small
editions of each print. and for the individuality of each.
Yunkers· recent experimentation in monotypes is of particular
interest. and it is his firm hope to continue this exploration in
New l\lexico where a group of )'oung print-makers may gather
about him at Corrales to form a workshop for the graphic arts in
the Southwest. To explain lucidly these discoveries is a difficult
task. for the business of printing here becomes identical with the
process of creation. Each print is a unique solution: the block is
prepated for it in endless ways. The inking is a delicate process.
made intricate by the use of stencils at various stages, by the superposition of materials. by direct carving, and by the magical application of touches of color.
l\lerely to state the fact that experimentation exists, and to allow the prints themselves·to stand as convincing evidence of it, is
sufficient. ~Iore important, one must understand what the role of
this constant searching for new effects, and of the delight in elaborate textures plays with Adja Yunkers-ho~v well it is assimilated
into the totality of his art.
The spectacle of the artist infatuated with his virtuosity is not
an unusual one. but Yunkers cannot interpret the question of
how something is achieved as a serious compliment. Despite his
impressive accomplishments as an innovator, and the remarkable
technical adlievement each of his prints evidences, such a question has little relevance. The mechanics of the sentence are so
fused with the statement that dIe consciousness of an original and
meticulous style is an afterpleasure. Here, I think, we have the
most telling evidence for the maturity of Yunkers: dlat wi~out
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jeopardizing the clarity and emotlonalpower of his prints, he
able. to handle a method that migbteasily amount to performance
alone.

are more difficult for the responsible critic or ~
connoisseur than to form, through analysis and understanding of
his own emotional and aesthetic reaction to a wotk of art, a lucid
and tangibleesumate of the artistand his ~ttitUde.1nta1kingwith
hit. Yunkers I have been struck. frequently with bisbelief that
the full maturity of intelligence and e>..~rience1sa state of neutrality. In other words., the fully developed man of breadth views
with wit, interest, sympathy and intelligence whatever experience
comes before him, but does not participate in anything outside
his immediate destiny.
Adja Yunkers' prints seem to reflect this attitude in being perfectly balanced, disciplined, clear statements. But they.lack. the
discordant note. Each print is finished, and 'SO capturesbis goal of
equilibrium. that to my mind, just ~s there is a'flaw. in the p~loso-'
phy, there is an omission in the print. This is an elusive and controversial point, and one poses it with humility.
A more specific note, though a related one, is Adja Yunkers'
keen pleasure in the joys of this world, -and his wise acceptance
of the bitterness that accompanies them. Unless one employs He-donism in its purest sense, the word isperhaps too strong, but essentially that is the word. And it is an unfamiliar note in contemporary thought, this fecund wealth~ for our passion is for the deaq
land. The relish of the physical and the natural is indicated in
Yunkers' sumptuous textures, rich and sombre colors, his virile
designs, and the delicate nuance of his finest prints.
It is a proud quality, and a hopeful one.
FEW THINGS
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SUMMER SOLITUDE

J

u L Y I S A close and sultry month in the Cascades. 1\1y valley has lost the vitality of spring and early summer. The
songs of thrush. wren. sparrow warbler. grosbeak. and phoe..
be have a dreamy quality, and the river. shrinking between its
banks day by day. is only a sleepy murmuring. The moss is brown
on the great boulders beside the Teal. but still green in the recesses of the wood where the sun strikes only in narrow shafts between the trunks of the tall evergreens. Bushes meet across the
trail with thimbleberries. black currants, red and blue huckleberries ripening on them, while along the ground the Oregon
grapes are beginning to show their first blue tinge. The signs of
bear. deer and sly coyote are on every path, and the great homed
owl hoots through silver nights which are clear from slim crescent
to last quarter. But best of all to me is the prodigality of sun in.
open places. I can never- have enough of it. I stay outside almost
every moment of every day, soaking the delicious warmth and
light into my body and mind against those months of darkness
when the sun is only brightness remembered.
All the trees i.n this district are good l\fohammedans: fanatical196
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1y5O, for they make not only thecQStoroary obeisance but remain _
.bowing to the ,east day and night. One of tbeflrst things ont
notices when walking along the river isbQW the treetops bend
away from the prev:rlling west wind. \Vben the clouds come rid. ing low and da!k along the crest of Fireweed hfountain there is
no doubt that a spell of-bad weather is on the way. Just at thecabin, however, there is a frequent little br=efrom the south:
warm in winter, but ~ool nowftom passing Qver mountainlields
of snow.
Bathing in these mountain streams must berestticted to summer, but walki~g is good at any season. In spring the(e are trips
for exploration of nests and buds, in summer for fiowersand ber·
ries, in winter for cones and paw prints-and aU for beauty. It is
difficult to have small thoughts when walking along.a tratlwhich
was a river bed thousands of years ago, with the stumps of big
trees on either side .and the other young conifers. almost as large
standing upright and vital. Cougar 1\fpuntain-rises three thousand feet above me. Once it was four thollsand feet .higher and
coated with ke. Pex:haps there is still hope for our sharp corners
and glacial intolerance.
I am sure, however, that I would not have cared as much for
that universal morning asI do for'the July dawns which tap at
my window now. There would have been no thrush in it, ,no pale
pink twinftower, no tall, evergreenS for shade and delight; but
only hot winds and titanic downpours of rain with lava underfoot and a great sun and moon ~oving across a storm-wracked
sky with earthquakes below them. The most severe Climate of this
present world would be mild and beneficent in compariSonbut now there are the earthquakes of war, the storms of pestnence~
the killing winds of famine which go on not only undiminished
but increased by Civilization. \Ve save with one hand and destroy
with the other. \Ve seem able to change everything but ourselves.
But that we can change, I kn()w. \\Then I consider the pe1'S()n I
. was when I first came to these mountains I know that something
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like a miracle has taken place. N~w I am, though far from what I
hope to· be, capable of living with nature unashamed. I can go
with a clear heart along any trail, feeling kinship with everything
that surrounds me. How one feels ~is kinship does not matter,
but it is of the utmost importance that one does feel it.
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I remember when I first came here. The mountains made me
feel so small and when night fell the forests seemed to threaten
me 'Yith tIleir greater darkness. Here was I, one little human in
all this immensity of hilled and timbered space; no neighbor for
over three miles, no village for thirty, no town for more than a
hundred. l\fountains, rivers and forests were not strangers to me
for I had seen them in almost every state and province of North
America and in Hawaii, Europe and way places, but always surrounded by people and with cities everywhere. So now all this,
to live in for my lifetime if all went well, seemed more than I
could bear. I did not realize that I was like a starving man who
bad suddenly been given more than his stomach could tolerate;
like someone whose body had become so inured to poison that
purity revolted it. I thought: first I must cleanse myself, then I
must renew. Then and not until then could I look my mountains
calmly in the face and know that the kingdom of heaven was indeed within me-if I would only let it be.
How could it be othenvise when there is so much beauty everywhere on these July days? In the small blue flowers of pea vine
and the green-white blossoms of the round-leaved orchis; in the
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lilting cadences of the hidden warbling vireo and the ~1ive-white
flash <?f a Thtailrsfiycatcher. As I sit writing in the -le*ning
warmth of the early evening sun, the seldom-heard lovely song
of the varied thrush com~ drifting on the air and, a little later,
the characteriStic melody ~f Townsend's solitaire. This elusive
singer of the mountains usually frequents higher places and for
a long time I was not ev~aware that he was an inhabitant of
these particular ~lls. I have never met him, but 1 would like to.
He and I _have much in -common for we both prefer the solitary
life and find great happiness in it.
The tanguidnessof full su~meris on my valley and on me. I
sit back in my chopping-block chair and let my gaze go slowly
from mountain to forest and back to mountain again. ·The perfume of stock and carnation drifts across my garden where the
drone of bees has lessened. The river murmurs drowsily to itself
and a cooler wind drifts down from the uplands. RoSe and saffron
begin to tint the clouds above Fireweed, and the blue of the sky
changes again and yet again. Then the first stat is hung"in a fir
tree near the Teal and the night-scent of earth is sharp in my nostrils. 'Vllen I get up to go into the house I do not even ripple this
great pool of solitude and peace which is
world.

my
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came home from work, he
.
.
wasn't too tired and dirty to kiss his wife. It was onlt
. .
a peck on the cheek.
.
U\Vhere's David?" he asked. dropping heavily into an easy
chair.
Nina ignored the question. "You're home early," she said.
uYeah, .business is dropping off. But the boss says it'll pick
up soon:' He opened a newspaper and spread it like a curtain
in front of him.
"You didn't come straight home," Nina said.
The paper dropped quickly' to Sam's lap. "How did you
know?"
"I smelled it on your breath."
"Oh." The curtain went up again and Sam, turned to the
sports page.
"Been worrying about something?" Nina asked.
"Now what would I be worrying about," Sam parried.
"About David, maybe."
"The child oughtn't be out so late all alone," Sam said.
HEN SAl\f DILLON
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"'Vhatcould 1 do? There"s cooking, cleamng. wasbing.lodo•.
Youcan't keep a growing boy cooped up inatwo-i'oom·apart..
ment all day:"
.
. "Sure, you cantt:" Sam said. He was sonyhe'd.scolded. Nina
was standing at the sink rinsing and wringing the . dish doth. .
His thoughts arched over ten years in their flight backward. He
got up and kissed her on the back: of the neck. "Someday we'll
have our own home,'" he said. Ultt 11 havc"a lawn and a baseme,nt
and an attic, .and a back yard for David to play in. And we'll
have a car for a drive on Sundays, and maybe a·maid to make
things easy for you."
.
For a moment Nina's face lit up. Then' just .~ suddenly it
darkened, ,as if an awning had been released over it. uldon.'t
mean to nag, Sam. Lord' .knows you're doing. your best. But
how're we going to get all thilt with youdriving'a truck?'"
t
&~'Ve got some money saved, ~in't we? It $ only a little now.
But some day I'll have my own busmess and I'll be able to buy
and sell M:cGrath:'
"No, Sam. I'm afraid it'll never be:'
"'Vhat do you mean?'" Sam asked, resentfully.
"It"s Dand,'" she said. "We've been kidding ourselves into
believing he's like - well, like other children. But he's .not. 1
spoke to his teacher today. They've tried special classes for him,
but it's no use. 'Ve'll have to send him away - to a school where
he'll be with kids of his own kin<l. And it'll take lots of money,
Sam. More than every cent we have."
"That's not sol," Sam protested, clinging to his last brittle
illusion. uGive the kid a chance. He's only eight~ slow-getting
started. He'll get there,' all right."
"He's almost nine" Sam. Can't read a word, and
can hardly
,
speak so's a stranger would understand. Do you bow what the
other children caU him -?"
uS top itt" Sam cried. He sank into his chair and covered his
,
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face with his hands. Sure, he knew what they called him. Crazy
Davey. He'd heard. them many times when they didn't know he
'was near. He'd seen them .make the poor litde fellow the butt
of their jokts. He'd seen the child bewildered and unhappy,
his numb brain unable to cope with the bright, agile minds of
the other OOy$. He'd seen them hoot and laugh and tease until
tears flushed the dirt from his son's cheeks. And he'd had all
he could do to keep from crying himself as he took the boy
home, all the time comforting -him and telling him he was as
good as the others.
Nina ,vent over and ran her fingers through Sam's hair.
UDon't take it so hard, Sam. It's not as though something just
happened. It's been with us for years. Only -." Here Nina's
voice broke. And Sam sensed he was wrong carrying on like
this. But all he could get himself to say was, uOnly what,. Nina?"
She took comfort in the free flow of tears as she spoke. u-Only
why did it have to happen to usP"
UIt's not us I'm thinking about," Sam said in a tired. hopeless
voice.' "It's David. \Vhat'd he do to deserve being - the way he
is? It makes you lose your faith in religion:'
"Please, Sam, don'tl" Nina begged. "Faith. is almost all we
got left. lVe need it now more than ever."
"Sure:' Sam said, and there was a bitterness in his tone, the
mingled bitterness of protest and of despair. "It'll do us good.
But it won't help the kid any:'
There was a familiar sound out in the hall. It was David
coming up the stairs and then shufBing in his slow, plodding
way toward the door. And he was crying. It was not unusual
for him to be crying. For the other boys often teased and made
sport of him in a manner which he understood. But this time
his crying was of a different timbre. And Nina humed to open
the door for him.
David was big for his age and it looked odd for a boy of his
size to be sobbing that way. His face was masked in dirt, except
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. Sam got up, put on his leather jacket, and zipped it up

way_

h~.

f·\Vhat're you going to do?" Nina asked. But Sam's only
answer was to slam the door behind him.
Outside, he stood. on the doorstep and looked up and down
the street. It was getting dark. And the long rOla; of apartment
houses was taking on a oneness as though it was all the same,
huge, four-story building. The street was deserted, save for a
boy playing marbles by himself on the unpaved square under
the only tree on the block.
Sam knew this boy and hated him. He hated him because .
he was a year younger than David, and had all the brightness
of mind and the agility and co-ordination of body which his
David had not.
"Peter, who beat up David?" Sam asked. His voice startled
the youngster, who hadn't seen him coming.
Peter began picking up his marbles. leI don't know:' he said.
But Sam could see by the look on his face he was lying.
"You do know:' Sam said. "It only happened a few minutes
ago. And you were here. \Vho was it?"
lILook. I - I gatta go home:' Peter faltered. lIIt's getting late
for my supper:'
But Sam grabbed his slender wrist and held it in a vise of
muscle. "You won't go home until you tell me:'
"It - it was a man:' Peter said, fearfully. bravely trying to
keep from crying.
Sam wasn't surprised. He'd figured it was. "'Vho? 'Vhich
man? 'Vhere does he live?"
Peter hesitated. "Around the comer:' he finally admitted.
"Show me." Sam said. He half dragged and half was led
the corner indicated. There he stopped to stare.
He'd stared many times at the neat row of houses on this
block - the houses all different and individual, with spaces
between them. and lawns and attics and two-car garages. To

to
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tum that comer for Sam was to enter into anotherworld,;l
world too beautiful to' ever achieve, but a picture to be fondled
and treasured and preserved. He lost himself fora few moments
as be gazed with envy at the man,the only signoE life on 'the
block, trimming his hedges lvith a huge pair of sheats.
And then he remembered why he had come. The shott contact with beauty only served'to emphasize the pain and ugliness
which had filtered into his life. An4 he thought of David ':"hiS
little Davey - whose'pOOr, helpless body had been whipped. and
tom, whose 'numb, foggy brain was even now sensing the pain.
and wondering lvhy. 'Vltat beastly creature could have been
cruel enough to-?
Could it have been this man in his shirt sleeves, smugly trimming the life and growth of his plants to sUit his own precise,
orderly existence? Sam's "grip on Peter's wrist ~ad relaxed. But the boy was still
there. "ls that ~e man?" Sam asked, half hoping in his pyramiding anger that it was so.
Peter looked from Sam to the man with the shears. back to
Sam again. There was ·the tight mask of fear glued to the boy's
face. He put the back of his hand to his wide-open mouth and
bit his knuckles. And then he turlted and fled.
Sam didn't run after him. He had read the expression on
Peter's face. That w~ the man, all right. But he wasn"t sure.
lf he could only be surel
He went home, his mind in a whirl of increasing fury. David·s
anguished weeping had subsided into a quiet sniftling. And
Nina was trying to soothe bim, gently rubbing his temple as
she held his head to her b{east. and whispering words of comfort to make him forget.
"Come with me. Davey," Sam said. "I want you to show me:'
uDon'tl n Nina cried. But it W3;S too l~te. Sain already had
the boy's hand and was leading him down the stairs.
They headed straight for the corner, Sam with strong, pur-
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postfnl strides. and David in his clumsy. plodding way dragging
along behind him. The man was still at work on ~e hedge.
nIs that the man?" Sam asked. David looked up 'adoringly
at his father, who had always been kind and protected him. and
he kissed his hand. Sam wiped the wc:mcss on the leather of his
jacket and repeated: ""15 that the man who beat you?"
David looked to where Sam was pointing. A look. of terror
crept over his features but was soon replaced by the confident'
knowledge of Sam's strong presence. He spoke in his laborious.
barely intelligible manner that only his parents could comprehend. "He ~ he the manl"
,The man looked up as he saw Sam heading his way. the boy
close behind. There was a patronizing smile on his face as he
saw David, which infuriated Sam even further. But the smile
vanished when he saw Sam's expression, and he even backed
up a step.
U\Vhat did you do to this boy?" Sam demanded. ,
uNow, take it easy. old man. He was spreading filth on my
walk, and I merely -:'
Sam waited no longer. The shears went up in a feeble defense.
But Sam smashed his powerful fist past them into the fellow's
mouth. The man staggered backwar<I. trying to keep from fall·
ing. But Sam's fist shot out again with even greater force. and
down he went. Sam grabbed his shirt and tie in one fierce grip
and raised him up. The shirt gave way. but the tie held. And
Sam pounded again and again at the defenseless face, all the
time muttering. "And that's for Davey . . . and that ••• and
that." ,He lost himself in the fierce joy of revenge, until fatigue
rather than remorse caused him' to let go. And the manls body
dropped limply to the ground.
Sam gazed, fascinated, at the flow of crimson from the man's
mouth, along the side of his chin, and onto the ground where
it was sucked in by the soft, brown earth. He stared· at the still,
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prostrate form at his feet. There was no sign of,life.,And fear
crept in where triumph had been but a m.o.ment before.
"Come on, Davey;' he whispered. "Let's get out ,of'here;"
He hurried to the corner, all. the time looking behind to ntake
sure he hadn't been seen. There was only a scrap of grey daylight holding out against the comfortable darkness of -evening..
And he felt. safe enough to slow down to a walk a$ he turned
into his home street..
He could see young Peter, further up thestteet, standing on
his tenement stoop. He was playing with a small rope, hb hand .
going up and down, trying to effect a circular monon with
both ends at the same time.
David Saw him, too, and stopped. He refused to go on. Sam
had never seen such fright on bisson's face. U'Vhat's the mat..
ter, Davey Boy?" _
III - I afraic;J," David stammered.
_
IIAfraid of what?" Sam said. uYourdaddy's w!th you. He'll
take care of you:'
David pointed to Peter. "He - he the one who hit me.n
Peter beheld them now for the first time. And when he saw
who they were, he dropped the rope, ran through the doorway,
up the inner steps, and disappeared into the throat of the house.
1
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SPELLCRAFT,
\Vhat old residual power
dwells in a sound
~at when I turn away. speaking at last your name.
it is as if I summoned monarchies
.
or wrote a gnomic dream upon my mind?
A name is pliant, formal.
heady as perfume from an ancient flask,
uniquely used, fading away with use,
potent the first time, .flexible to please,
a singular presence in a darkened shell.
Softly I cry you to myself when you are gone,
invoke your name as if it were a djinn
who tricks the asking air and then flies on.
HOWARD GRIFFIN

T\VO POEMS
I

I left my baby in forest A
quivering toward light:
Keep warm. dear thing, drink from the cowher stillness is alive.
You in the leaves sweetly growing,
survive these plants upheaved
with noise and flame by learning change
in strategy.
I think of Joe who never knew
where his baby went,
and l\lary, heavy, peace or war,
no child, no enlightenment.
208
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Swept snow, LiPo, .
by dalVJ;i's 4o-watt moon
to the roadtbat bies to office

away from home.

Tended my brown little oU"burningstove
as one would a cow-she gives beat.
Spring-marsh frog clatter

peace breaks out
No fact is isolate
Grasses~ heron~ China,

light:
Saturday. Sunday.
LORINE

NIEDEC~ER

XENOPHANES
~\Vater, cold, and sweet, and pure,

And yellow loaves are near at hand,
\Vine that makes a rosy hand
Fire in winter, theUttle pulse.
Eati~g a little pulse~ who are you?

How old? The hands of all are clean.
\Vby first pour wine into the cup?
Water first and the wine above.
Better than the strength of horses,

I come back to my other '\\'ords:
The hound, "Stop beating him. I said,
I knew him when I heard his voice:'
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Fornow the floor and cups are clean.
The aired earth at the feet is seen.
The rainbow, violet, red. pale green.
ltfen making merry should first hymni

LOUIS

ZU~OFS~Y

AUTUl\fN LO\V
Full river has fallen
And. rounding a hill.
Blue-scaled as a dragon.
Turns slowly the mill
\Vhile it will.
'Vaters relinquish
Quicksand to high "shore
\Vhere who will distinguish
Fool's gold from true ore
\Vashing pure?
One roving raccoon?
Small fingers imprinting
Half-gilt by half moon.
\Vith consummate hunting
(Fins glinting) .
\Vide river is waning;

l\fud drying on stone.
A chore of the morning
At night still undone
By a drone.
ANNIS cox
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OLIVER LA FARGE:
THE SEARCH FOR SELF
in considerable praise of Oliver ~Farge.
As novelist and as man of affairs he has done much to u,.
.luminate the adventure of human being. He has ch:osen to
writein the Southwest. a region where man's differeric~are often
made out' to be intolerable. He has chosen to admit his'ownec·
centricitiesand his own difficulties in establishing human contact.
Yet he has made of that contact. ifsomething tentative and partial
and often agonized, still the ultimate joy. the ultimate self-realization•.
To repeat: This will be written inpraise~ But I must..first tell '
hoW gravely La Farge has left himself open to misinterpretation.
TeaCher of understanding. he is himself liable to complete misunderstanding. For the self-realization his 'characters achieve is
something considerably more difficult than any parroting uTo
thine own self be true." They have had to search in infinite Pain
for any Uself' to be true to. \Vhat La Farge tries to persuade us '

~

H 1S WILL BE
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of is. the wonder of a self which can be built up by exhausting
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exposures to truths and errors. He setS out-and, finally, with
extraordinary success-to convince us that there are miracles in
human contact.
But there are grave dangers inherent in La Farge's undertaking. \Vhile he is telling us that self can be found even by way
of the damnedest set of personal defea~ we may all too easily
fall to thinking of the defeats as mere plot-line. And La Farge
has commonly damned himself and has seemed to set out the
creatures of his fiction to be damned. His and their weaknesses
are made obvious, almost trite: Mter all, it will be their learning
to live with their own weaknesses and their own comic sides. with
which La Farge will be primarily concerned. Their strength
and their growth. we must study with him at length. For excellent critics have misread them.
Raw Afaterial is La Farge's own story. in part autobiography
and in part a re.creation, after the novels, of what might have
been his novelist's notebook. Here he specifies his failures and
his limitations.
He tells us that he completely flubbed his first job as an anthropologist. He tells us that, as young novelist, he chose a way
of life built on his own entire misunderstanding of what he
wanted. He tells us, most significant, that at Groton he was so
shamed by his own deviations from the Groton norm and by
his nicknames, first Bumwad, then Bop, that these were his
regular nightmares for twenty years. Yet, he can in the telling
of his shame make himself out as far weaker and far more foolish
than deviation or nicknames alone could show him. Once able
to mock himself at all, he strips naked. But invert my analysis:
This, he tells us, is what he has had the strength and the compensating satisfactions to live through.
Now we need not analyze the likely overcompensation in La
Farge's self-display. Sometimes his sudden flow embarrasses, as
when he writes, "I have fallen in love with a bomber." But for
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the most Part there is coUsecutive and validaestb~tic·purpose
in the telling of. his story. This raw matetial"·fol' bisfietion .
comes suddenly alive. and La Farge comes alive with perception
and with the joy of finding something outsid~ himself. There is
sensation of wind and 'water and vast space. andthefeel<>f a~
good horse. There is delight in the unexpected meeting of minds
and in the careful teamwork of-isolated.scientists. There is the
passion of intercourse.· All these take La Farge. as they may
take any man. out of hiinself. And in S9me extraor.dinarlly 'Vivid
writing, La Farge does his successful best to share his sharpened
awareness.
Suddenly• there is the further central experience-. for the
reader to share: It has become altogether unimportant to La
Farge just who La Farge is. He is still presumably shaped by
Groton and Harvard and the shame of a nickname and perhaps
even by the Puritan tradition all:d by the consciousness dlat in
his family men write and paint. He is still different £rom tuost
of those around him and he knows it, but the difference is neither
his vocation nor something he must sperid much time ·compensat- .
ing for. Rather~ he accepts his own qualities as having their
own value:""and has learned that contact between man and man.
the bridging of· the differences, is £I:eedom and all delight. It
matters little how foolish Oliver La Farge by himself may be
or have been, once he can perceive and share recognitions. _
It is still difficult, surely. to have been called Bumwad. And it
is always difficult to bridge man's differences. One may miscalculate so ludicrously, one may ~uddenly so lose heart. But
ultimately it is understanding which concerns the artist. \Vhat
matter if, in praise of. understanding~ he incidentally mocks
himself, his heroes, and his and their uncertain steps toward
what they have only dimly seen?
Indeed, it may be part of La Farge's thesis that despite his
unconformity he cali achieve perception. It is ,part of his thesis
that despite their exasperating stumbling, his characters will
U
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any but a life of self-realization. But
to help the reader, La Farge might well have set out a few signposts. For there is an extraordinary variety of easy misinterpretations of La Farge, all tempting to the se~f-indulgent critic.
Note well:
~ In what immediately follows, I shall carefully emphasize what
La Farge does not do and thus by-pass any responsibility to
analyze what he has set out to do. I shall comment on his heroes'
adventures-which La Farge Ila! so meticulously established as
basically sham-by screaming that I have discovered they are
basically sham. By accusing La Farge of symbolizing his heroes'
"right and wrong choices" as choices between women or between places to live, I shall quite unfairly imply that there is
in his novels no more deep-lying psychological action.
So: I have given warning just how unfair my accusations will
be. For all that. they will sound convincing-until we can take
the same effects which have been established as apparent flaws
and relvork them into an account of La Farge's achievement.
I introduce so mechanical a device not. I hope, from any desire
to look clever. I do this because, as reader and reviewer, I have
had to reckon with and really dispose of my own series of major
doubts as to La Farge's successes. Impressed again and again by
his effects, I all too often later felt I had been tricked by some
slick-fiction legerdeQlain. It is my earnest purpose here to bring,
and largely refute, the obvious charges to be made against La Farge.
First one smiles a little about
Laughing Boy-and regrets that the later novels are less of a
piece. Anything La Farge has written about Indians, one puts
gently aside as unduly vivid-and anything about non-Indians as
lacking compara~le color. Choosing a few purple passages, one
dismisses the man as a mere technician-then points out how
rarely he appeals to the eye, and how unsubtle is his ear for the
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thythm of speech. Throughout, one preten& lOme' nice unc~
taintyas to whether the man is really amateur writer-or amateur
anthropologist.
At last in full destructive voice, .the criticdemonsttates that
La Farge has only the one comic plot (to iUustratefrom The
Copper Pot and The Enemy Gods) :
•

Tom Hartshorn, a painter from Chogts Co\'e. Rhode Island.
{or ~{)TOn Begay, a Navajo enrolled in Indian Boarding Schools)
approaching Truth and ~auty for a time through going to New
Orleans
(or B~ck to the Reservation),
nevertheless seems about to accept the False Values of the Eastern
.
Girl with )fC:)ney
(or of the Indian ){issionarles).
\Ve have some hope that Hartshorn may be saved by the understanding \Vestem Heroine
(and Begay by the understandng Navajo Girl).
but The Girls, though recognizing our heroes' potentialities, are
about to ghoe them up in despair. and indeed we (an see little reason
why they have hung around this long, or we readers for that matter.
when suddenly Our Boys are wrenched from their aimless COUt'Se$
by committing unpremeditated fomicaton
(or murder)
which after all sets them to thinking. So they soul·search while
painting
(or hoeing a garden),
and while they are again thinking about The Heroine, it comes to
them that they want to partidpate in the Bigger Life of The West
(or of The Tribe).

~

,,', .

Now hIyron Begay"s history is recent Navajo history, and his
dilemma is the dilemma of the Navajo and of those who would
help the Navajo. He is young; of coutse he has trouble finding his own answer where men champion so manyconfticting
atm'lers. But we must look further into Tom Hanshom's antecedents: Hartshoms keep appearing in La Farge. Their growth
and the growth of what they mean to La Farge is a moving story.
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Jonathan Hartshorn, La Farge tells us in Raw Afaterial; was
a Massachusetts seventeen-year-old killed in the Civil \Var, far
South, ,figbting for tbe Union. La Farge found his natne in a
cemetery near New Orleans.
\Vhat did this kid have that the officers and men built him a
monument? ••
The earth of two thousand or more Union men had gone into
\the dyke to guard the alien sugar and rice and cotton. • • •
Only it is not alien. Even this strange, wet, stoneless land.is theirs.
It is part of their country.••• (Raw Afaterial, pp. 144, 146.)
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George Hartshorn, in Laughing Boy, is another New Eng, lander but not, I think, specified as from any particular state.
He takes the Navajo heroine, Slim Girl, as his mistress, Though
cruelly mocked by La Farge, he clear-ly has sensitivity, clearly
knows he is being used, clearly knows the situation is hopeless
-and cannot give it up. George Hartshorn is not himself totally
destroyed by his love for a Navajo, but he sets in motion the
catastrophe that strikes her.
Finally, we have Tom Hartshorn, of Chog's Cove. Tom's
story is The Copper Pot, already maligned in tabular form
above. Tom is a painter, and in the course of The Copper Pot·
he learns he will be a good painter. Tom makes some admirable
friends; with these friends and with others he meets he has
moments of extraordinary perception. His human contacts are
sensitive, sometimes almost unbearably so. Communication' is
raw and shaking. But between times Tom Hartshorn, like his
namesake George, is made out as a fool. He knows neither what
he wants most nor what personal weaknesses are likely to stand
in his way. His career seems composed of accidents and minor
temptations to which he invariably, monotonously, succumbs.
Only when all seems lost can he make the right decisions. He
sets out in search of 'his heroine: If he can find her, lC then I'll
have heaven and I"ll paint, dear God how happily"; jf he cannot. then "the long emptiness and thank God for painting." Or
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so Tom Hartshorn assures .himself" as an. ending 'for his 1>oCtk.'
Bu't have we any real indication that Tom Hartshorn Will
know how to be happy?Or that'he will know how even to remain
so dramatically unhappy? After the detailed aecounto£ his
troubles and.self-doubts, .we should find particular difficUlty in
caring what happens to him. Yet, in this most exasperating story
and despite himself, Tom Hartshorn has shol\~strengtb, if

..
1

only the strength to live through his ,muddles. He has so nearly
made the easy choice and 'married the Girl with Aioney.He has.
so nearly not sweated out the search for what he, Tom Hart..
shorn, can say on canvas. Now he must reject, withextremeeni..
barrassment and discomfort, tllat to which he so nearly committed himself. Now he will start painfully again.
And for us the critical. question remains: Is not this sheer
romanticism, for La Farge (or Hartshorn) tohelieve that Hart..
shorn suddenly knows himself?
,
In La Farge's earlier nO\'els, after all, the urightnchoice has
been dramatized for each hero. In Sparks Fly Upwardl De Cert()\t
maror, an army officer but an Indian himself, is asked to join
the Indian rebel cause only when that cause can clearly be won.
The heroes of Long Pennant. and Laughing Boy have less soulwresding to do, and, their choices are· even easier. Re>ger Hall
leaves Chog's Cove to participate in dle full flush of·American
sea power and, later, the excitement of the frontier.. Laughing
Boy goes back to the reservation because he has shot a man"
I do not intend by dismissing these earlier novels so brieRy
to deny their merits. Laughing Boy is nearly perfect, whatever
one may think of its t~esis equating white contact with auto..
madc Navajo disaster-a thesis notably different from the practical approach to Indian'problems' La Farge. has since evolved.
There is a very special compassion inSparhs Fl, Upward. All
these novels have an urgency of motivation beyondwhatO.ne
anticipates in the novel of adventure. But in each instance the
hero's "right" road is well marked for him ahead of time. Each
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early hero knows generally what will happen to him ever after.
\Vher~ ~1}'Ton Begay and Tom Hartshorn are setting off. at
their novels' end, on unmarked roads. One wonders, have they
been shown as possessing or developing the ability and the courage they will need?
In the long short story UNo hfore Bohemia" (a rather unsatisfactory job. later incorporated with some changes in Tile Cop..
per Pot) La Farge's painter-hero went through almost the same
set of adventures as, later, did Tom Hartshorn. But that earlier
hero, at the end of his story, was shown as without courage. \Ve
naturally question that courage in Hartshorn as well.
I have said the
worst now about Tom Hartshorn and his fellow heroes. Naturally Tom's choice between New England and New Orleans is
ridiculous. and so is Tom ridiculous until the choice· and the
man alike have been battered and mocked and stripped of all
meaningless implications we (and Tom) so easily read into
them. \Vhen Tom is finally down to bare essentials and knows
what he has to do without any more palaver, I for one am moved
to sudden conviction, and La Farge has pulled off the astonishing. I suddenly see Tom's misadventures in proportion-not as
the one, accidental, set of experiences that could have given him
understanding, but as the natural circumstances which give him
the chance to make every big mistake he had to learn about-and
at the same time the chance to realize the capacity for sensation
that was always in him. The capacity for sensation or satisfaction
we shall return to. First we must inquire brieRy whether we
could really expect that a Tom Hartshorn would learn by his
mistakes.
Tom has not been unduly quick to see himself or to laugh at
himself. Indeed, the last thing La Farge heroes do is motivate
quickly or romantically. Notions and half~thought~throughideals
do not occur to them except in spasms of self<ondemnation.
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Long before they learn what decisionswiUfeel tight lathem,
we Teaders have more than enough documentation,," \Ve·see, not
that one choic~ is right and· another wrong, fot' all men"but
that only one choice is complete for ~u~se particular h~
Slowly, by infinite tri~l ;anderror. they p!ckout what intheit
lives has meant self-realization and ·cast ·off what has ··~e~t
numbness. Slowly, patiently. they fit the pieces togetber" They
never see the whole until all the pieces- fit. They imagine them..
selves possessed, not by the ordinary human being's:-ironicand
contradictory weaknesses but by a general pervasive utter
inability.
Indeed, it is hard to believe how little these La Farge heroes
know their strength-which La Farge has, perhaps too sUbtly.
helped them build. Granted that they have known temptation
and confusion, still they have proved their endurance· and have
. succeeded inmost of what they really setout to do. Hartshorn
has proved he can paint,_ proved he can live on a smaU·income.
proved he can earn that small income, when necessary. by the
occasional potboiler. Best of all, he has proved he can draw
strength from others. He has had vivid flashes of understa~ding
and fellow feeling. Deeply confused about himself, he has sensed
others in clear perspective. '\Then he-and those Indians who
are La. Farge's other heroes-meet man·or woman, there isa
tenseness, a charging of the air, quite out of proportion with the
personal pettiness that has gone before.
Each hero with his heroine is given physical awareness and.
hesitancy and joy b~i1t solidly on incident and. circumstan~e.
But the contact need not be between man and wotnan. It.can
exist as well for !\fyron Begay with a missionary or with a school..
boy friend, for De Cerromayor with two or three old revolu..
tionaries, for Roger Hall'unexpectec:lly with his father, for Tom
Hartshorn with a painter he had altogether disliked until their
sudden meeting of minds.
The realization and the mutual recognitions are unlike any-
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thing else I know in our Southwestern literature (where so. often
the assumption seems to be that man cannot possibly know man,
especially across racial barriers) • In bringing his characters into
moments of clairvoyance, despite the barriers and despite their·
own limitations, La Farge has-accomplished the extraordinary.
For their vision is based, convincingly, on experience which had
seemed very ordinary. Tom Hartshorn's history of failure and
frustration becomes valid experimentation in his art, once he
and a diffident fellow painter see their objectives in common. De
Cerromayor has tried out for himself the society he finally knows
is empty. ~fyron Begay's vague longings become urgency when
suddenly he sees the gulf he has opened between himself and
friends with whom he once thought alike. The stumbling has
had direction, then, and the recognition of what one is, what
one has become, and how others also shive, comes with overwhelming clarity-and humility. Between man and man, man
and woman, or race and race, hesitancy in approach becomes
the promise of attempt at understanding.
In La Farge's novels the barriers to be crossed are documented
in almost laborious detail, whether race or age or sex or antagonistic purpose. In his best short stories the leap is commonly
across both race and sex, and Indian man· and white woman or
white man and Indian woman are seen first in the shock and
fascination of mutual recognition. La Farge has stated that the
writing of short stories is not his vocation. In his few best, however, perhaps because he is dealing in human differences so
familiar, he has been able to present contacts barely, briefly, but
altogether stunningly. I would recommend these especially, of
his stories in All tile Young Alen: "North Is Black" and "Women
At Yellow \VeIls"; then perhaps "Hard \Vinter" and "Dangerous
Man:'
All La Farge's heroes, ultimately, have had extraordinary perception. I would wish only that they worried less about themselves between their moments of perception. Their even partial
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understanding of their ownerraticcoubeSwould lutely !la"e
helped us see that La Fargets plotting is neithetaimleu' nor (On- ."
trived. If a few of them were able "to laugh, even a little, at their
own immoderate gloom-if a- few of them coUld mak~ moek
bargains with the bOgies of-their weaker selves-"-"C might $Ce
more easily the co~cy of La Farge·saim.They seem -$0 often
to require of themselves and of fate some guarantee thatther
'wontt be tempted again. Yet in fact La Farge bas been busy
building them, slowly and plausibly, into men who can bold
to their own difficult courses.

...

0 F "A F F A III s.

The broad
range of La Farge's interests and efforts isreft~ted in the 'Variety
of his production. He is anthropologist, he is air hiuorian, he is
executive of the Association on American Indian Affairs. Yet in
each role his· primary interest remains the relationship between
man and man.
I have little to say. of his published non·fiction about~e -Indians of this country. The magazine" articles are good. straight
repOrting, with appropriate indignation. As Long As -the Gt"Q$s
Shall Grow is an admirable introduction to the fact that Indians
are human beings who want to be themselves but are not neces..
sarily afraid of outer change; it is more poem than program, and
that is appropriate" too. It seems_to mel'. on the other hand, that
The Changing Indian, a 1941 sympOsium of which La Farge was
editor, deals mostly in generalities without inspiration; here
surely rock-bottom program or criticism of program would have
been to the point.
Of the non-fiction about Indians, there remains" "Notes for
Hopi Administrators'"
an unpublished manuscriptdemonstra..
.
bly practical and profoundly suggestive. It is for the most part
a description of bow La Farge presented a proposed Hopi con·
stitution to the various villages. and of how his. presentation had
to diffe~ according to the varied" histories and understandings
THE NOV ELI S TA SMA N

"
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'Within those villages. ?\fodestly enough told, it is still a tale of
La; Farge'$ own knowledge and sensitivity and, more, his creativity. The constitution was accepted; La Farge is telling the story
in Jtope of aiding other Indian administrators charged with
other programs. Perhaps he underestimates his own creativity or
overestimates the potential creativity in Indian administrators;
lper50nally hope there is a road to Indian self-determination
demanding'less inspiration of the average civil servant.
This same creativity, expressed in La Farge's· relationships
with Guatemalan Indians, gives unusual interest to his Year
Bearers People and Santa Eulalia. There is sound value in his
details. in his description of a cult of crosses or his calendars
of village rites. But it is when, for example, he can compare the
Indians' sense of God as many-in-one with our non-Indian religious perceptions, that La Farge shows his own special interest.
His choice of the right action when personally suspect in an Indian village is a text not only for the anthropologist but for any
man to whom racial relationships are important. For we need
not always, in racial relationships, find the one perfect solution.
lVhat is important is that those of us who meet with other races
express somehow, whether by our action or our hesitancy, our
determination to consider other sensitivities as well as our own.
In such expression La Farge is a master, subtle and unforced.
lVe have, finally, La Farge writing on war in the air. The
Eagle in' tile Egg, his latest book, conveys well the sense of miraculous growth which characterized much of our war effort-and
of workaday improvisation as needed to pull off the miraculous.
I cannot review
book as air strategist. But by his sketches of
leaders and of followers, La Farge interested me where I would
ordinarily have had no real interest. In this history of the Air
Transport Command. he has described especially the men who
were willing to exhaust themselves, physically and mentally, day
after day.

the
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Yet. oddly, I came away from TheEagleltJth~Egg'Withth~
, impreSsion that ·La Fatge'had included too much of the b\lm~n
where his primary subjectis not men. There,arc brave and un...
selfish men in his page,. giving themselves entirely. But 40 vivid
is La Farge's writing that one ~eel$J desperately. long befotetheirroll is called, -that these men's real drama ~me and.'Wa& en~ed
the day' they decldedtogivcthemselveS. ~edicated alteady.dtey
appear here as essentially without human tclationshiplotber
than irritation, a little ~ qnicistn,andalmO$t-no laughter.
Theconttast of their barrenness with that continued vivid writing (which of course produced our sense of Barrenness.) was a
little uneasy, too long maintained. The resUlt is abookwbith
starts brilliantly but tells itself away to inere .ptetense; man's
imagination 'is eternally indicated. in a situation where it· has
no longer any bearing at all.
.
One last word. 'Vithin the Association' on American Indian
Affairs, La Farge has developed his own subtle and effective're..
lationship-with the Indian Service. He speak5"Vigo~ousIJwhen
he· consider.s that Indian Service is right; .he is slow and quiet ,
in his criticism. He does not enter into personal battle:.. He is
interested in any contribution to Indianachninisttation. from
whatever unexpected source.
acts as moderator, asoneinient .
especially on clarifying the issues within tf:1e best comptehencied
frames of reference. He is listened to with respect.,vhichis
fairly extraordinary among men of lndianaffairs.
I hope'La Farge win find himself some comparably accepted
frame of reference for his novels. Ie hope devoutly that he will
find subject matter less open to misinterpretation-that he him.self, the celebrant of har~-won communication, may not fail to
communicate his thought. For in an age and in a .region where
the meeting of minds is so often given up as hopeless, La Farge's
heroes illuminate great possibilities. Their recognitions andrealizations are difficult, elusive. unexpected-but attainabl~.

He

~
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Uncertainty· they know. but urgency too, and in the end convindngfulfi11ment.
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Aristotle and his philosophy. And gossip has whispered of something known as the "new criticism." Of these things I have been
mildly curious and I am pleased to find that the Institute Essa.ys
have patdy satisfied my curiosity. Albeit perplexing and saddening me withtbe realization that I am antiquated and no longer
capable of grasping the English language as I once thought I
could.
,How long. I once speculated. can this Shakespearian research
keep up its pace? It has been going on for two hundred and fifty
years. Has not everything possible been said and should not a
moratorium be called? I should have remembered what the rhetoricians had done for Aristotle and Virgil. Scholarship will never
lack a theme. It is the most orchidaceous of arts. Like the chameleon it feeds on air, and nourishes its pelican daughters from its
own breast. By the simple expedient of inventing a new term the
whole world of Shakespearian interpretation has been revitalized
and given a new lease on life; the young'instructors in a thousand
institutions of learning have been furnished fresh subjects for
scholarly papers sufficient to occupy them for a decade or two. The
term wbich provides this shot in the arm I find is "myth."
\Vhofirst tossed this bone into the arena, or, if you prefer, start·
ed this hare for the hounds of criticism I could not ascertain from
the Institute Essays. Professor Heilman goes most fully into its varied and bewildering meanings and confesses that he had completed a Shakespeare study without once using the word. myth and
Hunderwent the momentary discomfiture of one who finds himself caught in the unfashionable-or worse~ simply unaware of
fashion. It amounted to being outside the community which holds
to the myth of myth:" Professor Heilman then cites various new
definitions of myth all irreconcilable one with another and mostly
unintelligible. I suspect Professor Heilman of frivolity, which he
would be wise to suppress. Scholarship should never be taken
lightly. Nor will his very good comment on "The Lear \Vorld,tt
adopting the IImyth.. terminology after rebelling against it, whol-
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ly sa\"C him. He will be tememberedasasc~pticin hi,s )'outb.how...

ever abject his later conversion, Professor .Hubler;· too" ilsom~
what troubled by Hntytli~; and confesses ,that be i.··ttOtat aIt eel'''
tain"_ that his Clown notion of myth has any '~()~5iderablet()ttes
pondence with theidw of it now in fawon~ Quite frankly, 1
often do not know what the writers of myth arc talking abPut:·
These. I imaginc,are brave 'wonu to utter before the audience to
whom they were addressed.. But do.theypresagc the death 'of the
term so much as further disputation and interchangeof Molady
papers? Let us hope the latter for the sake of "research."
The umyths'! which Professor Hubler examines,aretboseof
"~{utability, "Plenitude:' and "Reputation'; 'and tbosein rtla- .
U

tion to the sonnets. 'Vhat in this discussion most interened me as
a belated survivor ofan older Khoolof Shakespearian speculation
was the evident sincerity which he·ascribed.toShakspeate'sexhor..
tations to 'V. H. that he leave a likeness of biinself~ I once badthc'
comfortable persuasion thatShakespeareoin the sonnets wasmeteIV playing variations on familiar themes m~chasa 'musician
might do. The ideas were common -ones. The pleaoftheEUzabethan song writer that his mistress produce acopy<?f herself. the
carpe diem motif that runs through all Elizabethan ·lyries, the
lament for mutabili.ty-all these were chestnuts of the-trade. So
too are other sonnet sequences. Thus the HAstropheland Stella"
sonnets are, I s!Jspect, three parts poetic exercises suCh as were-expected of an enam(;>red gendeman, and "\V. H." maybe "Who~y a
fictitious character.
Now, in the practice of these poetic conventionsth~ is no
real insincerity. TIle poet is competing with his peers in a kind
of ~e. The themes are, so to speak, assigned, and the prite.:goes
to him who gives the best performance. 'Vhen Sbakespearespeaks
of his lines as immortalizingtbeir subjectand as outlastingbronze,
he is paying a stereotyped compliment. It is certain that in reality
he had little or no concern for the diuturnity of his Te1icl~ .He
would have' shown more interest in the preservation and publica-
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tion of his plays if he had. It is only second rate writers who worry
about posterity and what posterity may think of them. Shakespeare must be taken in the context of his time and in the conventions and ttaditions of his art. The present trend of criticism to
examine the poem or playas a thing in itself and judge it accordinglycan lead to some surprising misinterpretations.
These reflections, however frivolous. are reinforced by a r~d
ing of Professor Fiedler's "The Defense of the Illusion and the
Creation of l\lyth:' I quote one passage:
It is probably sufficient to say here that Shakespeare begins in his
customary fashion with the aim of defending the illusion of femininity against the inevitable shortcomings of the boy actor, but that. before be is through with those disguised boys, those master-mistresses
who win the hearts of men and women alike, often both at once, be
bas established the myth of an androgynous Beloved, the focus of
whose attraction is neither femininity nor masculinity but the delightful ambiguity of youth-the Beardless as Beloved; and that myth enables him, without abandoning the Heroine altogether, to maintain
his determining sexual attitude (clear in the sonnets and elsewhere)
which regards the blatant, the mature female (especially the mother)
as a symbol of evil, blackness, lust and so on~

On to what, for pity's sake? Is this not enough to heap upon the
poor woman who has the misfortune to 'become a mother? I rise
in defense of Shakespeare. If he has done all this to Prof~ssor Fiedler it is by mere chance and the fault is really Professor Fiedler's.
ConsicJer Shakespeare's position as manager of a stock company.
At one t'il\te he has a good pair of boy actors, one tall and fair, one
short anddark. He makes use of them as Hermia and Helena,
Rosalind and Celia. He has also certain comedians (\ViII Kemp,
we knOlY, for one) whom he must use even in a tragedy. :;rherefore the gravedigger in Hamlet, the porter in l\facbeth and assorted fools and jesters, including the fool in Lear.. Thus through
stage necessity and sheer inadvertence Shakespeare creates a
mixed style abhorrent to Aristotelians-and does a very good job
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of it. But that be was creating some sort ()f··~m)"th··wbnedoing ",
these things he would have repudiated with.jusp6ableborror.
In this place and by way of transition to conunent.ontbc,J'hetodeal papers in the Institute E$$4j'sa quotation from tbat:tedious
but useful workt Sainubury" History of Criticism~iS:televant.
, Except when in the hands of superior persons like DiQnysiu$ and
Longinus among the G~ks..·likeQuintitianatnong ·the Latins. it
[rhetoric]sbook it$elf free- and became the literatyttiticlsmthatit
ought to be, it becaJnea rather parlous thing. It early developed-the
disease of technical jargon, in that speci:dlydangerous f()nn-recognizable perhaps in times nearer our own than those of ~metri\1Sor
even of HermogeneJ-the form of giving wantonly riewmeanings to

common words.
Saintsbury elaborates further upon the formalisJllofrhetoricians
and their divorce from literature, but perhaps the point hal been
made.
The rhetorical papers in the Institute Essays are three, all for..
midableand the one dealing with general theory the most for:..
midable of the three. 'Vhy it is that rhe'torica1" theory is $0 .little
intelligible, why it displays so little of :that stylistic clarity which
is one of the ostensible aims of rhetorical study, I do not know.
But it is so. 'Vith faltering steps I have endeavored to follow Pr~
fessor LaDriere in ",hat I take to be his demonstration that Ads-tode sanctions the study andaecepts the province of rhetoric as·
distinguished from logic. The orator-for all this originalJy had
to do with oratory-endeavors to arrange his ideaslogically. T!tis
is the appeal to the reason. But he endeavors to present these ideas
persuasively also. This is the appeal to the· emotions.and.is the
province ofrhetonc and, by justifiable.extension. the province of
poetry. I fear I have simplified this unduly and so missed the
point, for it needs no spirit from, the lower 'World to return and
tell us this.
Professor· LaDriere is not content with citing Aristotle. The

-~
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even moreformidable mediaeval rhetoriciansarequoted. I gather
that to them the justification of rhetorical study was its utility to
preachers: whereas Aristotle had been concerned with orators.
The difference is. of course, nominal only. persuasiveness being
the end of both. This. too, may be conceded. To my humble way
of thought it would never be disputed. Rhetoric, or, in the large
sense, literary criticism, is the study of the ,·erbal forms into which
thought is cast, words being a necessary dress unless we reson to
symbols·as in mathematics. And in this study the rhythm and
music of speech and the connotations as well as the denotations
of words have their legitimate place. But here again I must be
missing something. These formidable arguments, this difficult
technical vocabulary, must conceal something more recondite
than ideas so simple.
,
I must throw up the rhetorical sponge so to speak. Either the
thought of rhetoricians is too subtle for me or their language too
formidable and obscure. I grieve for Aristotle, too, for I think he
hasbcen abused. It is notorious that the simple truths expounded
by the great religious leaders have been confused, complicated,
and distorted by their disciples. Aristotle has been in the past, and
probably still is, the victim of the same bad luck. 'Vhy should we
not put him aside, therefore, and forget him? \Vhat is useful in
his philosophy must long have been diffused in the stream of literary criticism. ~Iodem criticism. beginning in the later part of
the eighteenth century. can have missed nothing important in it.
But here I note a remarkable thing, the complete absence in
these essays of allusion to any criticism between the time of the
schoolmen and those contemporary critics who speak the same
rhetorical language. There is no mention of the '"romantic" aitics in these essays. In the initial paper '"Imagination as Value,"
~fr. 'Vallace Stevens remarks at the outset that "we must somehow
cleanse the imagination of the romantic." He continues, uThe
imagination is one of the great human powers. The romantic belittles it. The romantic is a failure to make use of that liberty. It
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is to the imagination what sentimentality is to feeling..nCl~tly
}.{r.Stevens has $Ome pdvatedefiniti~n of uromantic" which he ,.
does not share with the T~ader and without 'WIDth hi$the$isi$ un··
intelligible. Could it be' he confuses uromanuc'·,nththe hllomantic Period" and thus will have no truck with Coleridge. Keats..
and Leigh Hunt, who said what has been most informative about 'the iDlagination? There is no evidence that he has' ever teadthem.
It is as though having a dislike for· Republicans he tefU5e$ to live
in a republic.
I found ~fr. Stevens' essay difficult to'grup andthete£ore read
it twice. The source of my confusion was twofold. I could not a.t
first believe that )'Ir. Stevens had only juSt discovered the imagina..
tion and, I am glad to say, approved of it. But ,vhat it wa~.ao
happily retrieved, still re~ained a mystery. '-The world," says
hIre Ste\"ens, 40may, certainly, be lost to tile poet, but it is not lost
to the imagination~' The imagination~conits most momentous
scale" is not today on the scale'of poetry. celt is the scale of inter- .
national politics and in particular ofcommumsm•••• I limit my"
self to an allusion to itasa phenomenonof the imagination..n .
This is not clear to me nor am I enlightened when ltecontends,
uThe difference between an imaginat.ion t1)at 'is engaged by the
materialism of communism and one that1s engaged by ptojectsof
idealism is a difference in nature. It is nOl_that the imagination is
versatile, but that tbere are different imaginations:' Is this not
to say that the following lines though dealing with the same $u1>ject are the product of two wholly different mentalproc~sr
Compare "Now like a lobster boiled, the mom I From black to .
red began to tum" and UNight's candles are bumt out, and jocund day I Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops."
Further use of the term leaves me more confused. He says,
UNormal people do not accept somethitlgabnofDla1 because it
has its origin in an abnormal force like the imagination not at all
until they have somehow normalized it as by familiarity." He
speaks again of the uprevalence of the imagination in lifett-about
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3$ prevalent, one would suppose, as

life itself. Surely AIr. Stevens
is. using the term in ways not only unfamiliar to me but to the
common understanding of men.

'Vlten{he asb} does a building stop being a product of the lea$On and
become a product of the imagination? If we raise a building to an
imaginative height) then the building becomes an imaginative build. ing sinceneight in itself is imaginative•••• 'Vhen one's aunt in Califor- nia writes that the geraniums are up to her second story window, we .
soon have them running over the roof. All this diversity, which I have
intentionallyplled up. in confusion in this paragraph, is typical of
the imagination.
Confusing to one reader they have proved to be. Mr. Stevens
might aslucidly have defined "mental activity" instead of "imagination:' A t~nn all inclusive fails to de~ne. In "romantic·· criticism some nice distinctions have been drawn between "imagination" and Hfancy," but l\1r. Stevens shows no knowledge of them.
This bri~f excursion into the field of current scholarly criticism has left me puzzled. Evidently there has been invented anew
set of values since my day. Has Urhetoric," too, wholly ceased to
be what it once was? Is it no longer fashionable to be lucid? Ob- ;
scurlty, it was once said, cannot stand up against the practice of
definition. But in these essays three key terms at least remain undefined: umyth," "imagination," "romantic." The nea.AristoteHans. moreovert revise the language of the schoolmen and resort
to Greek in a style which I should characterize as intellectually
snobbish. The bright young men of the coming generation will,
I prediett weary of all this pedantry and go in for science. Who
shall blame them?
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~ LT 1£ S inherellt, ,1,·,n, th,',e 0,mni"b\lH,e,v,i,e,W a"~,e" so
'obVlom that 1t may seem a waste of good typography to men..
tion them.. Nevertheless. since l$utmisemore than ordinary
significance carelessly suspended between the date ,of this -review "and
the tas~ assigned, I should like to pte{a,ce my pre(al'ious, jUrlgmenJS '
with a more careful probing of problems and aims.
lvlodern poetry, like modern man. has (;ome midwa,y in thiscen·
tury. Banal as this statement may ~und and bored as the reader may
be with half-eentury annals and appraisals, neither· the reviewer nor
the reader, I think. can afford to Gverlook the. relevance of certain
outstanding poetic events which have decided and guided ·thecourse
of twentieth century poetry. It can hardly be irrelevant that soJne who
made those events, who Set up and defendcdthe firSt flamboyant bar·
ricades of modern poetic revolt. arestiltwriti~g,are indeed, represented in dlis review. Nor can one disregard the complex- muddle..
phalanxed nature of that revolt, which assuredly did not move t~
warda single, clearly defined goat but sought its meanirigamhivalently through those familiar antecedents against whom ~bellion was '
aimed and those more abstruse forbears 'whose names were again
emblazoned on the gaudy pennants of,the avant~gaTde. Even$(),tbe
discerning reader will be aware that the critical pJ.=oblemtan scarcely
be resolved in terms so autochthonous, for-obviously the strategy of
each poetic rebel has been further qualified by every intellectual,
economic. and political current of our time. A brief resume ofa few
1
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of the high point! in modern poetry should serve to undcncorethe
complexity of action. reaction, and interaction"
Ezra Pound made his historic exodus to Europe in 19o5, scattering
seeds of dUsen$ion and innovation wherever he went; sometime before 1910 Yeats had surely glimpsed that vision destined to perne so
brilliantly in the gyre ofhis later poetry; POt!try~ A. Alaga:.ine of J!~rse~
an important outlet for the century's new poets, W2$ founded in 1912;
imagism and free verse are movements s~gnifi.cantIy associated with
the second decade of our century; the same decade saw the publication of Robert Frost's outstanding early books and the increasing
recognition of the austere New England talent of Edwin Arlington
Robinson; before this period Ruben Dario had diffused poetic hope
and energy through the romantic somnolence .of Latin-American
poetry; more or less concurrently. in Europe Paul Va16ry began to
illuminate the technical brilliance of the symbolist tradition with
the mind's cold, inexorable Harne. and Rainer l\faria Rilke celebrated
the apex of a career, the nadir of a sorrow, in his Duino Elegies; in
England even the placid Georgians were somewhat ruftled by war's
unruly intrusion and the indecorous reaction of war-shocked poets;
early in the 1920'S Eliot's Ti,e lVaste Land exploded the most lethargic of occidental literati out of the old miasmal mist; shortly afterward E. E" Cummings. \Villiam Carlos \Villiams. \Vallace Stevens.
and Hart Crane troubled the cultural waters with their esoteric
breathing of the ancient word of poetry; meanwhile in Spain Federico Garda Lorta transfused his modem measure with the folk.-deep
wealth of balladry and gypsy song; and D" H. Lawrence. wherever
he was domiciled. continued his quest for an apocalyptic vision in
immediacy, time's pollen-dappled petals which hold in gold suspension life's first protoplasmic cry; 1930 saw the ascendancy of Auden
and his group, poets of social protest, poets as public spokesmen. poets
self·conscious of tbe Freudian unconscious; during these same years
the strange liaison bet~een marxism and $urreaJism attained fruition'
in numerous, tbough sometimes oddly assorted. poetic progeny; finally the 1940'S have marked an equally aggreS5ive upsurge of new names
and manifestoes, manifestoes which, in some instances, would seem
to revoke those of tile century's turn; yet even a superficial reading
of tile most blatant neo-romantic will reveal. I think. a definite.
though tenuous, continuum of inHuence-subjectto crosscurrents and
maelstroms as it is and has been-throughout the turbulent, murky
course of modern poetry.
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Ifthisovellimplifiedsunc:y of tltt-entieth .@.tUty poetry . ~
no other PUlpOGe. it $hould at leastindiale ~·fewetiticalexigendet.
Pint, no modem poet (m fairly be c;onsideredapatt ftornthe .larger
context of contemporuypoetry.. S«ond,that larger .context extends .
'laterally through the pedpheralmaze of pl'Clent-day clvilio.tion and
perpendicularlydoWD through the remotest $trltUtn.ot ~nj$ histoxy.
Third. the difficult prc>blems' po$ed by the above itn~on every
ttitic,not excluding the humble reviewer. ~ous limitations. Every..
one-critic, reviewer, or teader-ultitnatelyloobthrough aglaudatk";
Iy, a glass sometimes no better than a cracked ndttor whichretncts
with somber distortion personal flaws. of understanding and taste.
At this point. the intelligenLreadet!PaY 'Well inqitire:Whlto£
modern criticism? Are the ~plo~tive techniques provided bytbe
aiticsofan age w~ich basachie\'ed astounding triwnplutluough .
exploitation of analytical lllethods completel,m-dequate to cope
with the poeu:y of tbat same age? Few wID deny~ 1 think. that m.odern .
.criticism has provided inq>mparabty clever devices for esthtlic me~
surement and poetic·dissection~ 1\lost serious ,readers of modern poe~.
ry will surely acknowledge a debt t~ many-critics. 'Who have $I) often
brilliantly clarified the Jne.aning. intention. and meth~ of. poetry.
T. S. Eliot. I" A. Rithards. Kenneth Burke, Yvor \Vinters, JObnCrowe
Ransom. Edmund 'Vilson.R. P. lUackmur. F.O".Mattbiessen, AlIen
Tate, Cleanth Brooks (whose important Modem Pottry andtht .Tr4dition has been reissued in an English edition), \Villiam EmpiOD-to
name only a few-arerotics. IOmeot them also pQets of distinction;
hardly to be disregarded in contemporary criticism. Those famiUar
with their~work, however, wUI be awaretbat.theiraitical po$itiotl$
and conclusions are often .startlingly dhoergent. that the tnethodof
one may work with singulal' efficaCy when applitdtocertainpoeillS
or poets but fail dbmally when applied to other poems or ~u.lt is
perhaps even more unfortunate that some who· dutter the tetinueof
these and other great critics o[tensutceed onlyin:baflling the reader
.with demonstrations of', personal ingenuittwhich leave the poem
shrouded in pe~tic dust.. Confusion.·mortQvet, seems to. be added
to confusion by_ the nonpoetic , scholasticquibbJing implicit in the
recent trend toward criticism of criticism. That lbis oV'.erexnph;lSis on
critical analysis, .even by critics profeuedly anti-scientific, is directly
related to the scientific, urban-industrial, IIlaterialisuctemper t)four
. time seems c1earenough. That the strange position of poe tty itself,.
half outcast from polite society. balfchangeling cbildttailing clouds
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of somewhat $UUied glory from a nobler heritage, is likewisedosely
related to the same temper and the manifold factors which produced
that temper should be equally plain. There is, nevertheless, too
marked a dichotomy between poetry and aiticism, even when they
5temfrom the same person. It is not improbable, I think. that many
readerS, as well as poet." are beginning to suspect that criticism has
become an end in itself. Indeed the unwieldy body of modern aidcism JDight. in certain aspects, appear a mirage-engendered, foundationless structure of polydizzied architecture, from the pendulous
turrets of which lean enigmatic figures whose bulging, stony eyes' assert a bleared omniscience and whose gargqyled, schismatic tongues
spew Olympian venom on the prostrate form of poetry.
The best statement of this particular dilemma was made, I think,
by a nineteenth century philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard, in his
Either/Or. f~Vhat is a poet?" Kierkegaard asks. And answers thus:

"

,

A poet is an unhappy being whose heart is tom by secret sufferings, but
whose Ups are so strangely formed that when the sighs and the cries escape
them, they sound like beautiful music. His fate is like that of the unfortunate victims whom the tyrant Phalaris imprisoned in a brazen bun, and
slowly tortured over a steady fire; tlleir cries could not reach the tyrant's ears
so as to strike terror into his heart; when they reached his ean they sounded
like,sweet music. And men crowd about the poet and say to him: "Sing for
m'soon again"; that is as much as to say: "May new sufferings torment your
soul, but may your lips befonned as before; for the cries would only frighten
US1 but the music is delidous." And the critics come. too, and say: "Quite
cancel. and so it ought to be. according to the rules of aesthetics." Now it is
understood that a critic resembles a poet to a hair; he only lackS the suffering in his heart. and the music upon his lips. Lo, therefore, I would rather
bea swineherd ,from Amage!'. and be understood by the swine. than be a
poet and be misunderstood by men.

(;

;)

;

..

There you have it. The plight of the poet. The sterile relationship of
aitic and poet. Of r~ader and poet. Above all. the tortured isolation
which must be the lot of every poet in an age dedicated to ?\fammon
and his sacrificial altar-idol, the brazen bull.
ThoSP. who are familiar with Kierkegaard's philosophy will be
aware t)f the importance he attached to suffering and solitude
means both to esthetic and religious development. Looked at from
this point of view. the brazen bull might well appear a spiritual crucible, a symbol perhaps of that arduous discipline indispensable to the

as

I
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aeative aet.Such an ~nterprebtionj valid certainly- within itS lind..
tations, will hardly abrogate the moreextrapoedcapplication 'SugO'
gested by the above association of ~famm()n with the Kierkegaardian
bull. Aside from my conviction thai many tea-den wUt-by ·i.l)t'oceSS
of natural association-connect the brazen bull with the Ctetnn bull
and possibly withtbe golden calf, Kierkegaard.wa$cxpressingt per..
haps better than he knew, the importunate problem of the tIloderp
artist and his relation to society. It 'Would, 1 thinkt~ot be 5tX'ai~ing tbe conttotatious'ofKierkegaard's image toQ mudt to suggest that in
one sense it symbolizes the existentialist concept()fth~ inexorable.
limiting circumstances, that claustrophobic.. inhibitory \\'eb of fate
and fact, which every artist must transcend in order to aeateboth
Ids art and himselL l( this interpretation be allowed (and 1 realize
that some readers may attribute it solely -to imperfections in my own
Cracked mirror), then surely Kierlc.egaardhas provided us with a most
poignant parable of the modern poet and his myriadtrlbulations in
a ,~rld depressingly, yea e,-en defi.an~y, antipoetic. '
'Vith tIlis parable in mind one can, I think, understand more·fully
the seeming strangeness of subject matter, the apparent idiosynaas¥
of form in so much twentieth century·poetry. Suffering itself is too
emphatically recurring a motif in many of our best modern poems
for smug dismissal as morbid poetic self-indulgence. Kierkegaard has.
elucidated for us not only the significance of this motif but has also
given us an important clue to those umbilically related characteristics
so often querulously remarked by the puzzled observer of that~xtra
ordinary. though vigorous. corpus we call modernpoctry. The nota"
ble absence of happy lyric spontaneity,. the painful, ingrown subjec.
tivity, the narcissistic attempts toaeateautonymouscosmologies
from libidinal imagery or self-sufficient private symbols, the ana·
chronistic efforts to find roots in .decaying traditions or declining orthodoxies. the frenetic struggles to assimilate and encompass poetically the amorphous, dissonant meaning ofa machine socicty',the
furious wrenching of language and syntax to force the.expressiono£
the inexpressible, the morganatic alliances so fervidly' espoused with
ideologic pseudo -theologies. even the romand-tropic nostalgia-cur.
rendy popular with those who would reaffirm in the face of dour dis..
illusionment the sacrameQtal, ritualistic attitudes of simple loving'
and living-all originate, I think, from the same matrix, that great
mother, Suffering. whom most modern poets, sternly fathered by this

--
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world's implacable imagc•.the brazen bull, will hardly.dare disown.
And· those tecbniques~which some readen would isolate as pernicloU$ viral attributes of contemporary verse, and others contemptuously diagnOse as typographical or verbal hysteria intended toobfus. cate umeaning":"'are they not clearlytbe intrinsic formal components
ofthae poetic experience tentatively anatomizedaoovc, the in~itablc
ceremonial expression of a poet's turnings and twistings through lifc's
di$junetive labyrinth? Further substantiated as it is by the standard
aitica1 po$itioll that form and content are one, that the meaning of
a poem cannot be ab$tracted from its form, this view (which reftcets
also, I hope. a ray or two of Kierkegaardian effulgence) should be
adequate to explain the almost unparalleled interest in technical experiment which has ~ Qistinguished modem poetry. Such an interest,
moreover. should seem only normal in a world fundamentally concerned with techniques in every field, in a world where technology
often seems to have usurped the place of morality and God, leaving
the poet to grapple toward his art-homeless, rootless, lonely-to parry
with reckless or pathetic veronicas the quotidian IU$t of the bra%en
bull.
Considering the difficulties of writing poetry0 in our. time (and I do
not think I have overstressed them), one might think it remarkable
that any poetry could be written. How much more remarkable, then,
must it seem that so much poetry, so much good poetry, bas been
written. For immense as the challenge has been, it has been m~t, I
think, with commensurate talents. No other period, except the matchless Elizabethan age, seems to me so rich in poetic abundance and
versatility. Likewise astonishing seems the number of poets who have
achieved for us in our time. whatever theirr status in future centuries,
conspicuous stature. That their eminence, in most instances, is the
result of technical brilliance rather than prolific production ~s surely
not only a tribute to their virtuosity but also a confirmation of the extreme difficulty of writing poetry at aU under present-day CQ.nditions.
That this technical resourcefulness. however,· was able to m~ke so
much headway during· the early decades of this century further complicates the problem both for the recent poet and his reviewer. For
obviously. I think, an overemphasis on poetic experiment may result
in an abortive issue similar to that sometimes remarked ill critical
analysis. Although it is true that form and content are one, it is also
true that concentration oon formal expressiveness may result in dilution and perversion of potentially fruitful poetic experience.°l\.{ore-
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over, in ;a context a$,surcbarpt1\ith noveltyu a WooIWOrtht.oUfitet, '
is with synthetic gewgaws. it nlust lJecome increuingly :diBicult -to .
aeateanytbinglriththesem1;»lanceof newne$$.~ poetS.areaware
of all the$e difIkulties, though a~areness is hardlyenQugh. Jt.thc ",
poet try to adapt tecllDiq\le$a~dy CUttentll he tn\l$t run the r.i$1
of echoing too flagrantlyotherpoe~. Jfhctevert to~the(.()nventiolUof
a Iess-questionable period,hc ma.y find hinueU coquening'With fdYc><
10USlnachronisDl$. If be di$claiJnaU authority and·~.t hillu;perio.r
originality, he may appeuto his contemporariC$ as merely another
poetic hQd carrier, scuttling,coats to Newcastle. Dismaying. theymay seem, the ~bove suppositions. do,not invalidate ~itherthe'".ery
reallccomplishinents oEmany new poets or the poJaibUityofadimaetic burgeoning hom this century's ·tidUy-mlltationalpoeticexperi..
ment. Nevertheless. it seems'appattntto me-that most mid-century
poets are still writing under the lengthened :Shadows.ofcolO$li whose
grotesquely Gargantuan postures, symbolically uphold the .a,egi$and
portent of all modern ~try.

i

't
'#

...
more immediate terms with the boob listed in. the
slightly overwhelm~ng bibliography below, a cursory glance will reveal the representation' 'ofalm05t.every generation. ~lt, and trend
of modern poetry. Arid after more man acursoryglan~at the pages
of these same books. one may safely add. I think. that here are specific

TO COM. E TO

exemplifications of all the virtues. -weaknesses. problems, andetcentriodes indicated in the precedi.ng patlgraphs.
Heading the list of those books Which, for diverse reaSOD$,demand
more careful considera~on is, 1 think" the Selected Poems of Ezra
Pound. Now I am aware that ~fr. PO\ln~ bas received a great deal of
attention'duringthe past year or so; unfortunately that attention has
been too often directed toward personal peculiadtiesc rather than toward h-is poetry. 'Vith some of those peculiarities I have no Jytnpathy,
though I think I can understand them. Are they not the15ymptoms of
trauma. the misdirected response of' a wounded' and<f>sensitivepel'SOu
to a callous and indifferent society? And is not anti.poeticism, against
which Pound has struggled so gallantly, finally as 'Serious an error as
anti·Semitism? Although 1 am sorry that Pound did not feel, as I do,
that in a truly· poetic world (for the, benefit ofthc scoffers I -concede
that poetic world-may be a kind of beaven)anti~Semitismcould llot
exist, I cannot for this reason reject his poetry. For Pound seems to
L
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me the very prototype of the modem poet-exiled, proud, and lonely
-barricading himself against Philistinism with a wall so. elegantly
beautiful that:we who view his work can only
~
. \Veave a circle round him thrice, • . •
For he on boney-dew hath fed,
And drunk the milk of Paradise.

The extraordinary thing is -tbat with all the confusion and error of
his life Pound should have been able to write so much extraordinary
poetry. I am not concemed here with whether Pound was the school·
master of Yeat~ Eliot, and th~ imagists. or with explication of the
more erudite and allusive passages in his work. Such questions have
been and will be treated by more competent persons. I only wish to
point out that in the Selected Poems I find so many poems which give
me pleasure, poems which I think will yield to anyone with an ear for
the profound sound and meaning of words that kind of magic primi·
tively associated with the very name of poet. l\foreover, I find this delight not only in memorable lines from the more ambitious cantos
b~t also in the less-regarded earlier poems. uThe Coming of \Var:
Actaeon," "The Return:' uTenzone," uThe Lake Isle," "Alba," "Envoi (1919):' uA Ballad of the l\fuJberry Road," all exemplify for me
that debonair artifice, that vigorous grace so typical, I believe, of
Pound's work. Take almost any passage,
And when men going by look on Ra(u
They set down their burdens.
They stand and t,drl their mustaches.

or
And the loose fragrant ca\-endish
and the shag.
And the bright Virginia
loose under the bright glass cases.
And a pair of scales not too greasy.
And the whores dropping in (or a word or two in passing.
For a flip word. and to tidy tbeir hair a bit.

or
\\'hen our two dusts ,dth "'aller's shall be laid,
Siftings on siftings in oblhion.
Till change hath broken down
All.things sa\'e Beauty alone.
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Rudely uprooted from, their C()nt~tas they are. do not.th~·1ines
still retain $Qmething 9£ the exotic ~a~lty. ·the$el1linal· ~n~tgy ~f a,
flower taudystamened in me sun? Andevcn thC$C plucked lines reoveal, I think. Pound's ability to recapture in tonal. living ~osaitthe
glorious shards of the past. Although one inay not recogil,itethe allu.. '
sion or the originalo£the-paraphrase ()t~Jl$la.ti()n.nooXl"e, lbelleve,
can read Pound's poetry ~'ithoutsensingth'C palpable reality he has
given to ~an~sgreat herit2ge. FOf,tbis alone he 'Would desenc our
gratitude. Yet one ca~ot foyget PO\Uldthe innovator.~e great ~x..
periment~r. Setting aside the question of who schoole4whom.• one.
still must recognize in .Pound·$ work· a fertile ,souice of.techniquC$ .
wh{ch have proved and should continue to prove helpful to other
poets. Outright imitation may _be deplorable. if not impossible.Adap·
tation of the more sensational innovations would probably be equally
undesirable. A tareful reading of Pound $ poetry. howev~J.'. will re.. .
wardthe poet~studentwith subtler technique5which$hould function .
germinally in -any kind of poetry. To be more specific; I- believe ,that
even the most doctrinaire disciple of Yvor \Vinterscould learn from .'.
Pound technical meanso£imbuing his work with power and variety
without violating too.seriously the dogmas ·of his own master. How
t

then can we deny that.Ezra Pound. un migUor fabbro"- is one of the .
true colossi. the 'great inseminatolSof modem poetryf
Neither as exciting nor as various in technical range as the poems .
of Pound. the SelecMd Poenu of \Villiam Carlos \Villiamsoffer nevertheless'very real satisfaction. Part of tbat satisfa<:tionforme derives
from the fact that I have developed ata.ste for \Villiams·kindof ,
poetry rather recently. For ye~r though I recognized \Villiams as one
of the masters of modem American prose. I remained blind and d~af
to the quality and $ignificance of his poetry. Only ,aftercarefulre.reading-and here I must acknowledge a debt to twopoet~itiC$IYvor
\Vinters and Edwin Honig-did I begin to understand what Williams
was trying to do. Since ~at initiation. I find \Villiamsoccupyingan
increasingly important place in my private hierarchy of poets. 1\I05t
readers. I think. will appreciate the present volume nOlonty for the
excellent selection of \Villiams· poems but also forme illuminatitig
introduction by Randall Jarrell. I like Jarrell·s warinth andenthu..
siasm. his lucidity and honesty of praise and blallle-qualides which
seem particularly appropriate in evaluating a man so stubbornly
possessed of those same quali~e5. Essentially in agreement with Jar.
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rell's rating of \VilIiams' better poems. I should like to single out another tOe illustrate \VilIiams' method. This poem. uThe Bull," though
slighter than certain other poems which penetrate more nearly man's .
personal and social tragedy, possesses the notable precision of observation and clear integrity of expression always found in \VilIiams'
better poems. Since \Villiams' poems seem to suffer more malformation from piecemeal treatnient than almost any other poems I know,
I shall quote the poem in its entirety. ,
It is in capth·ityringed. haltered, chained

Olympian commentary on
the bright passage of <tal'S.

to a drag
the bull is godlike

-The round sun
smooths his lacquer

Unlike the cows
he lives alone, nozzles
the sweet grass gingerly
to pass the time away

He kneels, lies down

and stretching out
a foreleg licks hinuelf
about the hoof

then stays
with hal£.cJosed e)""es.

.

~.

.

through
the glos.sy pinetrees
his substance hard
as ivory or glassthrough which the wind
pla}-s-o

Milkless
he nods
the hair between his horns
and eyes matted
with hyadnthine curls

The visual pattern itself seems peculiarly appropriate here-clean,
economical. perceptua,lly fitt~ng for the hard, concise, pragmatic observation so unpretentiously, easily, and rightly set in the great emotional continuum of myth. Notice the fine contrapuntal effect of the
first and fourth lines of the stanza. a counterpoint which threads
through the whole poem and which is made more emphatic by the
metrical skill and visual exactness of detail. Notice the sure use of
assonance and consonance and the unexpectedly, though functionally,
placed rhymes. Notice the wayan ordinary expression, Uto pass the
time away," is lifted out of the ordinary both by the concrete accuracy
of the preceding ""nozzles" and "gingerly" and by echo, and extension
in the later lines "Olympian commentary on/the bright passage of
days:' Notice, too. how in the fifth and sixth stanzas "lacquer," "glossy," and "hard/as ivory or glass" evoke through physically correct
impressions that fusion of reality and myth which reaches its climax
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in the final'line,·'with'hyacinthine (UrIs!' NOFQnOne diJmi. tld$ ,
poem without comm~nting on its power to connOte even through

a

,such forthright, empathic description further· symboUc melningthe bull as Nature, onc;e,awesome and august"now. though sull tnJjestic, $ubjectto the Faustian dominance of man and his mundane
daemon, the brazenbuIl of Kierl~nil.. Inadequately as. J:bve un..
doubtedly dealt with,this poem, 1 lurmise··that·IOJne teld~ may
think I have done it sufficient injustice. that my fQgtnentaty' (Om... ,
ments are, a£t~ all, but grotesque reflections in'aaacked Jnin'or.examples of the excess I myself have objected ·to inothet.aiti(:$. And
perhaps it wouid be better to let the .poemstand alone, a candtdand
beautiful tribute to the genius of itstreatof..
'.'
The most popular tayget for recent c:ri~ical attacks would ''Seem to
be that British school of poets which attained considerable eminence·
during the 19S0·S. Changes in taste
decade to deca~e shouldal.. '
ways be expected. Yet surely it is po$$ibleto admite(as ld()} the '
poetry of Dylan Thomas. David Gascoigne. Kenneth· Patdten, and
Theodore Roethle without throwing into the ashcan Auden,'Spen...
der. Lewis. etalii. Audeo, who is not repr~ntedin this review. seems
to me still the most important poet of his group. both because of his
amazing versatility and his ability to transcend his own most obnoxious mannerisms in his best poems. Spender. though nQtso v~rsatile
or prolific as Auden. has produced,! think. equally good poems. That
these better poems may not be found fu Tllt~ Edge of Bting uhardly
an occasion for reproachful keening of a poet's demise. Few poetS tan
sustain steadfast development over ·a comparable span of years., Nor,
should one forget that the past decade with its chronicle of war and
war's bitter aftermath has exacted probably an additional toll in
poetic energy and expression. That this destructive :c;ontext of war
has been shared by most modem poets does not obviate its relevance
to the work of any parti~lar poet. As for Spender, his profoundly
manifest concern with the hopes and betrayals of a war..sbauered~
world seems sufficient to vindicate that relevance. It is true that cer·
tain poems in The Edge 01 Being reflect a more personal, romantic
note, much deplored by some critics. It is also true that the better
poems of Spender have alwa)1i been tinged with romanticism, that .
even these newer poems, though sometimes approaching too tremulously the perfervid O's of Shelley·s abstract, ecstatic Bight, are lyrically effective. affording pleaSant relief from tIte dissonant, density of
much modern poetry. Thematic limitation is more marked, I think•

,
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in the Poems I943-r94'1 of C. Day Lewis. Such nostalgic sheltering J>e.
fore the embers of heart's crumbling hearth should not surprise the
reader who has obsen·ed Lewis' troubled progress round the purgatorial slopes of that magnetic mountain where'so many idealistic
poets with marxist divining ,rods have probed for fool's gold.. If there
is
real surprise for the reader in these new poems, it is for that
careful reader whose ear will detect the decorous restraint of style
which, though degenerating occasional1y to flatulent monotony, will
appear at its best as the authentic, formal concomitant of more subdued subject matter. Both thematically .and formally, there is less
divergence from his earlier work in Louis rtfacNeice's Holes in the
Sky. Yet, somewhat paradoxically, I consider this volume the m~st
disappointing of the three from this particular British school of poets.
Too many of these poems seem too clever, too self.consciously inlaid
with irritating Audenesque mannerisms, too cerebrally ostentatious
at the expense of emotion. Especially objectionable, I think, is the
opening poem, "The Streets of Laredo," a sophisticated, urbaniz~d
adaptation of UThe Cowboy's Lament."
.
The critical acclaim accorded the Collected Poems of \VilIiam Empson arouses at least a twinge of doubt of my own more negative appraisal. Although I appreciate .Empson's scrupulous craftsmanship,
reading his poetry is often for me merely a mole-like tunneling
through a subterranean chaos of roots without ever sensing the
branching green or perfumed bloom above. In some ways one could
compare him, I suppose, with Gerard l\fanly Hopkins, another poet
of limited, but commensurately careful production. But Hopkins
uses technique to convey the tremendous excitement and intensity
of his relationship with God and God's world. \Vith Empson, who is·
attuned to a godless and callous world, an entirely different effect is
intended, I am sure, though sometimes I fear it may be dispersed
somewhere among the annotations. In this small volume Empson has
provided twenty·seven pages of notes for the eighty-four of poetry.
Rather perversely perhaps, I prefer the 'unannotated "Villanelle"
which begins

any

..

.;

It is the pain, it is the pain, endures.
Your chemic beauty burned my muscles through.
Poise of my hands remihded me of }"OUl'S.

Here Empson has aptly adapted the conventional artificiality of form
to his own learned artifice without sacrifice of that immediate emo-
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uon.al impact so,important.in good poetry.~,It isalt1l()S' uthough

Dowson h~d been pouted into anew bottle with ametaphysicallabe1,

aDOwson wh05e vague fin .de sieclttOITOW$llave been intdlectualized

in

and refined" the holocaust of a later «:entUry. .
It would hardly be polite to 'omit theSitWeUsinany.s1ltVey" how.
ever brief, of modem Britishpoefry" Of· ~{issSitwell·$ The Song of .
the Cold.. l can only say that I am wholly insym.pathywithhertbe-malic seriouSness but am not convinced that these poeJh$ .repl'e$ent
any improvement over 'her earlier ~y bar.oque .pottry-poeuy
which, at its best•.suggests a luxurious tapestry woven by agt'Cat lady
to celebrate her high estate and her imaginative delight iilthates..
tate. In all fairness, though. to The Song of the Cold, 1 $U$petttbat
even .the thought of attempting uThree Poems '0£ .th~ 4tomic .Agetl
would be enough to throw· most poets off their' stance into .3. wen~
of unassimilated verbiage and rage.Uncon~rnedwith ·the atomic
age, Sir Osbert SitweU's Four Songs of the Italian Earth seem sturdily
patterned in a timeless fabric of idyllic verse. There is, Qfcourse. a
contrast between the quiet sophistication of style and the simple,
seasonal life portrayed, but that has been true of many j>OeJl1S in many

times.

,

.

Equally concemed with man·s guilt and man·s fate, Robin$OD Jetfers and Archibald ~facLeisb, both poets of recognizedimpOttancein
America, assume quite antithetical vantage points inthe~ poetry.
Robinson Jeffers, viewing the world with· an eagle's arrogant.iDlpersona! eye, seems able to see only flagrant pustules of human evil stark..
Iy delineated against the rock..rib~d, sea·bathed beauty of enduring
Nature. l'facLeish, whose la,chrymose lament betrays the disUlusioned
idealist, stumbles uncertainly among the ashes of ruined ideologies
after that illusory phoenix of huma:s:litarian love arid hope.
Throughout the integral. raging course of his explosive poetic
career, Kenneth Patchen has stood untompromisingly apart.from appeasement and preciosity. \Vhatever bis defects (his h)'$terical cres. ccndos and pounding. merciless anathema areperha}>s too much in
evidence in Red lVine and Yellow Hair), Patchen is yet a poet of
power and originality and at times, as in certain lyriCS of Fir$t lVill
and Testamentl of, surprising subtlety and delicacy. Vigorous in a:
quiet unPatdlen-1ike manner. Peter Viereck is. the: poet favored by
many critics as most likely to succeed•. There is no doubt Flbout Viereck's cleverness or the scope of his technical ability. but for tne his
poems sometimes degenerate into lively versions of intelleetualleger-
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demam where word it swifter than eye. more agile than wit. but not

;

,

J:

. incbiveor profound enough to alter the pulsation of that emotional
bloodstream which nourishes imagination. Although among the most
articulate in his opposition to cerebral ingenuity in poetry•.Kenneth
Rexroth does no Particular service either to his fierce espousal of the
new romanticism or to his truculent aspersion of heretical contemporaries by publishing his early poems in The Art of Worldly IV;sdom.
Only the knowledge that Rexroth can write and has ....T itten much
better poetry extenuates the diffuse and plotted monotony of this
rather pretentiously titled book. As self.consciously experimental as
Rexroth (who affirms his "advanced position" in his personal introduction) and a! de\'oted to her particular cult-Activism. whose governingprindple. explicated by lV. H. Auden in his magnanimous
introduction. predicates an autonomy of connotative values in language and imagery-Rosalie r.fQOre creates in The GrllSshoppe~$
Alan and Other Poems a kind of ectoplasmic poetry which at once
titillates the reader with subliminal graces and befuddles with its
aura of lingual chicanery.
To turn briefly to poets writing in a more conservative tradition.
one is confronted immediately with the name of Elizabeth Daryush.
lVhether or not she is, as Yvor lVinters asserts, "one of the few distinguished poets of our century," there is no doubt, I think. that
l\frs. Daryushmoves in the lyric form with a metrical and verbal finesse which most good poets will recognize and applaud. Ann Stanford, another poet bearing \Vioters' crochety stamp of approval.
seems to me seldom able to compass within her pleasing restraint of
manner those translucent overtones which irradiate great poetry.
Comparatively unacclaimed, Pauline Hanson's achievement in The
FOretfer Young is nonetheless remarkable. ClQut of time and into
timelessness," these quatrains stand like sculptured guardians of mind
against the heart's insidious treachery.
The while, in my too little love, my own
Lifts in his granite face of grief the stone
Of the forever )"oung who now in m}'
Forgettingdie u~lmowingand unknown.

Though no one quatrain in a sequence so closely interlinked can convey the poem's meticulous consummation, these lines should suggest
that Tlte Foret'er foung is minor poetry of more than minor ord~.
Among the anthologies of recent poetry one can hardly overlook
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the New British Potlseditedwith'an inttoductionby-K~neth}lex",
toth and the New Irish Poeuedited by Devin A. Gurity. Of the two.
Rexroth-s New British Poet,s is. I think,themoreitnpottant.The Pl'O"
nounted bias Rexroth nianifestst 'bOth in his inttoduction and in his
$elections, toward poetry Qfromantic, penonalist ttndena.e$ for..
tunately precludes neither' a fair tepresentation of younger. les$ fa..
miUat British poets. nQr the inclusionofindividuaUy brilliant poem$.
nor the value .which such an anthology should have for American
readers and poets interested in the new direction many British potu
ate taking. Agteat anthology ofa great poetic period. Norman AUlt-,
edition of Eliiabethan Lyric-$ is too well known among poets and
scholars to need comment beyond one's appreciation for thisbeauti..
fully printed and carefully revised Atnerican edition.'
.
Admitting regretfully, asI must. the diminished tole which poetry
plays in the life and times of modern man,
still imagine no more
excited pleasure than the di$COvery. of indubitable poetic genius or
surpassingpoomise. It is entirely possible that I have missed$ucha
discovery both in the books already discussed and in those l'emaining
volumes which must gO unmentioned becal.l5e ofspa.t~al1imitation$.
That transcendent. fusion of skill, ·passion. and imagination wbi.ch .
constitutes great poetry is difficult to accomplish and sometimeial·
most as difficult to recognize. \Vhateverthe errors of my critical mirror. I can still discern in mid-eentury poetry ~nough of talent,£Qrmal
dexterity. bighseriousncss. and beauty to assure the modern poet his
place as acolyte in those ancient. nearly forgotten Tites which celebrate man's digtiity. m:tn's nobility, and man's humanity·to manthe only rites through which mankind can hope to thwart the vora·
clous appetites of the brazen bull.

t"".:::'_ •
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Cumulative Index --- Bick Volumes
'Vork on the Cumulative Index (Vols. I·XlX" 198'1-1949).. previously
announced. is progressing. \Ve expect to have it ready for distribution sometime next Fall. Because of its bulk. the Index will be pub..
lished separately. but using the same paper and size of the Quarterly.
so tbat it may be bound in. Copies will be mailed free of charge only
to subscribers~ and on reqtlest•.
BaCk issues of tbe Quarterly are now available except: Vol.. II, NO.1
(1932); Vol. III. Nos. I, 2. 4 (1933); Vol..IV, No~ 1(1984); and Vol.
XIII, Nos. 1,2 and 4 (1943). Single issues:$1.oo.1ilorders of four or
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inside back cover in .Tegardto theout..oj..print issues. The price of the
eight rare issues therein listed will, however, be tbe same as that given
above. The Quarterly is willing to stand a loss on these issues. in order
to supply tbem to libraries and collectors.
~
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tI

A GUI;'DE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST, XXXIII

rJ"\u S

I

I
i

a service of the University of New
l\fexico's Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations of the Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs. the Department of Sociology, and the New Afex;cd Quarterly. attempts to
list, with such thoroughness as time and resources permit. current materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined,
includes all of New l\fexico and Arizona. and parts of Texas. Utah.
Oklahoma. Colorado, Nevada and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; 0>' is used to indiCate materials
on the juvenile level.
In order to conserve space and avoid needless repetition, recurring
items of a general nature will be listed only once a year. and for the
same reason items from periodicals that are indexed in The Read~r'
Guide to Periodical Literature, The Education Index, and the Industrial Arts Index have been omitted.
Included in this issue are mainly those tides which were published
or came to our attention between December 1. 1949. and February
28. 1950.

~

BIB L lOG R. A P II Y"
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.
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$15.00.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES
AND DOCUllENTS
AGR.ICULTURE AND llANCHING
"Agricultural prica." Federll' Resm.oe

B.n" of KtmSU City.. ltlonthly
35a ·!. Jan. 51, 1950.

Review~

w.

B.ua. GJ:ORG~
Jlri:on411~lture,
,19'0, production, income lind costs.
Arizona Agricultural Expetiment Station. Bulletin. 126. Tucson, 1950BltoWN. J. B.The contour-el,ee" method
01 orchtiTd irrigation, ra"Ued by J. C.
Mart. California Agricultural £'xlension
Setvice. Circular, 73. Berkeley, Revised
Dec. 1949HENDklCX50S, A. H. A.~D F. J. VDIIMEY0. Irrigation experiments witl. oliva.

,

)

California AgricuTlUral E.xpcriment Station. Bulletin. 115. Berkeley. Dec. 1949.
1sltAnsEN. V. L "Trucking supplanting
rail in movement of agriculturiU prod.
uct, in Utah:· Farm and Home SCIence,
10:6·'1. 15-14. Dec. 1949LEVENDECXD. P_J. J.'erticillium wilt' on
cotton in New Mexico. New Mexim Agricultural £.x~riment Station. Press
Bulletin. 10!2. Nov. 1949.
McDo:'iAW. J. E. A."'iD J. F. Ftl00£.. Jfgricultural insedicid~$ and fungicides in
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Experiment Station. Circular, lIS. Dec.
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MA.~N. LoUIS K. AND P. A. MINCES. "Experiments on setting fruit with growthregulating substances on field·grown to·
matoes in California:· Hilgardia, 19:
Sog-337. Dec. 1949.
NoRJUS. J. J. EUed of rodents, rabbits,
and cattle on two vegetation types in
semidesert range land. New Mexim Agricultural E.'l(perimcnt Station. Bulletin.
353. Jan. 19~0.
"RainfalL" Federal Reseroe Ban" 01
Kansas City. Monthly Review, Ma-G.
Dec. 31. 1949. Statistics of precipitation
in the Tenth Federal Resen-e District.
1939-1948. shOWing relation to cash
farm income and flood damage.

S!lum. H. V. A.-.D omns. The chcmitcl
oompotilion 01 nprematfltitoe JlriWl'l4l

wllters. Arizona AgricultUral Experiment Station. Bulletin. 115. Tuoon.
Nov. 1949.
STORER,. TRAcy I. Control 01 field ro·
denu in Cali/omi•• California Agricultural Extension Service. Circu1ai. 138.
Berkeley. Rc\'iJc:d Nov. 1949.
SnOKA.-.. G. N. A.1'IiD o-mns. Pi,.to bell,.

breeding int-estigatiol'l$ in New Mexico.
New Mexico Agricultute Expedment
Station. Bulletin. 354. Jan. 1950.
TIIOMAS. W. PaDroN. "What is Ihe outlook for Utah agriculture in 1950r"
Farm and Home ScienceI 10:1, 14.16.
Dec. 1949.
WIiITFIUD. QIAU.ES

J.

A.~'D

OTHDS.

Gra:ing studies on tl,e .4.mllrillo consen'fltion experiment station. Texas Ag.
ricultural E.xperiment Station. Bulletin.
717. Dec. 1949.
.
.
WINSLOW1 DAVID C. "Classification of
farm, in the Southwest:' Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, 30:lGg"174.
Dec. 1949.
ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY,
AND SOCIOLOGY
.
B.o\IJ)WlN. GoRDON C. '"Archaeological
sun-ev in Southeastern Utah:· Southwestern Journal 01 Jfntllropology, 5:593404. Winter 1949·
Bl.'ItGII. RoaEllT F. uA Fremont basket
maker house in Dinosaur National
Monument:· Tree-Ring Bulletin, 16:.
19-20• Jan. 1950.
BtrRltiA. JonN. H. "The present status of
Spanish.Americam in New Mexim:' So·
Clal Forces, 28: 13!·~S8. Dec. 1949.
CUTEJt. GEORGE F. "Evidence for pleistocene man in Southern California:'
Geographical Revi~, 4°:8..-101. Jan.
1950CoLBEllT. EDWIN H. "Ancient life of
Northern New Mexico:· £1 Palacio, 57:
3-9. Jan. 1950.
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DtlTros, Bnnt\ P.

tt~{l,lteUm ~h'es

Tawean. AtlaU." El P«l4dol 5'1:g. Jan.

195°·
"
HL....WJOO.'i. AuczCouIN•. ·'WhyPu.
eblo tulture is dying:' A,"ericwn Inditm•.
S:l5*16,I!.Ug·
-

,XmDO. A. V. A.ll>iD otnDl. ThePtndle..

ton Rtlin,Hidlllgo County, NnJ Af~

-mftseUibit:tt J=et:' £1 :P~f>.. 57~

it-aStIan, t9~o..

G~u. AuEtT

.

n . . ~YCL .'/t., teli~ot

the eati(ott\lagold tuSb:'.MdrDJ'Olit.,..
~t1,l.St'Um of Art.-Bvlldi",.:8:U'''lll,
Dee. 1949. Amatble statUe xepte:te:nttog
CaUfomi:ll" by'Hiram Powcxs, d.attd
1858.
"
Jtw;\"~ J. E\'tTtS. :·Bi~ ~l:~ ;Sou'h..

ico. Carnegie lnSUtute bf Washin~.
Contributions to American Anthropol- tl:trt RtVitw..S5:xai-X1V,WUltef 1{)50.
~ and History.'SO, 1949- (Publication Revi~ of Cattle empire.. by I.ewb Notdyke.
'
58S)
K!.ucxIIOlls, CLYD£ A!'<'l) J:\..~INE

CHAP-

PAT RO$ENZWIJG. ·'Two Namod1lldren
O\'er a 1i\-e.)~r period." AmeriCl%n lour.

Iuw. ECGE.lIJE F.uAnot«: ()nthe Tabor
o~ Bouse, Wdvllle. <:.olotado,··

nestem Speech.. t4:16*1'1,j:&0. 1950.
.
nal 01 OrthoPl)'cllitttry, 19:166'1,8. JACUOS.joUNB. ·'The S~niJb puebl~
AprillM9' .
laUaq'." Soutlnt'tst Rtvlew~. 55:19-,6.
McDoSAlJ), BoYD. ··DaUas· and deca" , Wintet'. 1950. Criddsmof reatonal at,.
. ,
deuce'" Southwaf Rtt.:iew, !5;1.(), Win- chitt<:ture.'
. ter1950.
LA. FAtG£, OUVEl. "Beats fitemckers
UpctrORlypbs teproduced for exhibi. all hollow:' New Mt.:cicoQw.r.tn'Iy Be.. ,
tion.'· El PalllCioI 57:l7. Jan. 1950ttiew, 19:.1S1-4S'1. Winter 1949•. Short
story.. on thetne ~finter-(ultuW tel~..
S.~UNDDS. LYLE. The SPfanish Jptding
population 01 Tex.,. Inter-Ainerican tions.
Uucation. Occasional Pa~. 5. Austin. M~G;\.lIJ. 1ltn'1I. "From Colorado iothe
Univenity of Texas Press. Dec. 1949gulf.n Soutlnc~st Review.~5:'1t"1.S.'Wi~
tet 1950. Revl~ .of Laura Gilpu'l:I' Rio
SCHt.IUlA.IIl, EDMUND. "A. dated beam
Grandt.
'.
from Dinosaur National 'Monument-"
Tree-Ring Bullttin, 16:11J-lg,Jan. 1950. ROBI, MAJlCAuT. ··Theopeningof
SHULMAN, DAVlD. "Some california con· Elitch's Gatdens..·Wtstem.Spctcli, 14:
tributions to the American \·Oca~u1ary." 18'19, Jan. 1950. Tileaue hIStory.
A.mmcanSpeech, ••:164-167. Dec. 1949. TANNEil. CLAM LEE. "Conte01poraryIndian, an." Ari:o.na HigllWlI)'S, :t6:U*19,
SItIWSA.,U, ROIEJt.T L.,*"Forms of coop'
~
ention and mutual aid in a Czech. Feb. 1950.
American, runt community'" South.. TItuMSO, Tuuos M....oos. "'Her can..
western Social Scimce Quarterly, 30: vases are windows," Dtstrt. 1S:.1*I,.
Match i950. Matjode Tietjens.
'
ISS-1S7, Dec. 1949.
WENDORF, Fam. UThe Flattop sitc in the Wou, BLlIl, uRa)1Dond Jonson:' New
ltfe:cicoQuafterly Review, 19:4*7'",0.
Petrified Forest National Monument'"
Winter 1949- .
'
Plate«u, 21:45-51. Jan. 19.50.
WYNN. DllDr.EY. ""The 'We~n Against itARTS AND LITERATURE
self'" New Afe'¢ico QU41ttrly Review,
AD.\Ilt) JOILlIJ. uFolk arts." New' !tfe:cico
19:51"516. _Wintet 1949. 'Review of
Quart~11 Review, 19:516'519. Winter
Rotky Mountain dtits.
lMg. Review of New !tfexico village
, BIBLIOGRAPHIES
arts,. Americ4ft f011c art, and Egyptian
sen'tlnt statues. SUELTOS, WILYA LoY, ·'Cheddistof
BoYD. E. "A New Mexico retablo and New Mexico publications:' New .ltfexico
it! Mexican prototype'" El PalDcio, 56: Historical Review, %5:51.,,,,. Tan. 1950 •
Fourth patt. To be continued:
'
S55-M7, Dec. 1949·,
TuLLy,
MAltJOIU£
A."iO
JUANB.1tW..
An
BoYD. E. "The niiio perdido painter:'
annotated
bibliographYQI
S~nish
folkEl Palacio, 57: 10'1•• Jan. 1950.
lore in New ltIe:<ico ~2ftd SoulhemCoro""Denver Art Museum has new Schleier ,rado. New Mw(,O Unh'Cl'Sity.PubUcaMemorial..' !tfuseum Nt!Ws, 17:1·2, Jan. lions in Language ,and Literature, 3.
1. 19.50.
Albuquerque, Univetsityo£ New' Mcx"
Dunos. BEilTlIA P. "'Indian arts and ico Press, 1949.
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Bo~A.""t G~~ t·.Tennic A\uy." El P.ltlClo,.!S6:36t.!6!. Dec. 1!H9.
DA\'DlIOS" U\-r;rtt J."COlorado'. hall

of: fame:' c;olorllilo ¥c(wne, 17:15-35.

Jan. 19SO.'

McLAIN. C~ "Fairest of the fair."
..4rimJUJ HI&,htAf4yl, .16:4'9. Feb. 1950.
Jacque Alercel". MiiI America. 1949.
. "J. 0" Seth.•• El Palaeio, 57:18'10, Jan.
1950·
~1E1llDlTH, Etw, "Three distingubhed
figures of the early Rocky Mountain
N~~
..... ColfJrddo. ~tagtW.one, "7:34-49.
Jan. 1950, BIOgraphical sketches of Fred,;.
erick A. Meredith. Thomas M. Patteridn. and John Arkins.
Mttu.ueut, Nnr.. "Printer of old Tuscarora:' Duerl, 15.17'51, Jan. 1950.
Cl)"de Terrell. publi5her of the TollO'
~h, Nevada. Times-Bonanza.
R05ENFUDi AUDT. "Dean Braman. appointed A. &: M. President." New Mexico Selwol Ret.';ew, 19: 8.15. D«. 1949.
Biographical sketch of John W. Bran·
IOn.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BASS. W. G. "Arizona wild Bowers," Ari:on4 Big/llvays, 16:11'17. Jan- 1950.
B&U.. MAkY. "Dignity and elegance
amonK the rocks," Desert. 15:17. March
1950. Wild Bowers.
Buro. JUTfJUK N~ A.~D HAIlolJ) A. DUNDEE. "Reptiles collected in the vicinity
of Las Vegas. New Mexico:' Tile Great
Basin Naturtzlist. 9:55-57, Dc:c. 50. 1949.
Coot. BWIE B. AND onlEn. "The influence of se:nonal and other factors on the
acc1:ptabilit)' and (ood \-a1ue of the meat
of two spectes of California deer and of
antelope:' Hi/gardia, 19:165-184. June
1949FEnEL. C.UOL M. AND HOWoUD R.
well. "Food habits of the p'ron~-horn
antelope of California:' Cal.fornllJ Fish
and Game, 56::n·16. Jan,
FUfJlY, ALVIN G. !'Range extensions for
two West Tex.u snakes." Copeia. 1949:
293. Dec. 15. 1949.
GlOSS. ALFIUDO. "Nesting of the Mexican Jay in the Santa Rita Mountains,
Arizona," Tile Condor. 51:241-149. Nov.
1949·
HAIlMSlO~. FIlED C. "An annotated llit
of mosquito records from Colorado:'

Im'O. '

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss2/1

The Greu 1JcIifJ N"ur&luf, 9:65"15.
30. 1!H9'
.
Hk;c;rss, ETIIlt. BAILEY. Annot"td distributiolUll lut o/llte fent$ .114 /f-~
ing pl."t$: of $a: Diqo Co.,nty~ c.ziforfti.. San Diego Society of Natural HislOry. Occuional Papcn, 8. Nov. 1949UWUNCE. GEOKr. Eo. "The diving and
feeding activity of the ,Vestem Grebe
on the breeding grou~" Th, Condor,
Dcc.

51:3-16. Jan.-Feb. 1950.
Mosso". GAt.& "Recent notes from the
lower Colorado River ValIer of Arizona
and California:' The Condor, 51:t61165, Nov. 1949.
.
~{UENCHfJO\'C!. UAdventures in a desert ~en." lksert. 15:11-14. Jan. 1950The Boyce ThomplC>n Arboretum. near
Superior. Arizona.
PATI'DSOS. Roaur L AND DlI.'IRT
CuM. uSage RfOUJC in the WesL·· 11',ominK Wild Life, 15:10-13. 57'58. Nov.
1949SiCILIANO. SAMUlI.. "Patrol on the Kola
Range. n ....riZOM. IVildli/e Sportsman,
II :8'9. 13. 15. Jan. 1950. Fish and Wildlife Service in \'uma County. Arizona.
S~nm. RAy F. AND A. E. ~nCIttUACHEIt.
"The dC\"elopment and behavior of
popUlations of diabrotlca ll-punctata
m foothill areas of California-" Enlomologiccl Society 01 .... merial. ....nnals,
42:497'510. Dc:c. 1949.
.
W'ATEltFAU.. U. T. "Some additioDl to
the Oklahoma Bora:· Rhod~ 51: Ig14. 35-4 1 • Jan•• Feb.• 1950.

11
i

CONSERVATION AND
RECLAMATION
ABJt..Ul5. bNur R. "Is Texas running
dry?" Public Utilitie$ FortniKhtl" 45:
79-86. Jan. 19. 1950•. Statistics and discussion of the water supply problem in
Texas.
CHARES. RALPIL "Bureau of Reclamation investigations in New Mexico,"
New Mexico Professioncl EnKineeJ'cnd
Contractor, 1:9, 10'11, Jan. 1950.
COItBE1T, MACK. "'Vater users' region:'
Reclamation Era, 56:10-11.
1950.
Repon of irrigation erojccu 10 Bureau
of Rcc1amation's Region 4.
LInoN. MOUISON W. "New Crops for
Western Texa" Soil Conserwtion, 15:
160-162, Feb. 1950.
"Rio Grande compact.·· New Mexico

J
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"The Colorado Rl\"eI' storage projcct:'
IVotern Construction NOL'J, ~5:7'"75.
Feb. 15. 1950.
"Declaration of policy-New Mexico
Mineo, and Prospectors Association.
19.i~ cOD\"CIltion. SU\"eI' City. N.

rQu of ~tina. Report of Inl"C'Stigations.

4607.Dcc. 1949-

Bt~H. EIL,LST E. A.~D J. D. L.",,"UOItJ).
"Liquid fuelS from Colorado oil sb:l1e."
Mints Maga:.ine, 40:65-71. 115. Dee. •
1949·
New lUe:ciaJ. ,Miner and Prospector, 11: COunT. EDWI!i H. '"The- beginning of
7-8" Feb. 191)0.
the ~Re of dinos:lunin Nonhem AriENuv. NOlUtA.. .. "Colorado plateau zona'" PI4Zte4u, U:37-45. I,m. 1950.
uranium-worked principally from CIlOUCR. Rosmr W. "Pliocene mtracoda
small mines it prcscntJ some specialized from Southern Cillfomia." Journal 01
problcJm:' Mining JVorld, lZ:l()015, Paleontology, !5:594'599~ Nov_ 1949·
Feb.lmiO•
EuaNOOU'. H.uotD B. "Water. New
ItUMU, CRAun A. AND H, F. MItI:.&
York City an~ the So~thy;cst." NnJ
/tl;n;ng methods and P!'aelices at the Mexico ProlemofUll Engineer and ConIron Kin~ .Mint, Sludtuc1c Denn Mining tractor, 1:11. 14. Mardl 1950.
Cor1H!ratlOn, Yavapai County, ~riwna.
Jostrll J. AND onmtS. "WherryU. S. Bureau of 'Mines. Information Cir- FAIIEY.
itc, a new mineral from the Mammoth
cular. 7559. Jan. 19Eio.
Mine, Arizona." ~meric4Zn Miner41ogist,
"Nevada mine revenue drops as output 35:95·08, Jan.-Fcb. 1950.
gains.'" Western Mineral Survey. 11:1.', GILLULV, JANES. The ~io mining disFeb. 10, '950.
trict, .-fri::.ona. U. S. Geological SUl'Y"y.
"New Mexico's largest mine at Santa Professional Paper, 109. Supplement.
Rita c9pper producer since early in ISth [MBT. RoBDt.T F_ AND S. V_ McCoLLUM.
ccntul'}'''' New Mexico Miner and Pros- "Todd ~ field. Crockett County.
pe€toT;, 12:5-4. 8, Jan. 1950.
Texa5." ~merican .-fMooation of Petrol"Perlite, coming non·metallic:·· Mining eum Geologists. Bulletin, 54:159-161,
""orld. 11:22·14. Dec. 1949Feb. 1950.
"R.ecovery in bank loans." Federal Re· Jom'iso.~. J. 1LuLAN. itA Pcrmian algalsenre Banlc of Kansas City. Monthly Re- 10raminifCral conmnium from Wat
view, 54:1-3, Nov. 50. 1949.
Texas:' Journal 01 Paleontology, 24:
ROIIMA.. .. AaTlItIL "Outlook for natural
61·62, Jan. 1950.
gaJ industry in California:' Public VlilKEu.Ev. V. C. Geology and economics
itie! Fortnightly, 45:209-221. Feb. 16, 01 New Mexico iron·ort dejJosits. New
ImiO.
Mexico Unh-ersity. Publtcatiom in
Geology. z. Albuquerque. Unh"eI5ity of
ROOT, W"DSAY F. "New Mexico's first
highway tunnel." New Mexico Profes- New l\[exico Press, 1949.
sional Engineer and Contractor, 2: 16. KOSCIIMANN. A. H. Stnlcluml control of
Jan- 1950tI~e gold delx>sits 01 the Cripple Creek
U. S. ~artment of Commerce. Coun- district. Teller County, ColoriuJo. U. S.
ty bwiness patterns, first quarter. 1948. Geological Survey. Bulletin,9l>s-B. 1949.
Part II, State rt!ports: No. a. Ariwna; LAasE.. .. £SPDl S. Jit. "The relation beNO.4. California; No. 26. N~ada; No. tween earth movements and volcanism
29. New Mexico; No. 42. Vtall. U. S. in the San Juan Mountains of ColoGovernment Printing Officc. 1949- Sta- rado:' American Geophysietrl Union.
tistics of business establishments, em- Transactions, 50:861-860. Dec. 1949ployment and taxable payrolls. by in- McKIM. V. CAL\1)s. "The history of the
austry groups.
seismological station at Fresno, CaliforWOOD. JOliN A. "New Mexico's perlitc
nia:' SeismologiCQI Society Of ~mtrietr.
industry:' New Mexico Professional En- Bulletin, 59:159-141, OCt. 1949.
gineer and Contractor. a:S-g. 21-22,
MAIlER, JOliN C. A.~D JACS B. CoLuNs.
March 1950"Prc-Penmylvanian geology of Anadarko basins." World Oil, 119: 611'0. Dec.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1949BEltLlNDl. M. HOWARD. Investigation of
the Harding tantalum·lithium deposits. MILLEJl. A. K. AND omns. "Some MissisTaos County, New Me:dro. U. S. Bu- sippian cephalopods from Central and
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Cali/omic, U. ~ Bureau of
Mines, Report of In\'CStigations, 4599Dec. 1949- _
'
MttaDOCH. JOSUll AND
J, FAHEY.
"Gtooelite. a new find from Califor-

JOSll'H

nia."' ~meriCCJl Minudlogist, Sl:8U8~8f- Nov.-nee. 1949.
PERINS, At.nm M. uSouth-eentral New
Mexico's sink boles and craters:' EGrth
Science Digt~t, 4:5-11. Dcc. 1949.
"Rat~a.rth deposit f~und in Califor-'
Dia:' Earth Scaence Digest, 4al. Dec.
1949·
Snu."'l, TllOMAS A_ GtoloJ',Y 4ftd fluorsfJ4r deposit of tl,e St~ Peters Dome
District, Colorado. Colorado Scientific
Society. Proceedings. "01. 15. No.6. Den\'cr, 1949.
STOQI, L W. "on and ground water in
high Rocky Mountam structures."
Mines 1tfagC%int, 39:61-6{. Dec. 1949TwETo, OGDEN. StratigrtJphy of the Ptm-

do crtiJ. EAgle County, Colorado. Colo..
r:tdo Scientific Society. Proceedings. vol.
15: 00. 4, Denver, 1949.
U. S. Geological Suney. S'Urface water
supplY of the Unittd SttJta, 1911. Part

7: Lower Mississippi Ruoer B4rin. Wa-

"57

GOVERNMENT ANDPOLlTICS

llt.~. ~fQlU5. ··~.(JaIQtetf-lo\"Cttl ..
ment." AmnicwJi llle,.i» ~:I'~IS.. 19t9-

Q)1ttS'. fn.xx, S.'··lodian 'le1f-go\'tm~
tnent." :4mfflt."lrulian~ 5:5-'" 19t9.
DouAll~. Tau, ~rAdlUitiUtrationOf"C-

hide ,13."-' affecting c1ruc;b Ut California," StllteGOt'tmmetlt.. ~J:181'!.81.19t.

lkc.l94g.,

'
GUklWOS.1M N.flAtport to the New
Mexico Garne and Fish CoIrlmi..ibn.··
Fly .and $.h~ll.. sao'18, itt.. Jan. 1950. '
"The-Gabdc:1Jon~l't,aco~tnsalion
of the sUr\-cy of die New ~{exi(O De..
~rtment {)f Game and
sh~ll, ~:8-10.
1950.

Jan.

Fish...' Fly.tld

H.urn. ALLAN G. uEc-ono:tnie uctorsin

self-gon:mment:' Amtricftn Indian, 5%

l1-U.1949·
JOIIN."proba.tion, in <;:alitornla. self ,an:al)"Sis.'· Focw, 19:t..G, Jan,

SCltAPPS,

195°·
HEALTH
L. ~D onttu;nThe'

BLUN, H£..l\llUK

1948epidcmicof poUOIn}'eliwin San

Diego County, cauronua!' St""tord
Mediazl Bulletin, 7aGg-li9.Nov, 194.9ZECk. JA-JoIES. "Financi:at aid and case..
work services to thetubereuloUJ ~tient
and family-5an Antonio plan:· Public
He41t1, Reports, 64:154,1-1559, ~ I.
1949-

WSTOltY,
BECUD. MUlo."<l. "When Stage roaches
came to V~eclta:' Desert, lsat-14.
Jan. 1950.

ter-Supply Paper, 1087. 1949: PartS:
Wtstern Gull of Mexico basins. Watersupply Paper. 1088, 1949: Part 11: PacifiC ClIA\u. FRAy AAGELlOO, "New Mwro
slope basins in CtJli/omia. Water..supply place·names from' S~Uh proper
Paper. log1, 19{9.
, names:· El Palacio, 56:5&;"S8" Ike.
.
U. S. Geological Survey, Water levell 1949·
end drtesian prtssurt: in obstruction CIIA\'EZ, Fuy A"<lGELlOO, "New Mexico
wells in the United Statts in z9f6.Part religion! place names other than those
6: Soutln.vistem statts and temtory Of of saints:' El PaladoI51:1~".t6,jan.1950,
Hatl!aii. Watcr-supply Paper, 1076• 1949.
Ctss£.. JOSAll CIIL\D. "A,.m-,' tbe 1?1ains
."West Texas leads in regional ~pbysi and in Nevada Ci~, Journal of Jooah
cal activity'" World Oil, 15°:61, Feb. 15. Girard Cisne:' ColorQdo /tfitglJ%ine, 17:
195°· '
49-57, Jao. 1950., Introduction and bio..
WL~. Osc.u OsaUL"'l._ "LoS Angeles. grapbi<2l sketch by ~{rs. A. T. Cisne.
its aquatiC life lines'" Journal of Geol· DUSE.,...EDY. WlWAM."ConstitutioDl
ogy, 49:45-56, Feb. 1950of early and modern, AmericaJistoek
growers' :wociations:· SouthwtJttm
YOtISGQUlST, WAL~ "The cephaloPQd
fauna of the White Pine shale of ~e· liistorical Quarterly, 55:156-175. Jan.
"'ada: supplemeot." Joum41 0/ Paleon- 195°·
FEaGUSON. DA."'l. "The antecedents of
tology, 13:615-616. Nov. 1949.
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AUltinCol~rSOUth'll/ntem. Hutorl,41. Q.Uiltferly, 5':*39·t54. Jan. 1950.
FtRIRm, Mnu H."ThePresident'.
mediation comuaiaion and the Arizona
c~ePer. strike,.g}.1." Southwestern SotUilSritnte Q.&ulTlerly;, 30:1'15-18., Dee.
1949.
FUDrA.'af, W. G_ ··W. G. Freeman', reo

p«?ft on the eighth mill~ department,
edited by ~J. L Crimrnin.... Southwestern Hittoncill Quarterly, 5S:SOS-,19.
..,,' Jan. 195<t.. Continued from earlier iMues.
HAwoam. AI.. "He explored the unknown COlorado:' Desert, 15:5-10, Jan.
1950. 11-tl, Feb. 1950. Lt. JOteell C.
I,"es- exploration of the Colorado River
to detetmine its navigability.
HONDOS, JOHN HD~"TEL UDiary of a
. young man in Houston, 18S8,," edited
by AiadrewForest Muir. Southwestern
HistoriClJl Quarterly, 5,:176.SO'1, Jan.
1950KNAus, CRAnES L "Santa Rita del
Cnbre trail:' New Mexico Professional
Engineer tJnd· Contractor, l a 1. Feb.
195°·
Muu.ucn, NEtt.. uBuckboard da)"S at
Silver ReeL" Desert, IS:41l. March 1950.
OPLEJl, MoUls EDWARD A.1\l1) CATHnINE
H. OP1.EL ..ltfesca1ero Apache hinory in
the Southwest:' New Mexico Historical
Review, Isa-56• Jan. 1950.
PHELPS, F'aEDEJuCK E. "Frederick E.
Phelps, a soldier's memoirs." edited
with inuoduction by Frank D. Reeve.
New Mexico Histoncal Review, 15:57·
56. Jan. 1950. To be continued.

PO~TE~FIELD

IL\Qv. itA rena.bIance gentleman in Texas•. notes OIl the life and
library of Swantc Palm:' SQllthrument
Historical Q.lUlrterlY,5S:115·t,8. Jan..
1950Rm>. Eant K. "Loring Pasha of the
Mounted Rifles'" El PClGCio, 57:15-1'/.
Jan. 1950.
SnNClJIt, Fun C. "The birth of the
·Colorado state lOng:' ColOTado MGgtl:ine, .7:61-61, Jan. 1950•
State Historical Society of Colorado•.
"Report of the President. John Evans:'
Colorado MtlgtUine, S1:1-8.Jan. 1950.
VA.,... LJr..T. Vlc:roa J. ·'Notes on the history and de\1:1opment of the Maxwell
Land Grant." N"ew Alexico· Professional
Engineer tlnd ContTlZCtOT, 1:5-6, ~4-15.
Feb. 1950•.
RANJON,

MISCELLANEOUS
KaANz, FItANCD. "National lVestern."
Saddle and Bridle, 15:41, 110, Feb. 1950.
National Western Hone Show, Den\ocr"
Colorado. Jan. IS-II. 1950. •
MITCHELL, JOHN D, "LOst mines and
buried treasures: Ftenchie's lost gold
ledge:' Mining World, 11:16, 65•. Dec.
1949·
POWAJt.5, J. W. '·Western experiences
mostly in Cripple Creek:' Colorado
Maga:;ne, 17:58-61, Jan. 1950.
RUMSEY. ivAN 'C. "Wherry biII housing
for the armed forces at Sandia-Kirtland
bases." New .Mexico PI'ofessiorud Engineer and Contractor, 1:8-10, Feb. 1950.
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"A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF THE SOUTHWEST"

.1
1

From 1M2 to 1948 reprints of this bibliography were made as working copies for
libraries and students. A few copies are still available as follows:
No~.

1·4 (:md ed. revised and bound together in mimeographed form). post-

paid. So cents each.
Nos. 9"27 (Nos. 17-18 joint issue), postpaid. 15 cents each.
Nos. 5. 6. 7 and 8 are out of print.
Those interested may order from:
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continued from pagt z,*o
America he has exhibited widely. in.
cluding the internationalprint show
at the MuseUm of Modem Art~ 1949.
and more recently at the Corcoran
Gallery. lVasJUngton, and Kleeman
Galleries. New York. In all. lOrile
thirty American museums and lev·.
era! important 'collectors own. his
prints.
Yunkers was editor and publisher
of the Stockholm art magazines. C.,e4l··
tion (194:1) and Ars (194:2), and the
latter's art portfolios (1942"1946),
and has published anicles in Swed·
ish, English and 'Cuban perlodic:aIs.
A book of his on color-,,"OOd·block..
printing is scheduled (or publication
by Lear.
He plans to establish an artwork..
shop in New Mexico. QuOting from
a recent letter to1heEditor: '."\Vhile
the 'an' school is adapted to teach
technical skill. the ~"OJ'bhopcanen.
compass, be}'Ondtechnieal brilliance,
a truly creative articulation; avoid
technically perfect trivialities. I don'~
believe that 1 would like to build a
'schoor in.the sense that it is an anistic form of a central station on a
weekend. 1 think of a ·worksbop'
where mature people meet, exchange
their experience, distill th~ir emotions,and arrive at some kind ot t;Om·
mon trUth. As for my wanting to create this kind of a workshop in the
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--....

·Southweat-it .teelJU. t<i me ()hvjOU$
that tbe sOuth.~t (:C)ntains aU· the

potcnulliues. and th~reforenee<U '.
tIlediUinto ptoject iueUr
In the Gatletyo[ the~ COUegeof .

Fine Arts.. UNM (Ju~e l6-Jul18},an
exhibition oftwenty...eycn . . monotypeland wood-block printl by
.Yunkcts i$ .bcingbcld.Tht. ~.eigbt
monot)'pe5 .nel eigbt woodcngrav.
ing$ especially done by hUn {or.me
ilb.tstrationsof thidssueoftheQ;uuterlyare ahoon t&play. "h~ ~no
.type used onthecovern:prmntstbe
Clinfinity"sign.
.~n· art and literary: qttartetly.
Prints in the Dtsert,edited by Adja
Yunkers. Clto .1'e$tore the hand lothe
printing art, and to ptojecta collaboration.between the graphic Utl.and
poetry:' ...i ll appear next FalL Each
issue.. limited to tOO copies at. $15
each, will contain several· -original
prints, numbered and signed.
The black ~and·.. white reproductions in our half-tone section fail to
gi\"C an' idea of the brilUance and art·
.istry in . combining color ,and line
found in 'Yunkel'S~ prints. '
JOHN PALMn LttPa.. t9 years old,
was born and educated in Texas.
Alter graduating in journalism from
Southern Methodist University., he
spen~ thtee )OCalS and a half With the
Air Force, followed 'by a three-year
GI'study periOd at Harvan! UniversitY in the Fogg MU5Cum~ where he
became Keeper of thelV. A. Clark
Collection. He is now Assistant Di..
rector ot the Corcoran Gallery of Art
at \Vashington.
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lIP POE T S I G NAT U R E,
v. ul't"U:Na; Ouo~" 82 lean old,
was bom in Tennessee and brought
up in Mississippi. Educated at the
universitie5 of Mississippi and Harvatd, he has taught English in \Viscowin and Vassar. He sen'ed as
naval officer during the war, and
holds at present a government position in \Vashington. American and
English magazines have published
his poetry. In 1947 the Decker Press
brought out his book, The Cranes on
Dying River and Other Poems.
~ ART I C L E S. VINCENT C.

KEu.EY.. born in Seattle. Ph,D. California Institute of Technology, ·1937.
has specialized in the field of economic geology and worked with the
U.s. Geological Survey in mining and
petroleum geology. In 1937 he came
to tlle UNM. where he is a professor
of geology. He has published many
technical papers and maps. His book,
Geology and Economics of Nell! Mexico Iron-DreDeposits, UNM Press,
came out late in 1949. At pres·
ent he is preparing a repon and regional tectonic map on the geologic
nature and origin of the Rio Grande
Valley. Mr, Kelley's article is one of
the series on aspects of New Mexico
that the Quanerly publishes from
time to time. Characterizing it, the
author says: "In addition to outlining New Mexico's iron-ore situation
in the \Vest, I hope tllat some of the
comments may cause better planning
for the long range economic development of the State:'
ROBERT BUNKER, a Bostonian. join-

ed the Indian Service after four Jears
in the Navy. He has an adn1inistrative position in the United Indi~n
Pueblos Agency at Albuquerque. In
1948 SwaUow-l\!olTOw published his
novel, Amanda Said the Grass Was
Green. His essay "Oliver La Farge:
In Search of Self' is one in the series
of critical estimates of New Mexico
authors which are appearing in the
Quarterly.
GJLEAN DOUGL\S Ih'es at \Vhaletown, B. C., Canada_ A world tra\"el..
ler and linguist (Latin, Greek, German, French, Spani~, Italian. Hindustani. Hungarian, Gaelic. etc.). Mr.
Douglas started a picturesque career.
at tbe age of sixteen as a newspaper
reporter, later switched to advertising, syndicate work, and finally freelance writing. ranching and mining.
In the last ten years he has contributed hundreds of pieces-poetry, light
verse, non-fiction, and a few shon
stories-to dailies and magazines.
Several lyrics of his have been set to
music. and he is a bit of a composer
himself. "Summer Solitude." with its
feeling for the tangible and intangible facts of nature, strikes a note not
often found nowadays, He tells us:
"Nothing either slick or pulpy about
my writing, rm afraid, so I'll never
be rich..•• My motto alwa)"S was:
hyacinths for the soul and to h •.•
with the loaf of breadI (Those dots
are deference to data d'estime.)"
Born and educated at Chica~o,
CARL H. GRABO taught English at the
University of Chicago for fony )-ears
(1907 to 1947, when he retired). He
has been a part time visiting profes-

I
I

I
l
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sor at UNMsince 1!)!8.His. bibU..
ography .includes Ie\-enteen book
titles, among them four on Shelley.
The Arlof theShorlStory, TJie
Technique of the NOt~l, t'Wocbil..
dren's books,. no\'d,an adventure
yam, and a \'olume of 'Verse. His tat,.;
est books ~ The. Creati~Critic,
1948, and Shelley's Eccentricities"
UNM Press, 1950.

visioned' with detlc1unent. EtlaN
SHAwi. the 'WitcQfPtofeuotWim.

s)nthetic, based on the observation
of several women. The point ohiew,
from Grandpa's detachment. is for
me the point of the story: I have tried
to make structure and substance
complementary:'
Mr. Beck isa profCS50r of English
at Lawrence College and has taught
(or the last two summers at the Bread
Loaf School of English, where he is
again going this .summer to conduct
a course in the short story and a
nar in fiction. He has published two
novels. and two books of short stories. The Antioch Press will publish
bis third \~olume of short stories,
Edge oj Doom# next fall. Martha Foley is reprinting one of his stories in

elsewhere.

I). Cramp,. «anomi"stl.tthc Unim$it)' oflDinoi$.They have twodaugh..

tel'S" aged sand,. ·MiIsShawhubJd
,storlespublUhed in·littlc magazines
. and abo a no\-eJ,A.Crtsc~nt Moon"
?fOlTOW" 1949.
'~avey" isthc'tu:agedy·of elTOr" .
wotked out- in a !talistic manner.
JOlIN GEIt$'l"INE,'S5 )~ old.anative
' " STOR I E S. 'rhe three sto- and -teJident of Brooklyn; tnakei a
ries in this issue present a variety of livingl\"Orkingfor trade union pub.
.subject matter and techniques. "A lications. OIMOS10( my aeatb-e 1\-orku
, Verdict of Innocence," 'VADEN B~(Z "':be wrltes-uis done at myseasidc
8a)"St "was ~ore directly dependent shad at Old Orchard, Maine. above
upon newspaper -stories than any the din of my wife and t\\"Ocbildren."
other l\'OTk of mine has been. except uDa\"Cy" is the fint itoryof hisacportions. of my second novel Pause cepted by a magazine. Aftetour aeUnder the Slty•••• Ruby, however, is .ceptance he has sold another story _

senn·

her Btst American Short Stories#
z950.
"The Stallion is a poetic 5tor)'It

the symbol of Jove and .death en-
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~NMQPOETRYSELEC
T ION S. HOWARD G1l1FFIN# a frequent contributor to literary maga.
zines, is the author ofa book of
poems. Cry Cadence, Farrar, Straus,

1947·
LoIlL"JE NIEDECltEJt, native and reti·
dent of \Visconsin, has' pUblished
poetry sincc198S in magazines and
anthologies, Poetry" Furioso, Golden
Goose, Laughlin's New Democracy,
and New Directions (8 issues). A
book, New G~ose) was published by
Decker in 1946. Of her poems
writes: OILike to think of them. as out..
come of experimentation with lub-..
conscious and with {olk....;..all good poetry must contain elements of both '
or stems from them-plus the ration..
al; organizational force:'

me

.
4
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LoVJS ZttEo}Uy, a New Yorker, M.

A. Columbia, has taught at \Visoonsin and Colgate, and is at present Assbrant Pro!eAOr of English at the
Polytechnic Institute of Brookl)u.
Mr. ZUko£sky. besides having contributed poetry and criticism to jour.
nah and anthologies. is author of Le
Style A'JX>llinairt:1 J984.
Poems,
1941, Antw# 1946. and if. Test for
Poetry. 1948. He edited the "Objectivists''' issue 01 Poe'ry, February,
193 J • and An "Obieetiv;s~ Anthology, 1981. The Quarterly Rtmiew of
Literature is currently pUblishing his
novel. Ferdinand_
ANNIS CQx, born in Manila, P. I.,
was educated in California. A.B.
Stanford, 1937. She has contributed
poetry and prose to magazines. "Autumn Low" 'WaS written during a
month's camping trip in the Klamath
National Forest.

5'

to

' " BOO K SAN D COMDEANE MoWJlEJl.. author
of "The Cracked Mirror and the
Brazen Bull." annual poetry re\-iew,
has published poetry in several magazines. She teaches English at UNM.
l\f EN T.

itA Guide to the Literature of the
Southwest," much enricbed since our
Spring, 1950. issue with the listing of
theses and other material not s}'Stematically given before, is in die charge
of GENEVIEVE PORTDFlELD.. reference
librarian at UNM. Readers are
urged to call our attention to any
item, within the plan of inclusion,
which may have been O"·erlooked.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss2/1
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SAHAGUN·S FLORENTINE CODEX. The
School of American Research. Santa
Fe. and the Uni,"enityof Utah ha,"e
perfonned a sign~ senice to scholarship with the publication of Part II
of Book.! of the Florentine Codex of
the General Hutory of the Things of
New Spainl by Fray Bernardino de
SahagUn. A microfilm copy of the
Codex in the Laurentian Library was
obtained in 1938 by the late Lansing .
B. Bloom. who with the assistanccof
his wife gathered at, the time from
v~ous . European libraries manusCript materials chieJly relating to the
history of the South,.,"est. This project was sponsored by the University
of. New Mexico and the late E. L
Hewett. then Director of the School
of American Research and the Museum of New Mexico.
SahagUn's manuscript gives in
parallel columns the Spanish translation and the Aztec original, of
which the fonner is not a faithful
"ersion but now a summarization,
now an enlargement. Arthur J. O.
Anderson of the School of American
Research and Charles E. Dibble of
the University of Utah, two of the
very few American scholars' with a
competent k.nowledge of Nahuatl,
have now done, with the encouragement and help of the late Sylvanus
G. Morley. A. RayOlpin, President
of the University of Utah, and Boaz
Long, Director of the School of
American Research, an aCCUIilte
translation of the Aztec text. Others
who have cooperated in various W3)'S .
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are Albert E. Ely of the MUJeUl'J.'l j)t saeder, from the Mn Platu:k ltUti..
New Mexico, and O. Meredith'Vil- luteaf Ph)-sia. Goettingen. and Uni..
\'
~n. Harold WI'. Bentley, and E. ,..ersity -of ,Wcaso.~IOrigiIlO()(thc
Adamson HoebeJ, of the Unh-ersity UniveneO; Walter o. Roberts, from
o[ Utah.
the High Altitude- ubotatory. Hat..
"Part 11. The Gods:' nowavaila- ''atd UrdvetSity and Univertity ot
hIe. docribes the deities that 'Ytocre , Colorado. t 4Sun lnd E.rth·,; and ~r.
worshiped brthe Aztecs. To it hal Sando\-al Villamtromthe National
been added th~ Appendix of 1300k Uni~-ersityotMexicoi«Heavy Nuclei
.
I, wherein SahagUn. whhmissionuy in CoImic Ra)'$."
The PbiKappa Phi Lecture-Series
fen-Of. refutes the idolatric bellefs
and practices of the Mexi~ The featuring "Scienafand Man: A Mid..
translators ha\1: endeJ,\1>red to pre- Twentieth Century Evaluation" oflerve the flavor of the sixteenth cen- fered ··Literature.·.· by lUmon, J.
tury Spanish version and ba"e ill11$- sender: hTWmology and Man.u by
trilted the text 1\'ith copious histori- Dexter H. Reynolds; uA Loot at the
cal and comparative notes. Thineen Cultural and StyUsticAspectsof Art
large plates reproduce a sample page Music:' by Hugh M~ Miller; t'lleand pictures of the ,Sods from the ligion.n by Rabbi' l-fyer Sch1't'altZ:
original manuscript. The book is "Science and Culture," by It.. \v.
hand50mely printed in a limit edi- Boldyreff: and "Man in the Age'of
tion of 1,000 copies.
Science," by Hubert G. Alexander.
The, Quarterly reoo
with warm
praise this adlievement of, Dn. An- -'J» PAN A ~{ E RIC A ,N
derson and Dibble. and wishes them HIG H ,V A Y. A a~177-mile secwell in their still formidable task of tion afthe P~n America Highway,
translating and editing the remain- extending through Mexico UoIIl the
ing twelve parts.
' Rio Grande Rivette> the Guatemala
frontier. 1\->as opened ofticia11y last
'JP UN M LEe T U RES. Dur- " ~fay by the Mexican Govenuncnt. ~
ing the 1949"195° academic year, the ,The newlycompJeted road is the
UN~~ has organized' two important '~o~gest .tion ,of the Pan. American
series of public lectures.
Highway in asinglec:ountry,with its
The Physics Lecture~ries brought gateway at £1 P250, and itstenninal
to, Alhuquerque six internationally ,at II Ocxnal, a village of less than 800
known scientists: Darol K. Froman, popUlation.
uThe 'Fission Proce$s..; Edward TelAs reported by Jfutomobilt Facts,
ler, 'The Origin of Cosmic Ra}"S"; , the new highl\--ay s)'stemcubninates and George Gamow, "Explosion of 25: rears of road building in Mexico,
Stan:' from the Los Atam~ Sclenti- during whiCh 15.000-mi1cs of paved,
fie Laboratory; C. F. von \Veiz- all-weather roads have been opened'
o

o

0

0
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for use., Thete are DOWOnIy dlree
gaP'
thcentire Pan American

in

Highway between Ala$b. and the
Panama Canal. One, a 25-mi1e stretch

J

temew andgoodhalf·tone reproduc..
dOM of bi$ portrait and one of ~ .
paintings.

in northern Guatemala, is expected' •
JOHN SLOAN~ John
to be filled this }'ear by a road now Sloan, our Guest Artist, II (Summer.
·under construction.
1949). was given a page writeup in
The' Pan American Highway the t.ray 19 issue of Newsweek with
mould be a potent factor in the eco- reproductions of two of his paintings.
nomic and cultural rapprochement Commenting on the recent award of
between the Southwest and the Latin the gold medal for painting given
Ammcan countries.
him by. the American Academy of
Arts and Letters, Newsweelt. says that
\Qi ART G U I DE. Catherine ''be accepted it not for his paintings
Rapp Fergusson has put out a 51- but for his independence .•• he figpage brochure (C. R. Fergusson Pub- ured he was too old for the medal to
lications. SSI Delgado. Santa Fe. do him any hann.••• It amuses Sloan
1950. $1.00) entitled You ,May Afeet that his paintings which were once
These Arlists in s.anta Fe and Taos. called 'amcan' and 'psychopathic'
Twenty-four anists are represented. are now classified under the heading
19 from Santa Fe and 5 from Taos. of 'nostalgic realism: ..
For each there is a biographical in-

Change in Rates
Increased costs of printing and illustrations, make it necessary to establis4 new rates that will help pay expenses. We say uhelp" because
even with the increased rates the income th.at may be derived from
them will not be sufficient to meet costs.
Rates for subscriptions received in our offi~ after September 30. 1950,
will be:
One year $3.00
Two years $5.50 Three years $7.5°
Single copy 80 cents
Until September go, 1950. the Quarterly will accept new subscriptions
and also renewals and extensions from subscribers. at the present
rates, on cOndition that they will not extend beyond the Summer issue
of 1953Our magazine is now priCed so low that we are confident our readers
will understand the need for this change.
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M&lICO. 1-..\1 ,...itaLaUcolot. . .' .~
Paintings' 'byS"HtL' BIu.....dt.i"1
.1

~~
~
..
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r, .P

y$loclctoft

, Willi ·. Wiln... .
____~\ Four_c:o.lorphotoQt
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QdQn· Nulltnbt

~ '.::::::::::::::::::::::......-. photogr.pht,..110 ,.,-" of ·prinbin

'11 ,

•

\l

black .nd white..
.
.
PICTORIAL NEW It\EXICOi.a..,ltFor YOU' Soulhwe.hrn libr•.,.
S.nd your check' fot '-'00 .tod-y to N.w 1tf~1Uglld",'lox
938, Santa F.,N.1t\,. Uyou·d lik. to have &olh~book.-cla yMr'. .
'

.

.subscriptionto NIw MlXicoMIl,IId"'i". YOUl"cheekfor $4.74'
. " • • • saving oJ $1.25. .
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You,Souf!Jwesf

I

In eight magnificent paintings by nKlst., porlrayer

,

"

• • •
Now you

may own in this single snperbpott-

folio your Hurd favorites •• • brilliant reproductionsofms famous paintings of"your p1ain~,
your sky, your ranches and your mountains.
The heavy 12" x 16" w~ite mats glow with the
magnificent color and artistic mastery of this
artist who is incomparable today in his portrayal of the Southwest scene. Included are '
temperas; The Oasis, Valley in Summer. Portrait of ~eggy, Portrait of Jose, and The Bon-

fire; watercolors" \Vildcat \Vell and Shower on

the Prairie; and The Shepherd, charcpalstudy.
Presentation Two in the noteworthy New
Presentation One,
NwMexico Artist Series:
KENNETI-I ADAMS
Portfolio of Lithogr.phs
$b~o

ltlexico Artists Series, the Hurd reproductions '
are a priceless collection to own, and to pridefully give.

$12.50
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
Albuquerque
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